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NATURAL SCIENCES

The role of crystal structure defects In the form ation of real structure of crystals 
and the manifestation of the phenomenon of structural memory in phase 

transitions and transform ations of the domain systems

Abdikamalov B.A., Jollibekov B.R., Tagaev M.B., Xojanazarova R.M.
Karakalpak state University named after Berdakh

Summary. The role o f  defects in the crystal structure in the formation o f  the real 
structure o f  crystals and the manifestation o f  the phenomenon o f  structural memory 
during phase transitions and transformations o f  domain systems is substantiated in 
the article. The results o f  a complex o f  dif0fraction studies o f  phase transitions and 
transformation o f  domain systems in ZnS, KH2PO4, BaTiO2, Ag3AsS3, Pb3 (VO4) 2, 
SmS crystals are presented.

Key words. Crystal structure, structure, crystal, phase, transformation, domain, 
system.

Crystalline bodies, widely used in daily life, are imperfect. They have numerous 
structural defects, which vary in type, concentration and behavior which have drastic 
impact on their physical and technological properties. Structure defectiveness in 
many cases determines their practical application [1-2]. So, for example, dislocations 
and their mobility determine the strength properties of metals and alloys. Acceptor 
and donor impurities determine the usage iof monocrystal semiconductors as basic 
materials of microelectronics. At the same time, the rapid development of technology 
stimulates a search for new crystalline materials with desired physical and 
technological properties. In this respect, the study of phase transitions and structural 
rearrangements, which are defined by defects, is relevant in both scientific and 
applied aspects.

It is known that during phase transitions, accompanying the cooperative 
displacements of atomic planes, and also during the transformation of the domain 
systems a new substructure is formed, which consists of new structural imperfections
-  dislocations, packaging defects and accumulation of various defects, which form a 
three-dimensional domains. Defects, formed at structural processes, determine the 
kinetics of the subsequent phase transitions and certain kind of forming substructure. 
They can have a significant impact on the reversibility of phase transformations and 
on such important phenomena as the shape memory effect. In general, as shown by 
the direct diffraction experiments on phase transitions due to the existence of lattice 
defects all kinds of phenomena of structural memory of the crystal are manifested. 
From a thermodynamic point of view, formed structural defects can be in equilibrium 
preserving for many years, and nonequilibrium and vanishing within a certain time 
from a few minutes to months at room temperature. Therefore, the lattice defects can 
be considered as structural-transformative elements in phase transitions and
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transformations in the domain systems.

The paper presents the results of X-ray diffraction studies of phase transitions 
and transformations of domain systems in crystals ZnS, KH2PO4 , BaTiO2 , Ag3AsS3, 
Pb3(VO4)2, SmS which are distinct in physical properties. A complex of x-ray 
diffraction methods (methods of Laue, rocking technique, X-ray diffractometry, X- 
ray topography, the method wide divergent beam, etc.) were used. Using modern 
computer programming languages, simulations of x-ray diffraction images were 
carried out for accurate determination of orientation relationships between the 
structural domains.

In the ZnS polysynthetic crystals with oriented plastic deformation up to 18 % 
the packing defects vanish, and accordingly, the transformation of polysynthetic twin 
to the monocrystal of sphalerite, phase transitions from the hexagonal 2H, 4H and 6H 
phases to 3C-phase. However, due to the formed dislocation structure, the original 
form of crystalline samples is not restored. At the same time, in the reverse sphalerite 
^  wurzite ^  sphalerite phase, transition the original polysynthetic structure of the 
sample is completely restored.

The result of plastic deformation in the crystals of ZnS is not only the 
elimination of twins of polysynthetic structure (i.e. the formation of new crystal 
orientations), but also the emergence of a new substructure based on clusters of 
dislocations, which predominantly the same sign along the flat boundaries located at 
distances of the order of several tens of angstroms from each other. The specific 
mechanism of structural rearrangements, consisting of correlated motion of partial 
dislocations on certain crystallographic directions, was explained in a detailed review 
of geometry of structural rearrangements in crystals of ZnS.

A significant change in structure occurs during the phase transition from 
triclinic to monoclinic modification and transformations of ferroelasticity domains in 
crystals of orthovanadate lead Pb3(VO4)2 . The phase transition is accompanied by a 
large temperature hysteresis. During transformations of polydomain structure under 
the action of uniaxial mechanical loading a new orientation, not corresponding to any 
orientation of the monoclinic phase, is created. Thus it becomes apparent that the 
orientation of the whole sample of source modification of the crystal, and the 
direction of external influence are retained.

In phase transitions and transformations in the domain systems in crystals 
KH2PO4, BaTiO2 and Ag3AsS3 occur a slight adjustment of the crystal lattice on the 
mechanism of twinning with almost zero volume effect [3]. During multiple 
ferroelectric phase transition occurring in crystals of the dihydrogen phosphate 
potassium KH2PO4 , the formation of a new system of nonequilibrium structural 
imperfections, oriented along the "c" axis of the paraelectric tetragonal phase, and the 
shape memory effect associated with electric reduction to mono-domain state are 
discovered. Formed system of non-equilibrium structural defects disappeared 
completely after annealing at room temperatures or they led to cracking of the 
samples along the direction of the spontaneous electric polarization. The orientation 
state of the crystal formed during reduction to mono-domain state under the influence 
of a static electric field does not correspond to any orientation state of the crystal,
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formed in a phase transition in the cooling process. This means that in crystals of the 
dihydrogen phosphate potassium KH2PO4, as in crystals of orthovanadate of lead, 
direction of external influence is retained.

In semiconductor crystals of Ag3AsS the formation of nonequilibrium structural 
defects in ferroelectric phase transitions is discovered, which led to the reduction of 
temperature hysteresis in the initial 4-5 cycles of phase transition of 1 degree. The 
system of formed defects vanished after annealing the samples at room temperature 
for several hours.

Diffraction experiments have also demonstrated the broadening of the loops of 
the temperature hysteresis after the lightening of the crystals with the light intensity 
up to 10,000 Lux. The increase of light intensity resulted in a shift of the phase 
transition point and decreasing hysteresis of the phase transition. The reasons for 
these changes is due to the formation in crystal of a new system of structural defects 
different from the system defects, appearing during thermal Cycling near the phase 
transition point in the dark.

We must assume that the emergence of a new system of structural defects in 
phase transitions under the influence of light, can be interpreted as a manifestation of 
the phenomenon of photostructural memory of proustite.

A similar phenomena were discovered in isomorphic phase transitions in 
crystals of SmS. In such objects isomorphic phase transition with significant volume 
effect (at phase transition the volume of the unit cell varies by 5-6 %) [4]. 
Crystalgeometry of phase transition, in which the type of the unit cell (NaCl-type) is 
not changed, was determined and also the process of defect formation in the process 
of thermal cycling around the phase transition point and under the influence of 
hydrostatic pressure is revealed. It is assumed that during transformation with a large 
volume effect, a new structural mechanism based on the formation of dislocations of 
discrepancies at the front of the phases are being formed.

Thus, during the processes of structural phase transitions and transformation of 
domain systems depending on the nature and geometric characteristics of external 
influences a new system of structural defects is formed, which together with the 
original system of structural defects determines the further evolution of changes of 
the substructure and physical properties of crystalline materials. In this regard, we 
can assume that the defects are structure-forming cross-linking elements of crystals.
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Rezyume. Maqolada domen tizimlarining fazaviy o'tishi va transformatsiyasi 
paytidagi kristallarning real tuzilishi shakllanishida va tuzilishli xotira fenomenining 
namoyon bo'lishida kristall tuzilishi defektlarining roli asoslab berilgan. ZnS, 
KH2PO4, BaTiO2, Ag3AsS3, Pb3(VO4) 2, SmS. kristallarida difraktsion fazaviy o'tish va 
domen transformatsiyasi tizimlarining tadqiqot majmuasi natijalari keltirilgan.

Резюме. В статье обоснована роль дефектов кристаллического строения 
в формировании реальной структуры кристаллов и проявлении феномена 
структурной памяти при фазовых переходах и трансформациях доменных 
систем. Приведены результаты комплекса дифракционных исследований 
фазовых переходов и трансформации доменных систем в кристаллах ZnS, 
KH2PO4, BaTiO2, Ag3AsS3, Pb3(VO4)2, SmS.

Kalit so ’zlar. Kristall tuzilish, tuzilma, kristall, faza, transformatsiya, domen, 
sistema.

Ключевые слова. Кристалическое строение, структура, кристалл, фаза, 
трансформация, домен, система.
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TOXIC HEPATITIS AND POSSIBILITY OF ITS CORRECTION 

BY BERBERINE BISULPHATE

Baratova M. R., Kodirov D. A., Seytnazarov S. K.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. CsA - pore o f  hepatic mitochondria transfers into an opener status 
fo r  chronic heliotrine hepatitis with transition into cirrhosis. Stage phrmacotherapy 
with berberine bisulphate reduces hyperenzymemia, hyperbilirubinemia, 
hypercholesterolemia and increases the content o f  total protein and albumins in 
blood serum o f rats and rabbits. Changes mentioned coincide with reduction o f  
inflammatory - destructive processes and decelerating progressing cirrhotic changes 
in the liver.

The authors o f  the article studied the peculiarities o f  CsA - pore o f  hepatic 
mitochondria transfers into an opener status fo r  chronic heliotrine hepatitis with 
transition into cirrhosis. Stage pharmacotherapy with berberine bisulphate reduces 
hyperenzymemia, hyperbilirubinemia, hypercholesterolemia and increases the content 
o f total protein and albumins in blood serum o f rats and rabbits. The changes 
mentioned coincide with reduction o f  inflammatory - destructive processes and 
decelerating progressing cirrhotic changes in liver.

Key words. Heliotrine hepatitis, berberine bisulphate, cyclosporin A - sensitive 
pore (CsA - pore), liver, mitochondria, lipid peroxidation (LPO), enzymes o f  
antioxidant defense (AOD).

Hepatitis and their chronic forms, particularly, due to wide prevalence, severity 
of clinical course and frequent fatal outcome, make significant specific weight in 
general structure of morbidity, which is, unfortunately, not decreased. 5% of the Earth 
is diseased with the most severe form - chronic viral hepatitis; it is one of the main 
reasons of liver cirrhosis and carcinoma and it holds the 9 - place among the causes 
of death, significantly leaving AIDS behind.

Preparations of vegetable origin are perspective in this respect. Alkaloid 
barberin exists in the roots and leaves of Barberis vulgaris L. of Barberidaceae and in 
series of plants belonging to other families (Ranunculus, Menispermum, Ruta). It is 
used as cholagogue for chronic hepatitis, hepatocholecystitis, cholecystitis gallstones.

The investigations showed that adding ions Ca2+ to the incubation medium 
causes swelling of liver mitochondrion of rats of intact group, that it points out to 
open state of CsA of sensitive poros. Primary speed of Ca2+ depending on swelling of 
rats’ liver introduced with heliotron, on the 60 - day of the experiment, was 
approximately 1.5 time higher than the control. Adding classical inhibitor of porosof 
CsA to this mitochondrion inhibited the closing of poros. On the 90 and 120 day of 
the experiment this increase made 50 and 60% (P<0.05).

The conduct of 1 - stage of pharmacotherapy of chronicalheliotrin hepatitis with 
berberin bisulphate during 10 days assisted the passage of CsA of sensitive poros of 
mitochondrion in more stable state that witnesses removing berberin with bisulphate
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of toxic effect of heliotrin.

At the same time, the speed of Ca2+ dependent swelling of mitochondria was 
18% lower than treated animals, that indicates some weak efficiency of preparation of 
berberin bisulphate in restoring CsA of sensitive poros of mitochondrion.

However, hereinafter the effect of berberin bisulphate grows and the speed of 
swelling is lower 26.7 and 35% (P<0.05) than the indications of untreated animals. It 
is possible to assume that the compound prevents the opening of poros and in certain 
degree normalizes structural - functional parameters mitochondrion of liver of rats 
with chronic heliotrin hepatitis.

It is known that passage of mega canal to the state of open configuration while 
treating chronic toxic hepatitis with berberin bisulphate in initial terms of the 
experiment destructive and inflammatory phenomena calm down much.

Proliferative inflammatory infiltrates are restricted by periportalzones and fast 
transformation into connecting fascicles; they occupy small areas around portal tracts 
and do not germinate towards parenchyma of liver -  this prevents development 
process of hepatocirrhosis.

Key role in the development of various kinds of cellular death and many cellular 
pathological conditions developing during liver affection of during treatment of 
chronic toxic hepatitis with berberinbisulphate in initial terms of experiment the 
destructive and inflammatory phenomena significantly calm down. Pharmacotherapy 
with berberin bisulphate (1- stage of treatment) improved functional - metabolic 
parameters of mitochondrion.

In oxidation of succinate, the speed of consumption of O2 in active condition 
grows in the background of saving low values of consumption of O2 in tuned 
condition. In consequence of this, respiratory control and ADP/O increased.

The same dynamics is observed during the oxidation of NAD - dependent 
substrata: the speed of consumption of O2 in active state grows to 22.7%, and in the 
state of rest it does not differ from treated animals: and efficiency of phosphorylation 
increases. Consequently, berberin bisulphate restores NAD - dependent area of 
respiratory chain of mitochondrion.

During the further stages of treatment the efficiency of berberin bisulphate in 
restoration of functional - metabolic parameters of mitochondrion substantially does 
not differ from the initial one.

Alongside with it, the opening of mega canal may solve the intensification of 
LPO, observed during liver affection of different genesis, namely, one of the possible 
mechanisms of realizing the damaging effect of LPO process on is the opening CsA 
of sensitive poros [3]. This caused to make an assumption that the change of 
functional condition of mega canal of inner membrane of mitochondrion - CsA of 
sensitive poros lies on the basis of pathophysiology of series of diseases [4]. The 
effect of LPO on the functions of mitochondrionis realized as in the degree of direct 
effect of products of LPO on lipid matrix of membranes as different mediated effects 
[5].

Transformation of CsA of sensitive poros of inner membranes of mitochondrion 
to the open condition is reviewedas essential stage of damaging of mitochondrion in
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oxidative stress and necrosis or apoptosis connected with it [6]. On the other hand, 
during incubation of mitochondrion in the presence of inductors of mitochondrion 
LPO mitochondrial phospholipases are activated [7] and in most significant degree of 
phospholipase A2 at that.

Its activation leads to accumulation of phospholipids in membrane and free fatty 
acids that increase permeability of inner membrane of mitochondrion, and also 
potentiate the opening of mega canal in it [8].

Our investigations showed rapid growth of Malonic dialdehyde content in 
mitochondrial fraction of rats’ livers with heliotrin affection: on 60 - day of 
experiment -  to 107.9%. But in consequence of diminishing of substrata of oxidation 
owing to growing of connection tissue element, tendency towards decreasing 
hyperlipoperoxidation was marked: on 90 and 120 - day of the experiment, Malonic 
dialdehyde content exceeded the control to 85.2% and 55.9%.

Berberin bisulphate had a positive effect on LPO inmitochondrial fraction of 
liver of experimental animals: Malonic dialdehyde content decreased to 44.7%, 
35.5% and 39.5%, respectively with the terms of the experiment and was in the norm.

The intensification of LPO was a characteristic for postmitoticchondrial fraction 
of rats’ livers with heliotrin affection. On 60 - day of the experiment Malonic 
dialdehyde degree grew to 109.3% from control.

Staging pharmacotherapy with berberin helped to reduce the Malonic dialdehyde 
degree in post - mitochondrial fraction of experimental animals’ livers to 48%, 30.5% 
and 19% respectively.

It is known that LPO processes are under АОD control, whose important 
ferments are Superoxide dismutase and catalase. In addition, if there is Zn - Mn 
dependent Superoxide dismutase, there will be Zn -  Cu - dependent in microsomal 
cytosol. The investigation of activeness of these ferments in mitochondrial and post - 
mitochondrial fraction of hepatitis rats’ livers showed their inhibition, especially in 
mitochondrial fraction. The activeness of Superoxide dismutase on 60 and 90 - day of 
the experiment in mitochondrial fraction decreased statistically much to 42.8% and 
46% from control and at the end of the experiment, it increased much, however, it 
still was lower than the normal parameters to 33.2%.

Treatment by means of berberin bisulphate exceeded low activeness of 
Superoxide dismutase inmitochondrial fraction of rats’ livers: on the 1 - stage, it 
increased to 50.3% from the initial phase. If on the 1 - stage of treatment, the 
activeness of Superoxide dismutase was still 14% lower than control, after 90 days it 
normalized, and after 120 days, it exceeded the norm to 31.5%.

Apart from mitochondrial form, the activeness of post - mitochondrial form of 
Superoxide dismutase decreased less: to 23.5; 23.2 and 23.7% respectively with the 
terms of investigation. The pharmacotherapy by means of berberin bisulphate 
activated it to 49, 22 and 23.6%.

Consequently, the character of evidence and prognosis of development of 
chronic process may be densely connected with functional condition of enzyme 
system АОD and with the process of formation of active forms of oxygen, that it 
allows reviewing the liver as targetorgan of oxidative damage or oxidative stress.
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Practical importance has a question about pharmacological regulation of mechanisms 
of formation and utilization of active forms of oxygen.

To confirm the positive effect of berberin bisulphate during chronic heliotrin 
hepatitis, we investigated the main indications of blood serum of experimental 
animals (rats and rabbits). We set up that development of hepatitis is emerged with 
processing hypoproteinemia, heperbilirubinemia, hypertriglyceridemia, 
hyperlipidemia and hyperfermentemia. The experimental pharmacotherapy by means 
of berberin bisulphate decreased the appearing of cytolysis and hepatocellular 
insufficiency, that it was confirmed with morphological investigations.

Therefore, destructive and inflammatory phenomena decrease significantly in 
the initial terms of the experiment in treatment of chromic toxic hepatitis by means of 
berberin bisulphate.
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Rezyume. Surunkali geliotrin -gepatititning tsirrozga aylanishida CsA - jigar 
mitoxondriyalarida ochiq o ’tishida amalga oshadi. Bisulfit berberin 
formokoterapiyasi bosqichida giperenzemiya, giperbilirubinemiya va 
giperxolesterinemiya pasayib oqsillar va albuminlar tarkibi quyonlar va 
kalamushlarning qon zardobida ko ’payadi. Ko ’rsatilgan o ’zgarishlar jigardagi 
tserotomik o ’zgarishlarni kamayishi va ya llig ’lanish jarayonining kamayishini 
ko ’rsatadi.

Maqola mualliflari CsA -  mitoxondriya teshikchalarining ochiq sharoitda 
geliotrin -gepatititning tsirrozga aylanishini o ’rgangan. Statsionar holatda bisulfit 
berberin formokoterapiyasi quyonlar va kalamushlarning qon zardobida oqsil va 
albuminlarning umumiy holatini yaxshilab giperenzemiya, giperbilirubinemiya va 
giperxolesterinemiyani pasaytirib turishi aniqlangan.

K o ’rsatilgan o ’zgarishlar ya llig ’lanish-buzilish jarayoni va jigarda 
tserrozlanishning tobora o ’sib borishiga sababchi bo ’ladi.
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Резюме. CsA - поры печеночных митохондрий переходит в открытое 

состояние хронического гелиотрин-гепатита с переходом на цирроз. Стадия 
фрмакотерапии бисульфитом берберина снижает гиперэнзимемию, 
гипербилирубинемию, гиперхолестеринемию и увеличивает содержание общего 
белка и альбуминов в сыворотке крови крыс и кроликов. Указанные изменения 
совпадают с уменьшением воспалительно-деструктивных процессов и 
замедлением прогрессирующих цирротических изменений в печени.

Авторы статьи изучили особенности CsA - поры переноса митохондрий 
печени в открытое состояние хронического гелиотрин гепатита с переходом 
на цирроз. Стационарная фармакотерапия бисульфитом берберина снижает 
гиперэнзимемию, гипербилирубинемию, гиперхолестеринемию и увеличивает 
содержание общего белка и альбуминов в сыворотке крови крыс и кроликов. 
Указанные изменения совпадают с уменьшением воспалительно
деструктивных процессов и замедлением прогрессирующих цирротических 
изменений в печени.

Kalit so ’zlar. Geliotrop gepatit, bisulfit berberin, tsiklosporin A -  sezuvchi faza  
(CsA -  teshikchalari), jigar, mitoxondriya, lipidlar qayta oksidlanishi (POL), 
antioksidantli ximoya fermentlari (AOD).

Ключевые слова. Гелиотропный гепатит, бисульфит берберина, 
циклоспорин А - чувствительная поза (CsA - поры), печень, митохондрии, 
перекисное окисление липидов (ПОЛ), ферменты антиоксидантной защиты 
(AOD).
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INTEGRATED MODEL OF DIAGNOSTICS OF THE CONDITIONS OF

HYDROGEOLOGICAL OBJECTS OF NATURAL-TECHNOGENIC
CHARACTER

Oteniyazov R.I., Khabirova D.N., Allam uratova Z.Zh.
Nukus Branch o f  Tashkent University o f  Information Technologies named after

Muhammad al-Khawrezmi

Summary. A system o f  fuzzy logic equations fo r  diagnosing the states o f  
hydrogeological objects is proposed, which includes the segments o f  the construction 
o f the functions o f  the accessories ofparameters and characteristics, the base offuzzy 
data and knowledge.

A feature o f  the proposed method fo r  diagnosing the states o f  hydrogeological 
objects is the concept o f  a complex review o f  the results o f  forecasts, which are 
considered from the perspective o f  at least three problems - land reclamation, water 
conservation and environmental. This approach is the basis fo r  the selection and 
justification o f  final decisions on the results o f  diagnostics o f  hydrogeological 
objects.

Key words. Method, diagnosis, hydrogeological object, ecology.

Introduction
Monitoring of conditions of hydro-geological objects of natural and technogenic 

character (HGOTC) and their management in conditions of domination of fuzzy 
information is an actual task. At the same time, different states of HGOTS are 
characterized by heterogeneity of properties by their nature, i.e. the parameters of 
states have different feature spaces, therefore integration or cumulative research in a 
single indicative space for the purpose of their comparison is not always justified.

The diagnostics of complex system states is a process in which, based on 
available observational data and system studies, several of the most significant but 
inaccessible to direct measurement of indicators of the system are identified, fully 
characterizing it from the standpoint of a specific goal and allowing to monitor 
continuously the transition of the system from initial state in the state o f interest to us 
[2,4,5].

Traditionally, the diagnosis of CS is carried out on the basis of sufficiently valid 
statistical data that meet the requirements of reliability, validity and completeness of 
the initial information. However, it should be noted the limited possibilities of 
traditional statistical and deterministic methods for diagnosing HGOTC conditions, 
as well as the dominance of the subjectivity factor both in the analysis of the initial 
information and in the choice of final solutions for diagnosing states.

M ain p art
In conditions of heterogeneous information (numerical, qualitative, raster, 

linguistic, geographically distributed), is fuzzy-multiple approach characterized by a 
high level of generalization, heuristics in the processes of identifying HGOTC states, 
is promising for the diagnosis of HGOTC conditions.
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The solution of the problem of fuzzy modeling of the state estimation of HGOTS 

consists of the following steps [3,5]:
-  construction o f the FP parameters and characteristics of HGOTS;
-  designing a fuzzy knowledge base;
-  construction o f fuzzy logical equations of state diagnostics;
-  construction of a fuzzy system model for changes in the hydrogeochemical 

state of HGOs based on the FLT system of Matlab 6.5 (release 13).
The quality of diagnostics of HGOTS depends on the quantity and quality of 

input information, including fuzzy data - knowledge, experience, qualifications of 
hydrogeological specialists, hydrologists - meliorators, soil scientists, etc.

The state of HGOTS is determined by the following levels [1,4,5]:
50 -  is a favorable state;
5 1 -  flooding of irrigated lands;
52 -  salinization of soils and rocks of the aeration zone;
53 -  deterioration in the quality of the GW;
54 -  deterioration of engineering-geological conditions.
The listed STGSG states are arranged according to the degree of their severity,

i.e. each current state, starting from S1 , is a consequence of the previous one, i.e. S1 

^ S 2 ^ S 3 ^ S 4 ^ __
The ellipsis means that further deterioration of water, land, soil resources can 

lead to problems of ecological, economic, social and other nature [ 1 ].
In [4] the following parameters (qualitative or quantitative nature, possible 

ranges of changes are indicated in parentheses) are adopted for diagnosing the states 
S0 , S1 , S2 , S3 , S4 :

Х 1 -  the depth of occurrence of levels of GW (0 ^20 м);
Х2 -  degree of mineralization of GW (0 ^ 30 and more g / l);
X3 -  the degree of drainage of territories (0 ^ 2,5 c.u. -  conventional units);
Х4 -  ratio of levels of groundwater and pressure water (-3; 3 m);
X5 -  air temperature (10 ^ 40 0 С and more).
To monitor the state of HGOTS, as the basic parameters, we take the reduced, 

Xj, x 2, x 3, as an additional parameter, time. In the same place, the designations of
problems are given: Ul, U2, U 3, where Ul - <reclamation problem>, U2- <water
security problem>, U 3 - <ecological problem>.

Further, the parameters Х 1, Х2, Х3, Х4 are considered as fuzzy. The structure of 
the differential diagnosis model for HGOTS states is shown in Fig. 1.

Here the following notation is adopted:
~ = {BC, C, AC }
BC - below critical, C - critical, AC - above critical;
~  = {S M , A, AA, H }
SM - small, A - average, AA - above average, H - high;
~ = {PD, D, SD}
PD - poorly drained, D - drained, SD - strongly drained;
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~ = {M, S , Y }
M - month, S - season, Y - year.

Fig.1. Scheme o f  fuzzy diagnostics o f  HGOTS

The fuzzy knowledge base for determining the HGOTS states has the following 
form:

1. If (~ = bc ) and (~  = SM) and (~3 = P D ) and (~4 = M ) 
or (~  = BC) and (~ = A) and (~  = PD) and (~4 = S) 
then s = S0

2. If (~ = BC) and (~ = A) and ( =  SD) and (~4 = S ) 
or (~ = C) and (~ = sm) and (~ = PD) and (~  = Y) 
or (~j = AA) and (~ = s m ) and (~ = pd) and (~  = Y) 

then S = S

3. If (~ = C) and (~  = AA) and (~3 = D) and (~  = S) 
or (~ = C) and (~  = A) and (~ = p d ) and (~  = S) 
then S = S2

4. If (~ = AC) and (~ = A) and (~3 = D) and (~  = S) 
or (~ = AC) and (~  = A) and (~3 = PD) and (~  = S) 

then S = S3
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5. If (~ = AC) and (~  = H) and (~3 = PD) and (~4 = S) 
or (~ = AC) and (~ = PD) and (~3 = D) and (~4 = Y) 
then S = S4

Fuzzy equations the definition of HGOTS states on the basis of the above 
knowledge base is as follows:

(U} [ M b c  ( ~ 1 )  ^  M s m  ( ~ 2  )  ^  M o d  ( ~ з  )  ^  M m  ( ~ 4  ) ]  v  

Ms0 =  [ M b c  ( ~ 1 )  ^  M a  ( ~ 2  )  ^  M o d  ( ~ з  )  ^  M s  ( ~ 4  ) ]

[ M c  ( ~ i )  ^  M a ( ~ 2 )  ^  M p d  ( ~ 3 )  ^  M s  ( ~ 4 ) ] v

M ( ~ ) =  [ m c  ( ~ 1  )  ^  M S M  ( ~ 2  )  ^  M P D  ( ~ 3  )  ^  M S  ( ~ 4  ) ]  v

[ m A C  ( х 1 )  ^  M S M  ( х 2  )  ^  M P D  ( х з )  ^  M Y  ( х 4  ) ]

[M c  ( х 1 )  ^  M a  ( х 2 )  ^  M p d  ( х з )  ^  M s  ( х 4 ) ] v  

Ms2 =  [M c  ( х 1 )  ^  M p d  ( х 2 )  ^  M p d  ( х з )  ^  M s  ( х 4 ) ]

(U) _  [M a c  ( х 1 )  ^  M a  ( х 2 )  ^  M p d  ( х з )  ^  M s  ( х 4 ) ] v  

Ms3 =  [M a c  ( х 1 )  л  M p d  ( х 2 )  л  M p d  ( х з )  ^  M s  ( х 4 ) ]

[Mac ( х 1) A Mpd ( х 2 )  A Mpd ( х з )  A Ms ( х 4 )]  v

Ms4 =  [Mac ( х 1 )  A Mpd ( х 2 )  A Mpd ( х з )  ^  My ( х 4)];
The obtained values of the MF m^  m(S) M̂U mIU M^ are ranked in 

decreasing order, then the next knowledge base is constructed;
If mSu > m(su > m(s~ > m(S) then there is an ameliorative problem in HGOTS.

If mSS) > mSS) > mSS) > m(S) then the meliorative problem is observed in the 
HGOTS, land salinization takes place.

If mS~ > mSu > m(ss1) > m(sS) then there is a water security situation in HGOTS.

If m(S) > m(S) > m(S) > M ^ then there is an ecological problem in HGOTS.
At the same time, in order to arrive at conclusions about a particular problem in 

the HGOTS states, it is advisable to construct a fuzzy-multiple model for diagnosing 
HGOTS states based on fuzzy vectors U = (U1,U2,U3)T On their basis, a fuzzy

knowledge base of the type is formed, while for LP UU ,UU , and UU we adopt a 
single system of terms IS - insignificant, CS - considerable, SF -  significant, as well 
as for the linguistic description of HGOTS, we take: FV - favorable, FD - flooding, 
PL - pollution, DR - deterioration.
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Table 1.
Fuzzy knowledge base_____ __________

U~1 U~2 U~3 S
1 IS IS IS FV

2
IS CS IS

FDCS IS IS
CS CS IS

3
CS IS IS

CSCS CS IS
CS CS CS

4

SF CS CS

DRSF SF CS
CS SF SF
SF SF SF

k0'1 >fe«2) > feU3) ];

> feCS 2) 
>fe£°2)

>fe«3)
>fe«3)

>fei°2) >fe«3) v

• feCS =
№

>fe«2)
>fê02)

>fe«3)
>fe£°3)

vlfeC°l) >feC°°2) >fe«3) v

feD̂) -
fe0 > feC°°2) > а С°з) v fes

e 
8>

feC°l) > feS°2) >feS!°3) v > uSF2) >feS°3)

v

Conclusion
Thus, we can draw the following conclusions:
- fuzzy-deterministic approach of diagnostics of HGOTS conditions in the 

conditions of heterogeneous information will provide an opportunity to 
comprehensively substantiate measures to take precautionary, localization or recovery 
decisions;

- for an adequate assessment of HGOTS conditions, it is advisable to apply an 
unclear-logical approach that allows directly using and integrating information 
reflecting the experience, knowledge and intuition of experts-experts in the process of 
supporting decision-making.

- fuzzy knowledge bases and fuzzy models of states, implementation of fuzzy 
logic approach for diagnostics of HGOTS states are offered.
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Rezyume. Tavsiflar va tegishlilik parametrlari funktsiyalarining tuzilishi 
segmentlarini, qat'iymas ma'lumotlar va bilimlar bazalarini o 'z tarkibiga oladigan 
gidrogeologik ob'ektlar holatini diagnostikalovchi qat'iymas-mantiqiy tenglamalar 
tizimi taklif etiladi.

Gidrogeologik ob'ektlar holatini diagnostikalashning taklif etilgan uslubining 
o'ziga xos xususiyati bashorat natijalarini kompleksli ko'rib chiqish kontseptsiyasi 
bo'lib, bunda meliorativ, saqlash va ekologik muammolari nuqtai nazaridan 
kompleks baholanish imkoniyatini beradi. Bunday usul gidrogeologik ob'ektlar 
holatini diagnostikasi natijalari asosida qarorlar qabul qilish va asoslash imkonini 
yaratadi.

Резюме. Предлагается система нечетко-логических уравнений 
диагностики состояний гидрогеологических объектов, включающих в себе 
сегменты построения функций принадлежностей параметров и 
характеристик, базы нечетких данных и знаний.

Особенностью предлагаемой методики диагностирования состояний 
гидрогеологических объектов является концепция комплексного рассмотрения 
результатов прогнозов, которые рассматриваются с позиций по крайней мере 
трёх проблем -  мелиоративной, водоохраной и экологической. Такой подход 
является основой выбора и обоснования окончательных решений по 
результатам диагностики состояний гидрогеологических объектов.

Kalit so ’zlar. Uslub,diagnostikalash, gidrogeologik ob 'ektlar, ekologiya.
Ключевые слова. Методика, диагностирование, гидрогеологический 

объект, экология.
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TECHNICAL SCIENCES

UDK 631.333.89.

The pneum atic center working body for improving the uniformity of their
mixtures

M ambetsheripova A. A.
Karakalpak State University named afterBerdakh

Summary. This article presents the construction o f  a new pneumatic center 
working body fo r  mineral fertilizers and their mixture, and also the results o f  
laboratory tests. The values o f  the basic constructive and technological parameters 
have determined. Thus, the fertilizer’s working width is 13 m. Unevenness o f  making 
homogeneous fertilizer is about +_ 19 % and 22 % blends.

Keywords: pneumatic center, mineral fertilizers, construction, technological.

During the period of market economy, farmers need to save costs for each 
manufacturingoperation performed by agricultural production. This can be achieved 
by using new technology and equipment. In this regard, the republic brought different 
agricultural techniques from highly - developed countries such as flowerer, analysis 
of the construction and review of the literature, as well as products offered by 
specialists in agricultural production techniques, in particular machines for mineral 
fertilizers and their mixtures shows that they developed a machine similar to our 
existing.

Thus, ensuring quality of mineral fertilizer and their mixtures is a problem for 
experts of agro - engineering direction.

We developed a new working body of pneumatic center type like experimental 
model (figure 1) and mounted on the machine base APF-0,75 for mineral fertilizer 
(fig2)

Figure 1: General view o f  experimental working pneumatic center body: 1
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centrifugal disc; 2-blade, 3- vents, 4- guide o f  the air flow.

Experimental machine working body consists of a frame (1), attachment (2), 
pneumatic center working body (3), propeller shaft (4), bevel gear (5), bunker 
adjustment device (6) for changing the dose fertilizer. Rotation speed of the body is 
810 rev / min. At the bottom of the hopper mounted fixed and movable wheels. 
Mobile disk serves to regulate the supply of fertilizers to the centrifugal disc.

Figure 2. General view o f the 
machine with a working body,
1 - frame, 2 - hitch, 3 - working body, 4
- drive shaft, 5 - bevel gear, 6 - bunker. 
For determining the process and quality 
of the new working body and 
conducting experiments in the 
laboratory. The first phase of the 
experiment is to determine the angle of 
descent and throwing fertilizers sector 
working body.

Figure 3. General view o f the 
working body o f  the machine and the 
catcher.

1 - frame, 2 - hitch, 3 - tank, 4 - 
working body, 5 - rod, 6 - cardan shaft, 
7 - catcher.
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A laboratory set -  up (figure 3) consists of a machine with a working body and 
catcher (7). The central angle of 180’ catcher and is divided into 12 sectors each of 
which is 15. The lower part of each sector is closed with clothespins.

The experiments were performed in the following order: before starting bunker 
poured fertilizer 15 kg, including ZVOM and working body driven by rotation, 
opening a hole on butterfly valves with rod 5 (figure 3), determining the angle of 
descent of fertilizers with a working body. The experiment was conducted in two 
ways. In the first version of the experiment the fertilizers poured out of the bunker on 
the centrifugal disc through oval holes 2 and 5 (figure 4). In this case mobile disc 4 is 
made without opening 6.

Figure 4. The botfor o f  the hopper cars, 1 and 4 fixed  and movable wheels, 2, 5 
- longitudinal oval holes, 3, 6 -  transverse oval holes, drive; 7 - eye.

After the end of fertilizers in the hopper the rotary motion of the working body 
stopped. The experiment was conducted five times in the replications. The mean 
value of the angle of descent was 66’. After the continued experiments to determine 
the throwing sector working body this fertilizer outbox working body went sector 
catcher. The fertilizer located on each sector weighed on an electronic scale.

The data obtained shows that the sector throwing is between 110 - 180’. At the 
beginning of the trap sector № 2, 3, 4 share of fertilizers by weight was 55 - 60 %. 
This leads dissatisfaction agronomic requirements. Once in the mobile and fixed 4, 1 
disc opened transverse oval holes 3 and 6, with smaller longitudinal holes 2 and 5, a 
second version of the experiment in five multiple replications determined by 
weighing results throwing sector, which averaged is 195’. The weight of the 
fertilizers in the initial № 1 - 3, № 10 - 12, and the final average № 4 - 9 sectors not 
dramatically different from one another, the average deviation was _+ 18 %. After 
determining the throwing sector begins to identify the flight range of the particles and 
uniform distribution of fertilizers to the width of their introduction. For this round the 
car set numeralized trays at 0,5 x 0,5 x 0,05 m.

Weight fertilizers got on each baking determined by weighing. The experiment
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was performed three times in repetition with a width of 13 m. The uniformity of 
distribution of fertilizers was about _+ 24 %, which meets the agronomic 
requirements.

The experimental results have the following conclusions: offered working body 
type pneumatic center evenly distributes fertilizers and mixtures regardless of their 
size particle structure, with a working width of 13 m..
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Rezyume: Markazdan qochma turdagi diskisimon o'g'itlash apparati texnologik 
sxemasi amaldagi mineral o'g'itlash mashinalarida bir o'tishdagi o'g'itlash kengligi 
13 m ni tashkil etadi.

Резюме: В статье приведены конструкция нового пневмоцентробежного 
рабочего органа для внесения минеральных удобрений и их смесей, а также 
результаты лабораторных испытаний. Определены значения основных 
конструктивных и технологических параметров. Рабочая ширина внесения 
удобрений составляет 13м.

K alitso ’zlar. Markazdonkochma, mineral o'g'itlar, konstruktsiya, texnologik.
Ключевые слова. Пневмоцентробежный, минеральные удобрения, 

конструкция, технологический
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УДК 677.025

THE DEVELOPM ENT OF THE STRUCTURE AND THE M ETHOD OF 
PRODUCING OF A TWO - W IDTH FORM  - STABLE PLUSH KNITW EAR

Allam uratova T.K.
Karakalpak State University named afterBerdakh

Summary. The article presents a new structure and a knitting way o f  a double - 
sided form - stable plush knitwear. The increase in the form stability o f  the knitted 
fabric is achieved due to the inclusion in the structure o f  plush knitted fabric o f  
incomplete plain courses. The proposed jersey can be produced on a purl knitting 
machine. This knitted fabric can be used in the manufacture o f  top knitwear products 
fo r  children and adults. This method is easy to implement and does not require 
complex changes in the machine construction. It is recommended fo r  using high - 
shrinkage yarns as a ground thread and shrink - f i t  yarn as a plush one.

Key words: double - sides plush knitted fabric, ground thread, plush thread, 
shape stability, incomplete plain, circle purl knitting machine.

One of the indicators of the quality of knitwear for upper products is its form 
stability, which is usually understood as the ability of knitwear to restore the original 
shape in the process of relaxation of deformations [1].

Various methods for improving the form - stability of knitwear are proposed in 
[2 - 6].

It is known that plush jersey, developed on the basis of smooth surface, despite 
its advantages, has the ability to deform under the influence of loads. This is due to 
the fact that the ground of plush knitwear has a less form - stable structure compared 
to a woven plush. As a result, the area of application of the knitted fabric of the plush 
weave is limited. In connection with this, the development of new structures and 
methods for producing form - stable plush knitwear is an important and urgent 
scientific and technical problem.

Distinguishing the form - stability of knitwear to the action of given mechanical 
loads and to the action of washing the form - stability to the action of mechanical 
loads is usually estimated by the proportion of rapidly reversible deformations. Shape 
resistance of knitwear to the action of washing is characterized by shrinkage.

Studies have established [1] that the form - stability of knitwear is significantly 
influenced by the following factors:

- mechanical properties of the yarns, namely the elasticity of the yarn;
- structure of knitwear;
- general stretchability of knitwear;
- loop module.
On the indexes of the form - stability of knitwear under mechanical loads, the
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overall tensile strength of knitwear has a great influence [1]. As a rule, the knitwear 
of more tangible (having less degree of orientation of the thread in the loop) 
interlacing has a large share of slowly reversible (residual) deformations and, as a 
consequence, less form - stability. This is explained by the fact that in knitwear of 
less oriented (more extensible) interlacings, there are deeper changes in intertwining 
during tension, the points of contact of threads receive large displacements, the total 
friction path of threads increases, tensions from one, less strained to the others, more 
strained loops and, as a consequence, deeper changes in the structure of knitwear, 
which are restored more slowly.

Therefore, one of the necessary conditions for improving the form stability of 
knitted fabrics is a decrease in its extensibility, which is achieved by introducing 
elements that are highly oriented in the direction of stretching, for example, broaches, 
lengths of threads that are not tied in loops, etc., into the structure of knitwear.

As a result of the analysis of the existing methods of increasing the form 
stability of knitwear, it has been established that a decrease in the length of the 
knitted fabric is achieved by incorporating into the knitwear structure:

- extended jacquard loops;
- press sketches;
- longitudinal weft yarns.
Reducing the length of the knitted fabric by incorporating longitudinal weft yarn 

into the knitwear structure is the most effective way, since the properties of such 
knitwear are close to the properties of the fabric. But this method is complicated in 
implementation and requires great changes in the design of the machine. In this 
regard, this method of increasing the form - stability of knitwear has not been widely 
used.

Reducing the stretchability of knitwear in width can be achieved by introducing 
into the structure of knitwear:

- weft yarn along the loop;
- flutter thread with different rapping of the laying;
- rows of derivative smooth surface with enlarged broaches.
One of the ways to reduce the stretchability of knitwear in width is the 

introduction into the structure of knitted fabrics of series of smooth surface with 
increases in broaches. The elongated broaches allow to reduce the knit width in terms 
of width but insignificantly. In this version, when stretching knitwear, too, there may 
be an effect of pulling the thread from the loops, in the direction of increasing 
broaches. This can cause violation of the evenness of the loop structure. This method 
can be used when an insignificant decrease in knitwear elongation is required.

On the basis of the foregoing, we developed a structure and a method for 
producing double - sided, form - stable plush knitted fabrics, where the increase in 
the form stability of the webs is achieved through the inclusion of incomplete 
smoothness in the knitted fabric.

The proposed knitwear can be produced on a round - turn machine.
Two - sided form -  stable plush knitwear on a round - turn machine is obtained 

as follows. In the system I, all the needles work in the lower cylinder, where they are
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first laid on the plume P1, and then the ground thread G (Figure 1). Buckling of the 
plush thread is carried out by the teeth of the upper cylinder, and the ground thread by 
the teeth of the lower cylinder. The removal and direction of plush broaches between 
the cylinders is carried out in the same system with a puller and a guide that are 
installed in the looping system.

In the second system, each sixth needle is transferred from the lower cylinder to 
the upper one and a number of incomplete or sparse smooth spots are attached to 
them. In this case, elongated broaches are formed.

In the system III, all the needles left in the lower cylinder are transferred to the 
upper one and the plume P2 is first laid on them, and then the ground thread is laid P2 
and then the ground one. The plush thread is banded on the bottom teeth of the lower 
cylinder, and the ground thread is bent on the teeth of the upper cylinder. Thus, on 
these needles a plush row is formed. In this series, plush broaches and loops of 
normal size are obtained, and elongated, since plush loops are formed then on each 
needle, then through a single needle, and the plush thread is then bent on one hoe 
tooth, then on two jack teeth.

Fig. 1. Structure (a) and graphical recording (b) double-sided plush knitwear

In the system IV, all the needles are transferred to the lower cylinder from the 
upper cylinder, where they are first laid with the plum string P3, and then the ground 
thread G. The plushing of the plush thread is carried out by the teeth of the upper
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cylinder and the ground thread by the bottom teeth of the lower cylinder. The removal 
and direction of plush broaches between the cylinders is carried out in the same 
system with the help of a tenant and a guide.

It should be noted that one rapport is formed by four loop - forming systems. In 
this case, four loop rows are formed.

As can be seen from the structure of knitted fabrics, the plum thread P1, P3 is 
tied together with the ground thread G and forms plush broaches 1, 3 on one side of 
the knitwear (Fig. 1, a).

Plush thread P2 and ground thread G are also tied together and form plush 
broaches of usual size 2 and elongated 4 on the other side of knitwear (Figure 1, a).

The presence in the structure of knitwear of a number of rarefied smoothness 5 
makes it possible to reduce the stretchability of knitted fabrics in width, and the 
presence of elongated loops 6 makes it possible to reduce the extensibility of 
knitwear along the length. The resulting knitwear has high heat - shielding properties, 
increased form - stability.

This knitwear can be used in the manufacture of products for children and top 
knitwear for adults.

This method is easy to implement, does not require complex changes in the 
design of the machine.

It is recommended for using high - shrinkage as a ground thread, and shrink - fit 
as a plush one.
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Rezyume. Maqolada shakl saqlash hususiyati yuqori bo'lgan ikki tomonli tukli 
trikotajning yangi strukturasi va olish usuli keltirilgan. Taklif etilayotgan tukli 
trikotajning shakl saqlash hususiyati uning strukturasiga to'liq bo'lmagan glad 
trikotaj to'qimasining qatorlarini kiritish hisobiga oshiriladi. Taklif etilayotgan 
trikotajni aylana ignadonli oborot mashinasida ishlab chiqarish mumkin. Tukli 
trikotajdan bolalar va kattalar ustki trikotaj mahsulotlarini ishlab chiqarishda 
foydalanish mumkin. Yangi strukturali tukli trikotajni olish usuli oson bajariladi va 
mashinaning konstruktsiyasini o'zgartirishni talab etmaydi. Ikki tomonli tukli
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trikotajni ishlab chiqarishda asos ip sifatida yuqori kirishimli, tukli ip sifatida esa 
kam kirishimli iplardan foydalanish tavsiya etiladi.

Резюме. В статье приведены новая структура и способ выработки 
двухстороннего формоустойчивого плюшевого трикотажа. Повышение 
формоустойчивости полотен достигается за счет включения в структуру 
плюшевого трикотажа рядов неполной глади. Предлагаемый трикотаж 
можно вырабатывать на круглооборотной машине. Этот трикотаж можно 
использовать при изготовлении изделий детского ассортимента и верхнего 
трикотажа для взрослых. Данный способ легко осуществим, не требует 
сложных изменений конструкции машины. Рекомендуется в качества 
грунтовой нити использовать - высокоусадочную, а в качестве плюшевой -  
малоусадочную.

Kalit so ’zlar. Ikki tomonli tuklitrikotaj, asos ipi, tukli ip, shakl saqlash 
hususiyati, to'liq bo'lmagan glad, aylana oborot to'quv mashinasi.

Ключевые слова. Двухсторонний плюшевый трикотаж, грунтовая нить, 
плюшевая нить, формоустойчивость, неполная гладь, круглооборотная 
вязальная машина.
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MAIN PRINCIPLES OF DOUBLE REGULATION OF LEVEL OF 
SUBSOIL WATERS IN TERRITORY OF THE IRRIGATED EARTHS OF

REPUBLIC KARAKALPAKSTAN

K urbanbaev S.1, Turlibaev Z.2
1Karakalpak branch office o f  Scientific Reaches Institute o f  Irrigation and 

Water problem at Tashkent Institute o f Irrigation and Melioretion 
2Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The article presents the problem o f  lowering the groundwater level. 
The main goal o f  this work is to study the possibility o f  double regulation o f  
groundwater level by creating a backwater on the manifolds (collector).

Key words. Subsoil water, soil, regulation, irrigation, collector.

The analysis of long-term materials on levels of occurrence subsoil waters 
shows, that character of its change depends on prescription of development of 
territory, from values КЗИ, from volume of the submitted water, i.e. from degree of 
development, from volume of realization of meliorative actions, i.e. from building of 
collector drainagesystems. It is known, that in 1950-60 when the irrigation area as a 
whole on Republic Karakalpakstan did not exceed 100,0 thousand in hectares, i.e. 
КЗИ did not exceed 0,20 - 0,25, level of subsoil waters was on depth 12 - 13 m from 
an earth surface (Shumanayskiy, Tahtakupyrskiy areas). The next years, since 1960 
the period of complex development of the new earths has begun, there was a 
consolidation of the earths in a zone of an old irrigation. It has in turn led to gradual 
lifting of level of subsoil waters.

According to the Aral-Caspian expedition (Letunov P. A, Egors V.V.) in small 
territories of Karakalpakstanthe salinization of soils was small, that testifies about 
deep level of subsoil waters. Sharp lifting of level of subsoil waters has begun since 
1965 when development of large files of the new earths and with the organisation of 
22 rice-growing economy in territory of northern areas of Republic Karakalpakstan 
has been carried out. [1.2.]

Since 1965, simultaneously with building of large collectors the volume of 
submitted water, both in annual volume has increased, and on unit of the area owing 
to what there was a sharp lifting of level of subsoil waters, in the soil formationof 
process the secondary salinity has begun. Despite giving of huge volume of water, 
improvement of a meliorative condition of the earths it is not observed.

On the one hand the superfluous water fence on an irrigation has caused lifting 
of level of subsoil waters and as a result that in connection with superfluous humidity 
irrigation and irrigating norms were considerably reduced, and with another it has 
accelerated process of secondary salinitysoils and has accordingly led to decrease in a 
crop of agricultural crops. [3.5]

By the period 1965 - 70 years level of subsoil waters has reached to 1,20 m and
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process secondary salinization of soils has begun. It has in turn led to decrease in 
productivity of a cotton, wheat and other rural-economic cultures.

Since 2007 the government program on improvement of a meliorative condition 
of the irrigated earths has been accepted. During 2007 - 2012 were great volume of 
works on reconstruction of interdistrict collectors, and also an intraeconomic network 
therefore there was a universal fall of level of the soil is carried out.

Principal causes of fall of level of subsoil waters is on the one hand, this 
realisation of reconstruction of collectors, and with another, regional decrease in 
water security which takes place last years.

As a result of these factors last years in separate places (there where there are 
local local biases) there are questions of fall of level of subsoil waters more low 2,8 - 
3,0 m from an earth surface. It in turn leads of dry to the top layer of earth and to 
increase in quantity and volume of irrigation and irrigating norms. Such cases are 
observed (even in years abounding in water) on separate sites by the area 1,0 - 2,0 
thousand in hectares (Turkulskiy, Tahtakupyrskiy, Shumanayskiy areas) and on places 
farmers (in days of average water security and shallow years) suit with primitive way 
earthen crosspieces, creating thereby подпоры on collectors. A main objective of the 
given work is the substantiation of a theoretical and practical basis of regulation of 
level of subsoil waters in a zone of an irrigation by creationlocking (locking) on 
collectors. Usually, such depth at which stabilization of part of the incoming (water 
giving is reached, is meant the established depth of subsoil waters deposits, a 
filtration and underground inflow) with account (evaporation, underground outflow 
and a drainage drain) at a humidity constant in the beginning and the end o f the 
settlement period.

In a general view it is possible to express increase or fall of level of subsoil 
waters, i.e. balance of subsoil waters in a following kind:

Where: AW -  Change of a stock of subsoil waters;

П  - In flow of subsoil waters;
О -  Out flow of subsoil waters;
Фк -  Filtrational losses of irrigating water from channels;

q = А 1 - Ег,
Where: А 1 -  The share of deposits going on a food of subsoil waters;
Ег-  infiltration of soil zones of aeration by subsoil waters;
±p -  Vertical water exchange of a balance layer with deep underground waters.
In the conditions of Republic Karakalpakstan in partof the incoming of balance 

of subsoil waters the basic role are played by volume of the submitted water and 
filtrational losses. The size of an atmospheric precipitation except for separate cases 
in a mode of formation of subsoil waters practically does not play a role. {3.4.5}

In an account part to the basic components total evaporation and a drainage
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drain is. Considering insignificance of a bias of level of subsoil waters the size of 
underground inflow and outflow can be equated to zero.

In a similar case, the mode of formation of subsoil waters can depend on 
following components:

a water fence parts of the incoming: 60 %; 
filtrational losses in an account part: 40 %;

-  total evaporation from subsoil waters::65 %;
-  a drainage drain: 35 %.
The analysis of long-term data on a water fence and accordingly on change of 

level of subsoil waters shows presence of direct dependence between them. As a rule, 
in years abounding in water at invariable position with collectors and total 
evaporation high position o f level of subsoil waters (fig. 1,2) is observed.

Apparently from data fig. 1 in shallow 2000 - 2001, partially in 2002, and also in 
2008 level of subsoil waters fell to 3,80 - 4,20 m from an earth surface. In years 
abounding in water monthly average values of level of subsoil waters sharply rose 
and were at level 1,20 - 1,30 m. During other periods, these are years of average 
water security subsoil waters were at level 1,5 - 2,2 m. Basically can be noted. That in 
formation of level of subsoil waters the basic role is played by a water fence on an 
irrigation. For an example it is possible to result dependence of level of subsoil 
waters () from a mode of a water fence of system of channel Suwenli (Q) (fig. 2) 
though the wide scatter of points here is observed, however certain dependence 
between water giving and level of subsoil waters also is visible. {5}

In an account part the size of a collector drain which depends on water fence 
size dynamically varies. The drainage drain in turn depends on volume of a water 
fence and from working capacity of a collector-drainage network.

On fig. 3 and 4 changes of a drainage drain from level of occurrencesubsoil 
waters and a curve of dependence УГВ = f  () are resulted.
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Drawing 2-the curve o f  the dependence o f  the (УГВ) and the water flow  o f the
Suwenli Canal system

Drawing 3-A graph o f  the fluctuation o f  the average monthly data on the flow  
rate o f  the KKC collector and the averaged values o f  the averaged values o f  the GW

fo r  period 1999-2011years.
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Drawing 4-The curve o f  the dependence o f the ground water table the water 
flow o f  the KKS collector, the overage monthly data fo r  the period 1980-2011years.

Apparently from data fig. 3, 4 except for the separate periods is available certain 
dependence between a drainage drain and level of subsoil waters on system of 
collector ККС. [5]

Relative stabilisation of level of subsoil waters begins with level 160 - 165 sm 
from an earth surface. The increase in size of a drainage drain begins with this limit 
and by that lifting of level of subsoil waters stops.

On the basis of the above-stated it is possible to notice, that in a current of the 
long-term period the stabilised (established) level of occurrencesubsoil waters has not 
been reached and it is possible to allocate following periods:

-  the period deep occurrencelevel of subsoil waters till 1965;
-  the period of regular lifting of level of subsoil waters, 1965 - 1970;
-  the period of high position of level of subsoil waters, 1970 - 2006;
-  the period of relative recession 2006 - 2012
On fig. 5 fluctuations of level of subsoil waters on Republic Karakalpakstan 

during 1980 - are resulted 2012.
Apparently from data fig. 5, fluctuation of level of subsoil waters has direct 

dependence from водности year.
In conditions almost without the changed capacity and drainage parametres in 

shallow years as 2000 - 2001, 2008 level of subsoil waters fell to 4,0 - 5,0 m from an 
earth surface, and in years abounding in water it was at level 1,2 - 1,5 m.
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Drawing 5 - the Schedule offluctuation o f  monthly average level o f subsoil 
waters on Republic Karakalpakstan during 1980 - 2011.

As a whole it is possible to notice, that in the conditions of Republic 
Karakalpakstan level of subsoil waters has rather astable character. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to notice some decrease in level last years that is connected with 
reconstruction of collector-drainage systems. Such strongly pronounced falls of level 
of subsoil waters are observed in 2000 - 2002, 2008 - 2009 caused by shortage of 
water for an irrigation. Further considering intensity of water economic conditions in 
pool of Amu Darya (except for separate abounding in water years which 2 times for 
10 years can repeat) it is expected gradual fall of level of subsoil waters that demands 
giving of additional volume of water (unfortunately it will not be). Therefore now it 
is necessary to develop new approaches of scientifically-practical bases with a view 
of maintenance of a favorable water-salt mode on the irrigated earths.
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Rezyume. Maqolada yer osti suvlarining yer yuzasidan pastga tushib ketish 
muammosi kutarilgan va uning asosiy maqsadi kollektorlardagi suvlarni tusish yoli 
bilan yer osti suvlarini mukammal boshqarib borishning ilmiy va amaliy asosini 
dalillab berishdan iboratdir.
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Резюме. В статье изложена проблема понижения уровня грунтовых вод. 

Основной целью работы является обоснование возможности двойного 
регулирвания уровня грунтовых вод путем создания подпора на коллекторах.

Kalit so ’zlar. Yer osti suvlari, to ’proq, boshqarish, irrigatsiya, kollektor. 
Ключевые слова. Уровень грунтовых вод, почва, регулирование, ирригация, 

коллектор.
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COMMUNITY SCIENCES

POPULATION GROW TH IN REPUBLIC OF KARAKALPAKSTAN

Embergenov N. J., Khodjaeva G A., Allanazarov.K.J.
KarakalpakStateUniversity named after Berdakh

Summary. The article presents the analysis and study o f  factors influencing the 
dynamics o f  the population o f  the Republic o f  Karakalpakstan.

Key words. Dynamics, population, factor, growth, birth rate, the state.

The study aims at giving a general assessment of the past and current 
demographic situations, and analysing the dynamics and trends of basic demographic 
indicators, such as age and sex composition, fertility, mortality, and migration. 
Specifically, the objectives are:

- The study trend of growth of population since the independence in 1991;
- Todelineate the pattern of growth with some selected demographic indicators 

of Karakalpakstan;
- To identify the factors is responsible for the growth of the population.
This is a descriptive study which follows historical, statistical, comparative and 

analytical approaches in the analysis and the presentation of data about fertility, 
mortality, and migration, which affect the growth of the population.

After the independence, Uzbekistan has experienced changes in various 
demographic parameters, like fertility rate, mortality rate, and international net 
migration rate. The nature of change is different from what was experienced before 
independence. For instance, the mortality rate slightly decreased, as well as 
international net migration. The fertility rate is decreased more rapidly than mortality 
rates, which is rather unusual according to the population transition theory.

The official demographic history in Karakalpakstan had begun since the first 
census in 1897, which occupied the whole territory of Turkestan, and it also included 
the territory of Karakalpakstan. The study of historical growth of the population of 
Karakalpakstan is divided into two main periods; the first period includes from the 
beginning of the first census the territory of Karakalpakstan, to the independency of 
the country (1897-1991), and the second period includes the years during the 
independency.

Population of Uzbekistan during 1897-1989, increased by 5 times, and this 
period population of urban areas increased 10,8 times. This process occurred 6,3 and 
414 times increased in Karakalpakstan, respectively. The proportion of population in 
Karakalpakstan increased from 4,9 to 6,1 percent of Uzbekistan’s population.

The result of analysis of the growth of population during the period 1897-1921,
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shows that the number of population of the country increased by 147,6 percent and 
annual growth rate was 2,0 percent, and the number of population of Karakalpakstan 
decreased by 83,3 percent, and its annual growth rate was -0,7 percent. During this 
period, the growth of population was influenced by the civil war, Russian revolution, 
changes boundaries, high diseases and high mortality.

From 1921 to 1939, population growth in the country increased by 111 percent 
and the annual growth rate was 0,6 percent. But in this period, the number of 
population of Karakalpakstan increased almost 3 times (296%), and the annual 
growth rate of population was 10,9 percent. For this process, it was influenced by 
boundaries demarcation of the country. That period also witnessed widespread 
diseases and mortality rate was high.

Growth, as well as age-sex structure of population in Karakalpakstan was 
strongly affected the Second World War. During the period of 1939-1959, the 
population of the country increased by about 126,1 percent, the annual growth rate 
was 1,3 percent, and this process in Karakalpakstan was 107,2 percent and 0,4 
percent, respectively.

Statistics showed us that between the census periods of 1959-1979, several 
changes had taken place.Intensive growth of the indigenous population in the Central 
Asian republics, including Karakalpakstan, began in the 1960s, when the quality of 
health care services and the standard of living improved significantly. Further, the 
main direction of net migration was from the European part of the Common Wealth 
countries to Uzbekistan, as a result of the new developments in irrigation, transport, 
power supply, mining, engineering, chemical and textile industries, and other sectors. 
From 1959-1979, the population of Uzbekistan increased by 145 percent and its 
annual rate of growth was 4,1 percent. During that period, population of 
Karakalpakstan grew by almost 138 percent, and its annual growth rate was 3,4 
percent.

From the 1970s, people began to move from Karakalpakstan to Russia. After the 
1970s, population growth resulted only from natural increase. Because during that 
period, in migration and out migration were almost equal. During 1970-1979, the 
number of population of the country grew by 130 percent, and reached 129 percent in 
Karakalpakstan. The annual growth rate was 3,4and 3,2 percent, respectively. From 
1979 to 1989, the rate of growth of population grew like previous intercensal period. 
During this intercensal period, the number of population of the country increased by 
129 percent, and its annual growth rate was 2,9 percent. This situation occurred in 
Karakalpakistan, 134 percent and 3,4 percent, respectively.

Indigenous population reproduction in the recent past was conditioned by the 
high birth rate (average birth rate from 1960-1990, was 34 per thousand), low 
mortality rates (it was 6 per thousand, respectively), and until the early 1980s, by 
inbound migration.

From the year 1991 to 2017, the natural increase of population in the country 
also experienced a decline. The population ofUzbekistan is estimated at 32 million in 
2017. About half of the population lives in urban areas. Different demographic 
processes are seen throughout the country in various aspects, such as the level of
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urbanization, the ethnical structure of the population, and the distribution of 
population, as well as the density.

This study focuses on the change of the demographic processes that took place 
in Karakalpakstan during 1991-2017. It is situated in the north-west of the Republic 
of Uzbekistan, and the south part of Aral Sea. The total area of the Karakalpakstan is 
166,6 thousand square kilometers and population is almost 1,79 million people 
(01.01.2016), and it properly represents around 37,7 percent of the area and 6 percent 
of the population of the country. After independency, the restoration of the country 
statehood was accompanied by the series of public, political, and socioeconomic 
problems. Under these conditions, changes occurred in the demographic processes, 
and therefore, serious consequences occurred that affected the rate of births, deaths, 
international migration, and age-sex structure of the population.

Almost half of the population 49.3 percent lives in urban areas and 50,7percent 
live in rural areas. Population density is about 10,7 per square kilometer and average 
density of the Uzbekistan is above 70 per square kilometer.

Birth rate was high during 1985-90, and a very high natural increase rate (32-34 
per thousand) it was experienced especially in 1985 with 34.3 per thousand. 
Currently, it is 14.0 per thousand or almost 2.5 times less than in 1985-90 and it is 
still decreasing. However, mortality rates have not changed as much as fertility. 
Migration of population in this region also was positive until 1990, but after this 
process it became negative. The number of net migration from 1991 to 2016 
increased 25 times, whereas growth rates of population in Karakalpakstan remained 
constantly in the last five years.

Demographic condition, which appeared in the country’ is differentiated from 
place to another. The number of population in Karakalpakstan increased between 
1991 and 2016 from 1273.8 to 1791,1 thousand. During this period the number of 
population grew above 517,3 thousand or 140.6 percent. Annual growth rate was 1.62 
percent, it was in urban areas 1.71 percent and rural areas it was 1.60 percent.

The decreasing in the growthof population was affected by the declining of 
natural increase, and increasing of out migration. For example, during this period in 
Karakalpakstan rate of natural increase fell from 30.1 to 14.0 per thousand, and the 
rate of net migration increased from -1.1 to -13.5 per thousand and the result rate of 
population growth decreased from 29.0 to 1.3 per thousand. All these processes 
affected the age-sex structure of population. For example, during the years of 1991
2006 percentage of population at age groups between 0-14 decreased from 44.8 to 
32.4 percent, at age groups between the ages of 15-64 increased from 51.8 to 63.9 
percent, and at age 65 and over increased from 3.4 to 3.7 percent.

Rapid declining of population growth and negative increasing of net migration 
may be attributed to the changes in economic system from socialism to market- 
economy as well as environmental change like drying up of Aral Sea that affected the 
natural-ecology of the region.

The problems discussed in the study need considerable attention from both the 
government and demographers. Thus, from the findings of the research the following 
recommendations may be considered:
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• to improve the current demographic situation of the country, the government 
has to create more socio-demographic integration;

• the government has to cooperate with demographers and work out a suitable 
population policy in order to keep positive natural increase;

• in order to reduce mortality rate, mainly infant mortality rate, it is essential to 
reduce the frequency of diseased, which need improved sanitary and health care 
programs;

• to avoid the higher migration flows, the government has to stabilize the 
economic level of country and provide youth with employment opportunities.
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Rezyume. Maqolada Qoraqalpog'iston Respublikasi aholisining o'sish 
dinamikasi tahlil etilgan va unga ta'sir etuvchi omillar o'rganilgan.

Резюме. В статье дан анализ и изучены факторы влияющие на динамику 
населения Республики Каракалпакстан.

K alitso ’zlar. Dinamika, aholi, faktor, o'sish, to'g'ilish, davlat.
Ключевые слова. Динамика, население, фактор, рост, рождаемость, 

государство.
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LEVEL AND TENDENCY OF SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPM ENT OF THE REGION

Ubaydullaev K, Jiem uratov B.A.
Karakalpak state university named afterBerdakh

Summary. The article considers methodological basis fo r  the development o f  
the social infrastructure that reduces the accessibility o f  socially significant services 
in the region.

Key words. Social, infrastructure, northern-west region, economy, 
governmental, non- governmental square,statistic database,analysis.

Analyses of condition and development of social infrastructure in North
western region based on developed methods revealed in some regions the problems 
lowering accessibility of socially significant services which complicate its adaptation 
to market conditions.

Main indexes of social infrastructure on complexes are shown in table #1 and 
show that house-municipal economy (23.6%), transport complex (21.0%) and 
consumer market complex have the biggest share in the structure; information- 
communication complex has biggest average year increase. It must be mentioned that 
average year rate increase of all complexes are positive i.e. indexes of social 
infrastructure in the region have development tendencies. House building has the 
biggest investment share and biggest average year rate increase and in last years the 
development of social infrastructure has been paid a big attention and an average year 
increase of investment is 14-15%. This index is in the same level in other spheres.

Grouping of regions in the region with high, average, low levels of development 
by main indexes of branches of social infrastructure also by average year increase 
makes it possible to define the succession and structure of administrative influences 
on improving their condition. Also correct priority directions of activating and 
realizing of regional social infrastructure development potential. I.e. availability of 
three levels gives additional information on a real condition of a research object, 
makes it possible to pick out the most urgent and pressing measures and directions of 
concentrating main efforts in regions forming elements and resource provision of 
social infrastructure in common system of strategic measures of social-economical 
development in region.

Later on we will do grouping by value of integral index, i.e. after defining main 
elements of social infrastructure and calculating relative values calculate integral 
index of social infrastructure development based on ranging all regions by each of 
basic indexes, following formalized transformation of received ranges into ranged 
ball marks and final summing up of the latter by combination of all considered 
indexes and grouping of regions by level of integral index of social infrastructure 
development is made. By value of this social infrastructure development index the
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research objects can be classified into some groups by picking out high, average and 
low development levels of social infrastructure.

All subjects of the region by each complex are divided into three groups by 
main indexes: I group -  high -  H; II group -  average -  A; III group -  low -  L. In 
order to range and group subjects by condition of social infrastructure development 
each of them is evaluated according to a three ball system i.e. the subjects that are in 
the I group (high-H) is given 3 balls, correspondingly subjects of II group (average - 
A) -  2 balls, III group (low - L) -  1 ball and by summing up them we define an 
integral index of social infrastructure development of each region and group (A - 
highly developed; B -  average development; C -  weakly developed) by condition of 
social infrastructure development in general.

Results of made analysis show that nowadays transformations in social 
infrastructure of some regions do not fully provide possibility of making conditions 
for a stable, balanced and socially orientated territorial development.

All of this make a basis for stabilization of a social infrastructure of this region 
since target orientations for its development are not defined.

Following functional directions can be presented in capacity of such targets: 
orientation of territorial development regulation into forming of social infrastructure 
corresponding both to a complex of available development conditions and to 
purposes of realized transformations; Taking specific peculiarities of a region into 
consideration; Forming mechanisms of regulation of subject’s interests concordance; 
Basing of a social infrastructure development regulation proceeding first of all 
from a social directivity of development as well as from a financial resource potential 
of the region.

Ranging and grouping of region subjects by an integral index of social infrastructure
development.

Table
¥Group

Interval by 
balls

Region
subjects

Compexes of social infrastructure and 
level of subjects on each complex H -  

high, A -  average, L -  low

Balls
in

total

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
A 12-15 Urgench city H H H H H 15

Nukussity H H H H H 15
Kungrad H A H H H 14
region A H H H A 13
Urgench
region

B 9-11 r-n
Takhtakupir L L H H H 11
Gurlan L H H A A 11
Khiva A H A A A 11
Yangibazar A H A A L 10
Yangiarik L H A A A 10
Khanka L H A A A 10
Khujayli A L A H A 10
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r-n Nukus L L H L H 9
Shavat L H A A L 9
Kanlikul L L A H A 9

C 6-8 r-n
Karauzyak L L A A A 8
Chimbay L L A A A 8
Turtkul A L L A A 8
Bogot L H L A L 8
Khazarasp L H L A L 8
Beruni L L A L A 7
Kushkupir L A L A L 7
Kegeyli L L L A A 7
Muynak L L A L A 7
Ellikkala L L L A A 7
Amudarya L L L A L 6
Shumanay L L L L A 6

In average 9
by region

#1 -  House-municipal economy; #2 - Transport complex; #3 - Information-communication
complex; #4 -  Complex o f consumer market (trade, including public nourishment); #5 -  social-

cultural complex
Results of calculations of an integral evaluation of condition and development of 

social infrastructure of regions in north-western region during 2011-2015 are 
presented in average in diagrams in pictures 1 and 2. In these pictures corresponding 
analyses and definite conclusions concerning a condition and development of social 
infrastructure can be made.

As an example we take a region most distant from a mega polis Muynak (220 
km from Nukus): In1st picture it can be seen that index of house municipal economy 
complex i.e. average year volume of house building is 300.000 sums to one person -  
this is the lowest index in the region; transport services -  1 600.000 sums (higher 
than average index in the region) other services correspondingly -  900.000, 500.000 
and 300.000 sums. But these indexes are lower than the average in the region.

Therefore, in the future a development of weak, “narrow” spots in branches of 
social infrastructure of the region must be paid attention to. This way such analyses 
and conclusions can be done on each region.
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IN brackets-distance from mega paic.
Picture. 1aAn intigralof social infrastructure development of regions in Nortn-Western region in anerage in 2011-2015
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Picture. 1b An intigralof social infrastructure development of rtgions in Nortn-Western region in anerage in 2011-2015
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Rezyume. Bu maqolada ijtimoiy infratuzilmani rivojlantirishning metodik 
asoslanlantirilgan va regionda ijtimoiy muhim xizmatlarning ommabopligini 
ta 'minlangan.

Резюме. В статье рассмотрена методическая основа на развития 
социальной инфраструктуры которые снижает доступность социально 
значимых услуг в регионе.

Kalit so ’zlar. Ijtimoiy, iqtisodiyot, infratuzilma, orqa-janubiy region, davlat va 
nodavlat sektor, statistik ma'lumat,tahlil.

Ключевые слова. Социальный, инфраструктура, северо-западный регион, 
экономика, государственный и негосударстенный сектор, статические 
данные, анализ.
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THE WAYS OF IM PROVING THE SYSTEM OF PENSION PROVISION

Aytmuratova U.J., Shamshetova D.S.
Karakalpak state university named afterBerdakh

Summary. This article is about an investigation o f  the development o f  pension 
system o f the republic and increase o f  efficiency o f  pension system. The carried-out 
reforms o f  timely and fu ll financing by the state in modern conditions are also 
considered.

Key words. Off-budget funds, social insurance, pension system, pension 
fund, pension fund  resources, revenues and expenses o f  pension fund, funded  
pension system.

In establishing the social policy in the Republic, the most important issues are 
the implementation of the program of modernization of the economy and the priority 
of human interests, which is the social sector system’s long-term goal. It is especially 
necessary to improve the elders’ standard of life stage by stage.

The first president of the country I.A. Karimov pointed out, “The constant and 
step by step growth of the pension rates in the recent years is the clear evidence of 
the increase of living standard of the population” [1].

Pension system is the social protection system directed to render support in case 
of inability to work due to an illness, old age, and an accident [2.23].

According to the law of our Republic, pension system consists of the following 
types of social protection: age pension, disability pension, survivors' pension.

The issues of increasing pension according to the age are very important in the 
pension provision sector. At present the number of people over the age of 60 is 2, 
873000 in the country. The average life expectancy in the country rose from the of 
67 since 1990 to 73.5 for men and 75.8 for women [3].

The pension system is being reformed in order to increase the state guaranty of 
citizens rights to pension provision and to create sustainable conditions for the 
development of the pension system [4. 339].

The main task of the department responsible for the reforms in the pension 
provision system is to establish a continuous interrelationship between the payments 
to the pension fund and the amount of pensions. It is necessary to arouse workers 
interest in payments to the pension fund, reduce the amount of rates paid by 
employees and employers, which lightens the burden to the budget, and create 
conditions for the formation of the storage system in the future.

On December 30, 2009, the first president’s Decree no. 1252 “On the 
measures of establishing the operational structure of the extra-budgetary Pension 
Fund at the Finance Ministry of Uzbekistan” was adopted. The sources of finance and 
expenditure of the Pension Fund were defined according to the decree.
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The main financial sources of the state pension system are the payments paid to 

the social insurance system. Proper implementation of the state pension system 
mainly depends on the income of the Pension Fund. At present, the basic source of 
the income of the Extra-Budgetary Pension Fund is only the social payment paid by 
employers from the wages fund.

1-figure
The rate of the unified social tax and obligatory insurance fees to the Extra

Budgetary Pension Fund in 2015-2017 (in percent) 1

Criteria

Years

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

The rate of 
unified social 

tax
31 25 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 25 25 25

Extra
budgetary 

pension fund
30 24.2 23.5 23.5 23.6 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8

Obligatory 
insurance 

fees of
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 4 4.5 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.5 7.5

Obligatory 
allotm ent to 
the Pensions 
fund from 

selling

0.7 0.7 0.7 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6

According to the analysis of the data on the change in the obligatory allotment 
rates to the Pension Fund in accordance with the basic sources of income, in 2005
2016, the obligatory insurance of citizens and the obligatory allotments to the Pension 
Fund from selling products had upward trend. While the obligatory insurance fees of 
citizens were 2.5 percent in 2005, by 2016 it reached 7.5 percent, that is, increased 
by 5 percent. The unified social payment rate was 31 percent in 2005, in 2007-2009 it 
made up 24 percent; in 2010 it increased from 24 to 25 percent and did not changed 
the following years.

Today, systemic measures are taken to render social support to pensioners and 
create additional opportunities for them. For instance, the law “On State Pension 
Provision of Citizens” was passed, appropriate changes and additions to the Labour 
Code were introduced, and progressive normative legal documents meeting the world 
requirements were worked out.

In accordance with the law “On State Pension Provision of Citizens”, and in 
order to further development of the organizational system of the pension provision 
system, it was carried out the timely financing of the pensions and social benefits
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from the extra-budgetary Pensions Fund, paying them in full, and strengthen the 
control over rational use of finances allotted to pension provision sector the 
President’s decree “On Measures Directed to Further Development of the Pension 
Provision System of Citizens” was adopted on December 30, 2009.

The regulation increasingly strengthens the control over the further 
development of the organizational infrastructure of the pension provision system, 
timely financing, implementation, and rational use of the finances allotted to pension 
provision. Respective laws on further enhancement of the legislative framework for 
setting and granting pensions have been also passed. These laws play a great role in 
the process of setting pensions, their reevaluation and payment, definition of the 
centralized control mechanism and its formation. As a result, in 2012, the unified 
electronic database was created in the country; “Pension program” was developed 
and put into operation.

Due to this program, it was possible to transfer to the unified system of 
calculation of pension payments and introduce qualitative changes into the pension 
provision system of citizens. In addition, in accordance with the government decree, 
in 2015-2017, the creation of the unified information system of the pension provision 
will help to reduce the amount of data reception and confirming documents in the 
written form. It will also ensure expenditure financing for the payment of pensions 
and social benefits in time. In its turn, it is connected with the “Electronic 
Government” system principles, which is consistently being introduced into the 
pension provision system.

A range of measures are taken to ensure improvement of the pension provision 
of citizens and constant increase of the amount of pensions.

Overall, due to positive complex changes and the increase of the economy, the 
real income of the population rose by 11 percent, pension and social benefits rose by 
12.1 percent and the real per capita income by 11 percent [5] . These data provide 
evidence of the fact that the social support system works properly.

In order to ensure the financial stability of the pension system in the country, to 
improve and reform the pension system itself, to enlarge and further development the 
income base of the Extra-Budgetary Pension Fund, it is necessary to take measures in 
the following directions:

- to prolong the pension age taking into account the increase of the average life 
expectancy, significant faster growth of the population as compared with the 
working-age population, and the constant increase of the social factors of living.

- to introduce the experience of the developed countries into the process of 
improvement of the pension system, taking into account their original experience, 
create new methodological foundation for the development of the sector;

- to find the errors made in the process of full introduction of the unified rule of 
calculation o f pension payments and to correct them;

- in order to strengthen the income basis of the Pension Fund and to ensure its 
stability, seek additional financial sources;
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- normative documents must be worked out for people who has not reached the 

pension age yet, and to introduce the right for the individual to use the money 
amassed in his pension account in case of need for improvement of his health.

In conclusion, in the development of the institutions of social safety net in our 
country, first, it is important to pay attention to financial reforms. Therefore, we think 
that to develop the pension provision system, ensure the financial stability and raise it 
to the new stage, it is necessary to take into consideration the aforementioned 
opinions and proposals.
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Rezyume. Maqolada mamlakatimizda fuqarolarning pensiya ta ’minoti tizimini 
takomillashtirish va hozirgi sharoitda davlat tomonidan pensiya tizimining 
samaradorligini oshirish, o ’z vaqtida va to ’liq moliyalashtirish uchun amalga 
oshirilayotgan islohotlar haqida bayon etiladi.

Резюме. Статья посвящена изучению развития системы пенсионного 
обеспечения граждан республики и повышению эффективности пенсионной 
системы. Также рассмотрены реформы, проводимые государством в 
своевременном и полном финансировании в современных условиях.

Kalit so ’zlar. Byudjetdan tashqari ja m g ’armalar, ijtimoiy su g ’urta, pensiya 
tizimi, pensiya ja m g ’armasi, pensiya ja m g ’armasi resurslari, pensiya ja m g ’armasi 
daromadlari va xarajatlari, ja m g ’ariladigan pensiya tizimi.

Ключевые слова. Внебюджетные фонды, социальное страхование, 
пенсионная система, пенсионный фонд, ресурсы пенсионного фонда, доходы 
и расходы пенсионного фонда, накопительная пенсионная система.
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THE QUESTIONS OF THE EFFICIENT USE OF RESOURSE POTENTIAL 

IN CONTEXT OF THE IM PROVEM ENT OF TERRITORIAL 
ORGANIZATION PRODUCTION 

(ON EXAMPLE OF SOUTH ARAL REGION)

Umarov E.K., Umarova A., Tagaev R.
Karakalpak state university named afterBerdakh

Summary. In article is considered questions o f  the complex use natural- 
economic potential in context o f  improvement territorial organization o f  the branches 
production in administrative region lower reached o f  Amudarya in order to increase 
in market conditions.

Key words. Potential, intensification, specialization, acceleration, 
efficiencyirrigation systems, resource, innovation, Agro-industrial complex.

In program of the Republic Uzbekistan on development of the production 
complex provided in nearest prospect main attention are spared rational use resource 
potential of the country as one of the main of the problems of the speed development 
of the economy of the country as a whole, in particular Republic of Karakalpakstan, 
where concentrated enormous spares fuel-energy, mineral-raw materials and more 
than 2 mln. ga. 23% irrigated land of the fund and more than 48% pasture facility of 
the Republic Uzbekistan. However, degree actual освоенности irrigated lands forms 
lishi-2,5%. The Taken into accounted spares of iron ore 17 mlrd tons form in region 
of Tebinbulak, cookery salt Barsakelimes birthplace-14 mlrd tons, but spares borax 
coal 7,0 mlrd tons form in areas of water Aral epidemic deaths and etc. The Multiple 
openings new, including row unique birthplace natural gas, oils on Ustyurt, wizened 
the day Aral epidemic deaths completely provide the organizations an oil-gas 
chemical, metallurgical and others branches industrial production. However, 
mastering natural resource and development is given birth-economic complex Lower 
reached of Amudarya is closely connected with decision many scientifically-applied 
on its nature economic, social, technical and the other problems both republican and 
regional scale. It is necessary to refer the problems of the study of Ustyurt and to be 
of the bottom of Aral, as well as irrigated land resource.

The Experience shows that without necessary source economic and geographical 
data, characterizing natural and social-economic ambience in territorial cut, 
impossible or is extremely labored development such project, as redistribution of the 
sewer Amudarya on branch facilities, making the large energy bases in zone of the 
production mastering Ustyurt. As well as, new centre to industry in zone influence to 
railway pathway Turtkul-Nukus-Kungrad-Beyneu and others, which scientific 
provision requires the future direction of the economic mastering Northwest 
Uzbekistan as a whole. However, with tap in large scale of Amudarya water on 
irrigation upper and at the average his (its) current, intensive development production 
in Lower reached Amudarii become very difficult. The Much of the irrigated lands 
already presently subject to secondary for salting and grows worse the land
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reclamation condition of the lands. As a result, in Lower reached Amudarya to 
appeared the complex ecological and social problems, having on level consequence 
the most harmful nature. Began the fall to productivities of the agricultural cultures, 
sharply changed the natural ambience and was thence saved up mass to negative 
ecological situation in all Priaraliya Modern level social-economic development and 
involvement natural-economic potential in economic turn in administrative region 
lower reached of Amudarya is considered not sufficient. So for instance, region, 
disposing rich natural-raw materials resource, lags behind on production of the 
industrial product per capita in 1,4-1,5 with spare times less, than at the average on 
country. Moreover, industry of the region still has a nature of the primary conversion 
agricultural cheese and even in condition defect water resource.

The Territory lower reached of Amudarya presents itself united production- 
territorial complex. This is connected with unity nationality problems them such as, 
united water problem, transport-telecommunication relationship, similarity 
agronomist specialization time for hydrodynamics to cycle production allows to 
consider him(it), as united economy-geographical region, which condition favor the 
organizations to general production specialization and creation all-round developed 
complex facilities type of the interstate free economic area. Considering these 
particularities of the region, it is necessary to spare emphases on making the base 
branches to industrial industry, as the most important strategy of the speed 
development nationality complex whole Lower Amudarya region.

Mastering natural resource and development are given birth-economic complex 
of the region is closely connected with decision many scientifically-applied on its 
nature economic, social and the other problems as the general republican, so and 
regional scale. It is necessary to refer the problems, making the large energy bases in 
zone of the mastering Ustyurt, new center to industry and others, which scientific 
provision requires the future direction of the economic mastering Priaraliya.

The other problem, is directly connected with migration of the population. The 
Known that before recent time for Lower reached Amudarya were a typical more 
complex processes of the moving the population. On the one hand, constant and all 
increasing need for artificer to power caused the influx a specialist, with other - an 
administrative regions lower reached Amudarya, in particular Karakalpakstan from 
year because of Aral crisis per annum, loses the big contingent of the population, 
besides most activity and able-bodied his(its) part. The Effect this is a defect of the 
skilled personnel(frames) in different branch public facilities, in particular oil- 
chemical and gas industry. Intensive migration generates much difficulties in 
production and requires further, besides the most attentive dissidence studies of the 
development constructive and efficient ways of her (its) reduction. In connection with 
searching for of the ways of the fastening the personnel(frames) and making the 
happy circumstances for recovery social-economic life north region lower reached 
Amudarya appropriately to concern the question about place, scale and direction of 
the development of the new branches of the production complex.

On the general volume of the product industry in administrative region lower 
reached Amudarya at the beginning initially 2013 has formed 1 trln. 453,6 mlrd bag
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that on 21,1 % more than in contrast with 2010. However she on rate of growth 
occupies amongst areas of the Republic Uzbekistan one of the last places, and does 
not answer her(its) raw materials and labor possibility. As a result in region irrational 
plant, plenty of types industrial product; this cotton wool and silk fabrics, chemical 
product, machines and equipment, refractory, ceramics, cement and other building 
materials; the paints, hardware. Regrettably, this problem possible was solve already 
presently on the base local raw materials resource In light said above, introduces 
expedient for instance, large centre oil-gas-chemical, ermine industrial with colour 
metallurgy, industrial bases agronomist cycle production, light industry and prolific.

Enormous value presents the decision of the problem of increasing drainage 
region. From suitable to irrigation arable lands is presently irrigated only 522-524 
thous. ga. So prospecting of additional water, in particular transfer of excessive water 
from zone Karakumsk channel and Arnasaysk hydrophobia urgent need becomes in 
pool Aral epidemic deaths. Together with this needs serious and urgent work to 
reconstructions existing surd systems. Important increasing KPD irrigation systems 
introduces In this sense, selecting the agricultural cultures to condition lower reached 
Amudarya with reference to.

The Priority problem for mastering the new land in lower reached of Amudarya, 
must become the first queue, irrigations north region, residing in zone of the 
influence Tahiatash hydrodynamics, where will be formed not only cotton-luceme, 
but also multitapped territorial-production (agronomist) complexes.

In economic attitude, much it is important development stock-breeding. Her(its) 
role in salvaging bio deserted pasture and small labor content to branches wholly 
answer the permanent economic interest so it must save the important place in 
structure APK administrative region lower reached of Amudarya.

Today development lousy and вглубь production power in lower reached of 
Amudarya goes by creation and improvement of the different territorial production 
structures, up to agronomist complex. In this connection one of the problems is a 
development of the types agricultural enterprise and ways of the mastering natural- 
economic region for agricultural integer upon the most essential directions.

For determination of the cost-performance of the agrarian sector of the Aral 
region, in particular Karakalpakstan, first of all we will value it on supplies efficient 
temperature, so required for development and bear fruit heat of the plants.

The Feature of the climate with standpoint of the agriculture shows that under 
other equal agronomist condition exists the certain interdependence between length 
vegetarian period, amount of the efficient temperature and productivity of the 
agricultural cultures. So, between facilities located on extreme south and north point 
cotton grower, there are differences in length vegetarian period with the temperature 
above +100С (in Turtkul 205 days, in Kungrad 186 days), in amount of the efficient 
temperature (above +100С) in Turtkul -22 5 80С, in Kungrad -19140С. Thereby, study 
result grow cotton plant in experimental facilities shows that, as from south region, 
reduction to length vegetation period with the temperature above +100С on 1 day 
brings about reduction of the potential productivity of the cotton plant on 1 centner 
approximately. So displacement much (except facilities) of the sowing areas of the
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cotton plant with North on South that was reasonable and with standpoint state 
interest As a result, in condition South region by increasing to productivities 27,9 c 
with hectare, annual production of the cotton-product in its raw state can reach 192,5 
thousands tons, in central and in north region, with provision for reductions of the 
sowing of the cotton plant on 35%-40% possible get 116,1 thousands tons of the pat 
at productivities 22,6 c with hectare. In condition of north region this will bring about 
expansion of the sowing areas other corn cultures.

Today, development in extent in and deeper production power to rural terrain, in 
region goes the way of the creation and improvement of the different territorial 
production structures from shop on conversion cheese, up to agro industrial complex 
and salve, triangle "Kungrad-Usyurt (SURGILI)=SEVERNAYAH=URGA". A 
development of the types production enterprise and ways of the mastering resource 
potential of the region is in this connection one of the problems upon their the most 
essential directions. One of their main of the directions scientifically exploratory 
searching for will is connected with problem of the organizations, optimized 
territorial structure facilities, economic region in lower reached of Amudarya. In this 
connection, in agrarian sector with provision for improvements agrotechnology 
agricultural cultures, introduction to enabling technologies water of the use, 
undertaking the capital planning by flap, will is motivated irrigation rate have eaten 
that will allow to increase the irrigated area and enlarge the volume to product of the 
husbandry. In this connection, the most further improvement to specialization and 
territorial accommodation of the branches of the agriculture in south region will go 
on way of the increase production pat product in its raw state, silk cocoon, fruit and 
grape, as well as expansions of the area of the breeding sheep. In central and north 
region alongside with intensification of the husbandry sowings cotton plant do not 
enlarge, but branches to industry will develop, basically, on conversion of the product 
APK. It Is Expected intensive development grain vegetable melon of the cultures and 
stock-breeding, for what there are corresponding to condition. In Aral region, 
disposing enormous caughted pasture and fertile lands, is provided the most further 
development vegetable-melons, grain, animal; meat of the milk direction. Thereby, 
involvement in economic turn reserve production and new type useful fossilized, 
eventually, will promote shaping the branches to industry producing mineral 
fertilizer, chemical of protection plant on the base resource potential of the region. 
Thereby, involvement in agric turn unused reserve production by deepening the 
intensive methods of the introduction production, as well as with provision for 
optimization of the branch structure of the agrarian sector, possible in addition get 
annually-0,394 million ton grain, 0,297-0,301 million tons of the cotton-product in its 
raw state. Thereby, involvement in agric turn unused reserve production by 
deepening the intensive methods of the introduction production, as well as with 
provision for optimization of the branch structure of the agrarian sector, possible in 
addition get annually-0,404 million ton grain, 0,291-0,300 million tons of the cotton- 
product in its raw state.
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Rezyume. Maqolada Quyi Amudaryoning ma'murii rayonlarida tabiyiy- 
iqtisodiy potentsialdan oqilona foydalanish masalalari va regionning ishlab 
chiqarish tarmoqlarining xududiy joylashishini takomillashtirish orqali bozor 
iqtisodiyoti sharoytida uningsamoradarlniga erishishyiullari ko'rib chiqilgan.

Резюме. В статье рассматривается вопросы комплексного 
использования природно-экономического потенциала в контексте 
совершенствования территориальной организации отраслей производства в 
административных районах низовьев Амударьи в целях повышения 
эффективности экономики в условиях рыночных отношении.

Kalit so ’zlar. Salohiyat,majmuali foydalanish, tabiyiy manba, iqtisodiy 
salohiyat,takomillashtirish, Orol mintahasi, samoradarlik, agro industral majmua.

Ключевые слова. Потенциал, комплексные использование, природные 
источники, природный ресурс, совершенствование, эффективность, 
Аральский регион, агроиндустриальный комплекс.
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ABOUT THE FACTORS W HICH INFLUENCE IN DEVELOPING 
MYOPIA AMONG THE CHILDREN IN THE 

SOUTH ARAL SEA REGION

K urbanazarov M.
Nukus Branch o f  Tashkent pediatric medical institute

Summary. Myopia is the most common spread pathology, prone to progression 
in childhood, which leads to a weakening o f  visual function. According to the 
accepted hypothesis, one o f  the causes o f  myopia is the weakness o f  
accommodation, factors that complicate the activity o f  the accommodative apparatus 
include the presence o f  astigmatism, anisometropy. Children living in the region o f  
the southern Aral Sea region have myopic refraction with low and middle degrees o f  
astigmatism occur in 79-91% o f cases, which are inverse types o f  astigmatism. 
Astigmatism with difference in meridians over 2D was noted in 35-60.9% o f cases, 
children who are under 10 years old have more myopic astigmatism with middle 
degree.

Key words. Myopia, accommodation, astigmatism, children, Southern Aral sea 
region.

Actuality. In modern ophthalmopathology, from the main causes of poor vision 
of children, mainly of school age, are the anomalies of refraction, in the structure of 
which the leading place is myopia. According the state of 2012 year about 30% of 
the world's inhabitants have myopia. The frequency of myopia in the developed 
countries of the world in the last 10 years was grown till 19-42% [7,9,10]. A 
complicated form of myopia leads to weakening vision, to a restriction in training 
sports, to choosing of profession [1,7]. On the other hand, the poor ecological 
situation, due to the drying out of the Aral Sea, due to the nomination of water supply 
and the deterioration of the quality of drinking water, in spirit and soil, due to the 
nomination of water supply and deterioration of the quality of drinking water, air and 
soil, leads the development of various background diseases, which is the cause of 
the variability of clinical manifestations of any diseases. The resulting pathological 
conditions in the body can be unfavorable shift influence for the growth of the 
organism [4], including the organ of vision [7,8]. One of the reasons for the 
beginnings of myopia is the weakness of accommodation, which is influenced by 
various factors of the external and internal environment. [1,7,8]. These factors are 
divided into difficulty the activity of the accommodative apparatus (unfavorable 
hygienic conditions of visual work, anisometropia, astigmatism) and the "damaging" 
accommodative apparatus,(break down regional hemodynamics, dysfunction of the 
celery muscle, due to a disorder of sympathetic and parasympathetic innervations, 
chronic infectious diseases are common [1.3]. Also, were established these factors, 
which influence in developing myopia : - relationship between the ages, when
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myopia-border were developed, between two the less favorable and more favorable 
time is 10 years, and the state of the accommodative function, the presence of 
astigmatism and anisometropisis are over 2D, the presence of various common 
diseases. [1,2,3,4,5]. One of the criteria for predicting myopia among the 
schoolchildren who aged 10-14 years have reverse astigmatism[2,7]. Eventually 
astigmatism which have a children leads to a secondary reduction of the visual acuity 
and developing ambliopya. Anatomical and functional formations and development 
of eyeballs continue till 14-15 years, that’s why it is necessary to start treating 
children’s astigmatism as soon as earlier (when optical system is developing). In 
many respects it depends on its effectiveness and possibility to avoid related break 
down vision[3].

The aim-to study the spreading and types of astigmatism, as a factor influencing 
in developing myopia in the South Aral Sea region (Republic Karakalpakstan).

M aterials and methods of research work. There were researched the 
according to the dates refractometers unselected contingent in 113 children(226 eyes) 
at the age of 4-17 years who was applied to the advisory policlinic of the republican 
ophthalmologic hospital of the ministry of health of Karakalpakstan for 9 months of 
2016 year, with a refractive de-story 80(70,8%) of them are the girls, 33(29,2%) are 
the boys. The children which are studied divided into 2 groups -40 children were with 
myopia in mild degree, 73 children were with myopia in middle degree. In both 
groups, the urban children were 56%all the patients were examined at the 
autokeratorefraktometre firm «Habitus»(South Korea).

Results and discussions. The children which studied in the first group with 
myopia of the a weak degree were 12(30%),in boys, and 28(70%) in girls. 
Astigmatism was found in 61(79,2%) eyes. 36 (45%) eyes of them have astigmatism 
with a difference between meridians over 2D, including it 30 eyes in girls, and 7 
children have astigmatism in one eye. By the type of astigmatism in 15(24,6%) eyes 
was found straight astigmatism, in 46(75,4%)eyes have reverse astigmatism. 
23(57,5%) of them were urban children, 17(42,5%)were country children. In 2-nd 
group the myopia with middle degree in boys were 21(28,8%), girls were 52(71,2%). 
Astigmatism was found in 133(91%) eyes, including it straight (direct) astigmatism at 
6 (4,5%) eyes, and on 127(95,4%) eyes have reverse astigmatism. Astigmatism with 
difference in meridians over 2D was 60,9%(89 eyes). Urban children were 36(49,3%) 
and country children were 36(49,3%). Children who are under 7 years with low 
degree were 3(7,5%), children 8-10 years were 5(12,5%). Children under 7 years 
with middle degree were 7(9,5%), children about 8-10 years with middle degree were 
21(28,7%), with low degree of simple myopic astigmatism was found 12(19,7%) 
eyes, mixed astigmatism at 13(9,8%)eyes.

Discussion: Astigmatism (from Greek a- negation, stigma point.) is 
characterized by various (refractive) power of break down optical refracting medium 
of eyes in mutually perpendicular meridians (axes). In astigmatic eyes divide into 
main meridians in which refracting power is the most strong and weakest. 
Astigmatism has 2 types- straight and reverse. In straight astigmatism stronger 
refraction has vertical main meridian, and in the reverse astigmatism has horizontal.
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According to the statistics of the world Health Organization (WHO) this type of 
visual disease was registered 7% common number of broken down vision. The main 
reason of pathology is the uneven distributed load (pressure) on the muscle tissues of 
the orbit or genetic pathology [6]. It may be reason constantly screw up ones eyes, in 
consequence of covering air with dust such as the region of South Aral sea is 
characterized with long windy days in the year, and highest level of dusting[4]. This 
supposition needs studying in future. According to the dates of Proskurina
O.B.(2007) among schoolchildren aged 10-14 year the process of refract genesis has 
continued, at which the refraction increased emmetropization and myopization. In 
increasing the degrees of astigmatism and its moving to the side of inverse type. 
According it the proceeds more actively, especially among girls. For the first time it 
occurred in children turning strong meridian of astigmatic eyes to the horizontal side. 
The change of sizes and directing strong meridian of astigmatism linking with the 
changes astigmatism of cornea, height of eyes and increasing refraction, which were 
expression, than children with spherical ametropia[6].

Conclusions: in the region of environmental problems in the southern Aral Sea 
region, it is noted that in the first cases of refraction, astigmatism among the children 
occurs in 79-91% of cases, secondly it often occurs the reverse type of astigmatism. 
The third, astigmatism with a difference in meridians over 2D occurs in 35-60.9% of 
cases. The fourth, the children under 10 years myopic astigmatism occurs more 
middle degrees of myopia. Such as, the aim to prevent visual discomfort, amblyopic 
and strabismus in myopic astigmatism, it is a timely optimal correction of 
astigmatism.
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Rezyume. Usbu maqolada ekologik noqulay sharoitda yashaydigan 
bolalardagi myopia kasalligining kechishiga ta'sir qiluvchi omillar tahlil qilingan.

Резюме. В данной работе анализированы причинные факторы, влияющие 
на течение близорукости у  детей, проживающих в экологически 
неблагоприятном регионе.

Kalit so'zlar. Myopia, accommodacia, astigmatism, bolalar, janubiy Orol 
dengizi hududi.

Ключевые слова. Миопия, аккомодация, астигматизм, дети, южное 
Приаралье.
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HUMANITIES SCIENCES
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"PROBLEM S OF CIVIL LAW STATUS OF HIG H ER 
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS"

Umarova K.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. The article deals with the problems o f the civil-law status o f 
universities and certain problems o f the competitiveness o f universities in the market 
o f educational services o f the Republic o f Uzbekistan.

Key words. Universities, educational services, legal status.

The system of higher education consists of governmental and non-governmental 
higher educational institutions, implementing educational programs, in accordance 
with State Educational Standards of directions and specialties of higher education. 
One of the main tasks of higher education is: development a competitive environment 
in the market of educational services on the basis of the development of state and 
non-state higher educational institutions; improvement of management and expansion 
of independence of higher educational institutions, the introduction of public 
administration in the form of board of trustees and supervisory boards; 
implementation of monitoring the quality of education, personnel training, marketing 
research and monitoring job placement in professional assignment. According to 
the law of the Republic of Uzbekistan of 29.08.1997 "On Education", a higher 
educational institution is a legal entity that implements educational programs of 
higher education, which created in accordance with the relevant legal procedure, 
established by the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan and acting on 
the basis of its Charter. The category of a legal entity is arising from civil law, but at 
the same time, the creation and management of educational institutions are also 
regulated by administrative legislation. In the Civil Code of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan there are many articles regulating status of educational institutions. 
Chapter 4 of the Civil Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan, specifically articles 39-57 
gives general provisions on legal entities. A legal entity may be an organization 
pursuing the extraction of profit as the basic purpose of their activity (commercial 
organization) or not having the extraction of profits as such a purpose 
(noncommercial organization) may be a legal entity. A legal entity that is a 
commercial organization may be created in the form of economic partnerships 
and companies, production cooperatives, and unitary enterprise and in other 
form provided by legislative acts. A legal entity that is noncommercial organization
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may be created in the form of a social association, a social fund financed by the 
owner of the institution, and also in other forms provided by legislative acts.

In our country, higher educational institutions are non-profit institutions as 
defined in the Civil Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Despite the fact that there is 
a legal framework for establish noncommercial organization, the number of non
profit higher educational institutions have the dominant position. However, non-profit 
institutions of higher education have the authority for additional funding from extra
budgetary sources, which makes it possible to relate them partly to commercial ones.

According to Article 76 of the Civil Code of Uzbekistan, higher educational 
institutions created by the owner for the conduct of administrative, cultural and 
societal or other functions of non- commercial character and financed by him in 
whole or in part. Moreover, the text of the Civil Code of Uzbekistan suggests the 
possibility to partly financing higher educational institutions. The rights of an 
institution to property secured to it and property acquired by him shall be 
determined in accordance with Articles 178 and 180 of the Civil Code of 
Uzbekistan[1].

The government regulation of the market of educational services in the sphere 
of higher education is based on the formation of a competitive environment between 
educational institutions, and provision of development of system of paid consulting 
and additional services not provided for by the basic educational programs. It difficult 
to talk about competitive environment between educational institutions, because this 
institutions as legal entities at the administrative level reported to the Ministry of 
higher and secondary education of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

According to the Ministry’s statute, Ministry of higher and secondary 
education of the Republic of Uzbekistan has an authority to control income 
generation, formation, management and use of financial resources of higher 
educational institutions, received from all sources, especially from fee-contract form 
of education , and for effective use of all that financial resources. Also, Ministry has 
an authority to organize in the established procedure special courses, faculties, 
laboratories for preparing specialists on a contractual basis.

These authorities are based on the general civil status of the government as a 
participant of civil legal relations. The Civil Law Institute - "The government as a 
subject of civil legal relations" is not sufficiently developed in terms of the ratio of 
public and private law. It is quite obvious that the Civil Code regulates the legal 
status of legal entities, but many aspects of regulation of their creation and activities 
remain in other areas of law. In practice, standard forms of licenses are issued to 
conduct educational activities at the highest level. The Resolutions on the issue 
annulment, withdrawal, limitation, stoppage and resumption of the validity of 
licenses taken by the by the Commission for Licensing Activities of Non-State 
Educational Institutions of the Cabinet of Ministers [2].

In order to obtain a license, the applicant should create a legal entity and be 
registered in established procedure, and have documents confirming property rights 
on ownership or other proprietary right to the buildings (premises) in which the 
licensed type of activity will be carried out, and also confirming compliance of
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specified buildings (premises) with the established requirements.

The consistency among the requirements of creation of a legal entity and 
obtaining a license creates some difficulties for the entrepreneur of this type of 
commercial licensed activity. It may thus be noted that the civil legal regulation of 
legal entities, which is insufficiently perfect and contradictory within the subject, is 
contrary to the norms of other branches of law dedicated to legal entities.

Generally speaking, in the perspective of the market of educational services, 
existing provision regarding to higher educational institutions allows them to have 
additional incomes that can be obtained from the following sources of financing: 
production and sale of goods (works, services) in the field of activity; The provision 
by budget organizations the lease to other organizations of temporarily unused 
premises and other state property; sponsor (gratuitous) assistance to budget 
organizations provided by legal entities and individuals. The current system of 
management of higher education institutions and the situation on the market of 
educational services requires a new approach to understanding legal entities in terms 
of their legal classification both within civil law and within the framework of 
administrative law [3]. The existing system of educational institutions of the Republic 
of Uzbekistan is legal entities providing educational services, in general, under the 
control of higher authorities, but, on the other hand, services are presented as one of 
the objects of property relations. The research of the legislative framework for the 
management of higher education institutions and the provision of services needs an 
analytical evaluation to identify the grounds for legal classification as legal entities of 
private and public law.
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Rezyume. Maqolada oliy uquv yurtlarining xuquqiy xolati xam ularga tegishli 
aloxidagi muammolar bayon etilgan.

Резюме. В статье освящены проблемы гражданско-правового статуса 
вузов и отдельные проблемы конкурентоспособности вузов на рынке 
образовательных услуг Республики Узбекистан.

Kalit so ’zlar. Universitetlar, xuquqiy xolat, ta 'lim kursatish xizmatlar.
Ключевые слова. Университеты, правовой статус, образовательные 
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The role and place of NGOs in the implementation of public environmental 
control: issues of improving the legislation

Utegenov O.D.
Karakalpak State University named after Berdakh

Summary. Certain particular qualities and conceptions o f socio-ecological 
control, conclusions and offers are done about this problem have been stated in the 
paper.

Key words. Subject o f a public ecological control, non-governmental and non
commercial organizations.

Uzbekistan created all necessary organizational and legal conditions for 
environmental NGOs in the implementation of their efficient activities. 
Environmental NGO working on issues of the environment and major river basins of 
the Aral Sea in Central Asia was established in connection with the intensification of 
the crisis in environmental issues as the strengthening of public opposition. For many 
years, these organizations have directed their efforts to participate the public work 
environment.

According to the statistical data of 2015 Ministry of Justice of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan were registered 429 public organizations, including 65 of the associations, 
companies 72, 73 funds, 16 trade unions, 46 centers, 4 political parties, 22 
organizations, 74 federations, 5 committees, 3 movements, 4 of clubs 45 other public 
associations [1].

It should be noted that in the last 5 years the number of nonprofit organizations 
increased by 1.6 times and amounted to more than 8,240. And, in 1991, the number 
of non-profit organizations in the Republic of Uzbekistan amounted to about 95. The 
number of public associations in the system of non-profit organizations received a 
total of 5,883 units or 71% of the total of all non-profit organizations. It should be 
noted that 7783 or 94% of the total number of non-profit organizations carry out their 
activities in regions of the country [2].

The Ministry of justice of the Republic of Uzbekistan (as of 2015) was 
registered the Association of valeology, the national Association of florists of 
Uzbekistan, Society of geodesy of Uzbekistan, society of Microbiology of 
Uzbekistan, society of agricultural Chemistry and industry of Uzbekistan, the society 
of zoologists of Uzbekistan, the society of geography of Uzbekistan, International 
society for the protection of birds of Uzbekistan, the Fund for the protection island 
Fund support of UNESCO, “Man and biosphere” Committee of Uzbekistan”, public 
charitable Fund for saving the Aral gene pool “ECOSAN”, international charitable 
Foundation “ECO service”, scientific Advisory Committee for the protection of the 
Aral sea and the Aral sea region, national Committee of geologists of Uzbekistan, 
ecological movement of Uzbekistan and other [3].

The state Committee for natural protection of the Republic of Uzbekistan
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(Goskompriroda) in its activity follows the Constitution of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan (8.12.92) Law of the Republic of Uzbekistan “On nature protection” 
(9.12.92 g), Decrees and orders of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan, 
international treaties and agreements in the field of environmental protection. 
Currently, in the Republic, the laws (and regulations) “On nature protection”, “On 
water and water use”, “On land”, “On subsoil”, “On specially protected natural 
territories”, “On protection and use of fauna”, “On protection and use of flora”, “On 
enterprises”, “Tax Code of the Republic of Uzbekistan”, “The Code of Uzbekistan on 
administrative responsibility” and several others.

In 1996 the state Committee for nature protection of the Republic of Uzbekistan 
took part in the development of 39 projects of legislative and normative acts. These 
include the Laws “On special (free) economic zones”, “On protection of population 
health”, “On protection of consumer rights”, “On protection and use of flora”, “On 
protection and use of fauna”, “About quality and safety of food products”, “On 
introducing amendments to some legislative acts” and “On introduction of additions 
and amendments to the Code of Uzbekistan on administrative responsibility”, “About 
interaction of bodies of Prosecutor's office and the state Committee for nature 
protection and on the procedure for the registration and transfer of materials about the 
facts of legislation violations in the sphere of environmental protection and natural 
resources management”. Prepared report on the advisability of the adoption of 
“Model Provisions on state nature reserves” proposed by the forestry service and 
draft resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers “On measures on organization and 
introduction of special departmental hunting service in enterprises of SJSC “UZ fish” 
and other international initiatives and cooperation.

According to legal literature, representatives of several NGOs as a “Logo”, 
“ECOSAN”, “For environmentally clean Fergana”, “Union for protection of Aral sea 
and Amudarya”; “Life”, “spring”, “Ekoskola”, “ADEK” and “Armon” to carry out 
different activities in cooperation with the State Committee for nature protection of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan [4].

According to the legal regulations of NGOs of Uzbekistan have the following 
rights:

• to participate in meetings, rallies, demonstrations, processions and picketing, 
collection of signatures under petitions, referendums on issues of environmental 
protection;

• to put forward proposals for public environmental expertise and participate in 
its conduct in the prescribed manner;

• to assist organs of state power, bodies of local self-government in matters of 
environmental protection;

• to apply to public authorities, local governments and other organizations with 
complaints, applications and proposals on issues concerning environmental 
protection, the negative impact on the environment, and receive timely and grounded 
answers;

• to bring court actions for compensation o f harm to the environment;
• to test other rights under the legislation.
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• to develop, promote and implement in the prescribed manner a programm of 

environmental protection, to protect the rights and legitimate interests of citizens in 
the field of environmental protection, to attract voluntary the citizens to carry out 
activities in the field of environmental protection;

• at the expense of own and borrowed funds to implement and promote activities 
in the field of environmental protection, reproduction of natural resources, assurance 
of ecological safety;

• to assist the state authorities of the Russian Federation, bodies of state power 
of subjects of the Russian Federation, bodies of local self-government in matters of 
environmental protection;

• apply to public authorities, local governments, other organizations and officials 
about getting timely, complete and accurate information about the state of the 
environment, the measures to protect it, the circumstances and the facts of economic 
and other activities that threaten the environment, life, health and property of citizens;

• participate in the established order in making economic and other decisions, 
the implementation of which could have a negative impact on the environment, life, 
health and property of citizens;

• apply to public authorities, local governments and other organizations with 
complaints, applications, claims and proposals on issues concerning environmental 
protection, the negative impact on the environment, and receive timely and 
reasonable answers;

• to organize and carry out in the established order hearings on the issues of 
design, placement of objects, economic and other activities which may harm the 
environment or threaten life, health and property of citizens;

• to organize and conduct in established order the public ecological examination;
• to recommend their representatives for participation in the state environmental 

expertise;
• to serve as the organs of state power, bodies of local self-government, the court 

of appeal on cancellation of decisions on design, siting, construction, reconstruction, 
operation of objects of economic and other activities which may have a negative 
impact on the environment, on limitation, suspension and termination of economic 
and other activities that have a negative impact on the environment;

• to bring court actions for compensation o f harm to the environment;
• to exercise other rights under the legislation.
• public and other nonprofit enterprises in the implementation of activities in the 

field of environment protection are obliged to comply with the requirements in the 
field of environmental protection. [5].

The analysis of activity of public associations in the field of ecology shows that 
they effectively use their rights, which are enshrined in legislation. Including in the 
definition of objects, having harmful impact on the environment, in the creation of 
economic entities should take into account the interests of people living in this 
region. The bodies of state power, bodies of state power of constituent entities of 
Uzbekistan, local government bodies and officials shall assist citizens, public and 
other noncommercial associations in realization of their rights in the field of
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environmental protection.

In particular, the State Committee for nature protection of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan in its activities closely cooperates with NGOs, and sign bilateral 
memoranda [6]. These memoranda define the legal framework under which the 
regional offices will work together. Memoranda can sign the NGOs that have been 
registered with the Ministry of Justice of Uzbekistan.

The state Committee for nature protection of the Republic actively cooperates 
with various non-profit organizations. For example, the event was held under the 
motto “Everything for the river, the river for all”. It was attended by representatives 
of non-governmental organizations and representatives of the State Committee for 
nature protection of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The event was held in the cities of 
Nukus, Tashkent, and Fergana. During the event was an analyzed water sample and 
compared with other data. It turned out, all parameters of water samples coincides 
with the data of the State Committee on environmental protection [7].

Since 2001, environmental non-governmental organizations on issues of the 
environment established a working group that participated in the environmental 
forum. The working group consists of representatives of the State Committee for 
nature protection of the Republic of Uzbekistan and other NGOs. In November 2004, 
the inaugural meeting of the Environmental forum was held. It had taken the relevant 
decisions on cooperation with state bodies and NGOs. [8].

In this forum in order to solve environmental problems have been adopted 
relevant decisions, according to which a plan was developed to implement target 
programs on environmental protection [9]. In recent years, one can observe an 
increasing number of environmental non-governmental organizations. According to 
the statistical data of the Ministry of justice of the Republic of Karakalpakstan in 
2007, was created by the 5 government organizations that were involved in the 
question of nature protection. It also operates a research Institute on environmental 
issues at the Karakalpak branch of the Academy of Sciences.

Nevertheless, in recent years, there has been a growth in the number of NGOs 
specializing in issues of protection of the natural environment. They are working 
inefficiently. In particular, in the process of conducting scientific research, some 
NGOs in the cities of Nukus and Tashkent are unable to provide information about 
their activities. To eliminate such negative consequences, we believe it is necessary in 
the future, the State Committee for nature protection in the activities of NGOs 
provided logistical and technical assistance.

However, it should be noted that non-profit organizations as “Logos”, 
“ecologically clean Fergana”, “Union of project of Aral and Amudarya”, “Life”, 
“Chashma”( wellspring) has done tremendous work in his direction. For example, in 
November 2004 at the initiative of the “Logos” in the information center of the State 
Committee for nature protection of Uzbekistan held a seminar on trans boundary 
environmental issues. It was discussed on the import of radioactive things in the order 
of their processing from the United Kingdom of Britain and Germany in the city 
Karabalta of the Kyrgyz Republic. This problem was brought to the attention of the 
General public.
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In Uzbekistan had started the implementation of the project: sustainable energy 

Program for Central Asia: renewable energy sources -  energy efficiency (supported 
by EU Commission). Planned projects are as following:

- “Green package for the Aral sea region” in the framework of the project 
education for sustainable development (ESD).

-“Covenant of Mayors-East” energy efficiency and renewable energy in the 
urban economy.

- In collaboration WITH CAREC with civil society, public associations.
In accordance with the Memorandum FROM actively cooperating with the 

Environmental movement of Uzbekistan, National Association of NGOs with local 
NGOs. Jointly participate in trainings, seminars, round tables. The opinions of NGOs 
taken into consideration when determining development Strategy CAREC, 
interaction with public organizations, work plans and direct participation in the 
implementation of projects in Uzbekistan.

Since 2000, the State Committee for nature protection of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan in cooperation with non-governmental organizations jointly was adopted 
regarding the solution of environmental problems in the country and on increasing 
the participation and capacity of NGOs [10].

It is necessary to emphasize that the activities of the “ECOSAN” on the 
protection of the environment [11]. “ECOSAN” in accordance with their goals and 
objectives brings a significant contribution to the implementation of large-scale 
reforms held in the Republic. Currently the organization has more than 3 million 
members in more than 30 countries, more than 70 departments and offices, not only 
in the Republic but also abroad [12].

At present, NGOs in the environment act of the Republic of Karakalpakstan, 
Khorezm, Samarkand, Bukhara, Samarkand, Fergana, Tashkent regions. They deal 
with issues like environmental education, environmental education and promoting 
environmental standards of hygiene among the local population.

In our days there are about 60 non-governmental organizations are functioning 
in the republic. 28 of them have been involved in the field of ecology. Among them 
special place is the non-governmental International Fund of ecology and health 
“ECOSAN”, which United in its ranks the former Republican society of protection of 
nature and created on its basis their regional divisions. The Fund “ECOSAN” is the 
coordinator of several national programs such as “Clean water”, “ecology and health” 
and others. Organizes and holds monthly forest, garden, gardening, contests for the 
best publication in print, on radio and television on environmental issues, organizes 
and conducts meetings on problems of the Aral sea and Prearalie. The Fund 
“ECOSAN” organized periodically trains health in different regions of the country 
with the aim of providing medical assistance to populations in these regions. [14].

Adopted in Uzbekistan in December 2013 the Law “On environmental control” 
was a unique document terms defined in this the role of the public and other civil 
society institutions. It aimed to ensure full implementation of the Law “On nature 
protection” defines the contents and the main directions of environmental policy of 
the Republic of Uzbekistan in this area. The basis for the development of this
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important document lay voiced in the report of the First President of the republic of 
Uzbekistan Islam Karimov at joint session of chambers of Oliy Majlis on 12 
November 2010 opinion on the need for the development of a bill defining the role 
and place of NGOs in the provision of environmental protection in the context of the 
formation and development of civil society institutions. In the preparation of the draft 
law participated the specialists of this region, ministries, state committees and 
departments, scientific organizations, academic universities, the public, the media, 
deputies of the Legislative chamber of the Oliy Majlis and political parties. In the 
process of discussions were held dozens of "round tables", scientifically-practical 
conferences, seminars, involved more than 70 thousand activists. Because of this, the 
document has absorbed the advanced experience of Uzbekistan and foreign countries, 
taking into account national peculiarities of our society and reflected the state's desire 
to provide a favorable environment for the life and health of present and future 
generations, protection of rights and legitimate interests of individuals, society and 
the state.

The effectiveness of the implementation of the Law "On environmental control" 
will depend on the activity and participation of all civil society institutions. In the 
process of securing environmental protection and solving environmental problems 
involves not only state structures, but also local authorities, youth organizations, 
national Association of nongovernmental nonprofit organizations of Uzbekistan and 
others. Currently, in all regions of the Republic by the State Committee for nature 
protection held workshops to explain to staff the state agencies, bodies of economic 
management and government citizens, business entities, non-profit organizations, 
citizens of the nature and meaning of this act open possibilities for participation in 
creating a sustainable environment conducive to health and well-being of the 
population.
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Rezyume. Maqolada jamoat ekologik nazoratini amalga oshirishda nodavlat 
notijorat tashkilotlarining wrni va roli h ’aqida swz yuritiladi, tegishli tavsif va 
tavsiyalar berilgan.

Резюме. В статье говориться о правовом статусе субъекта 
общественно-экологического контроля, имеются выводы и предложения по 
данной проблеме.

Kalit so ’zlar. Jamoatchilik ekologik nazorati subekti, nodavlat notijorat 
tashkilotlari.

Ключевые слова. Общественно-экологический контроль, некоммерческие 
негосударственные организации.
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THE PROBLEM  OF HERITAGE AND CREATIVITY IN CULTURE
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Summary. In this article the problem o f the cultural heritage and creation on 
basis o f social- philosophical approach is considered.

Key words. Culture, national, heritage, creation, history, tradition, social 
philosophy.

The main changes that are being carried out at the present time in our 
independent country include all fields of social life. But in this process, every field’s 
signing connected with independence has a certain difference. For example, changes 
that belong to economy are directed to the future. This situation can be explained as 
the correspondence of economics in social-economic aspects. The line of economics 
root demands achieving the effectiveness of property relation and compliance of its 
forms with the modern economy. Therefore, implementation of all forms of property 
tested in world’s practice. The development in society’s spiritual field cannot be 
carried out without turning to the past. Each person restudy and revalue his history. It 
is connected with the understanding themselves as a nation, restore in a new form of 
nationality’s attributes and a necessity in achieving worldwide integration process 
[1;6].

This clarifies that the dialectics of creating new society are connected with the 
experiences that was collected during centuries by our ancestors, memories that 
expresses their religious and educational property concepts. So the need to study and 
mastering cultural heritage will only improve. For example in our culture was 
developed living in community and by these they carried out their individual and 
social lives devoted themselves to creation and their results inherited to descendants. 
Then it became life philosophy and norms.

Unfortunately, foreign politicians who do not understand or just do not want to 
understand the historical reality are tying to teach us not only economics or politics 
but also spirituality and trying to make us accept concepts that are not suitable to our 
life forms and spiritual world [2; 11].

Therefore we must repeat even if  too much, self-belief of every person is 
directly connected with the ancient history and wealthy culture and learning heritage 
of our great ancestors. By this the necessity of studying is clear. Although cultural 
heritage concept, is used especially in advice, and journalistic literature has no certain 
scientific meaning. Moreover mass media does not completely know the meaning of 
this social notion. Right, in scientific literature it means material and spiritual results 
of past on the social-philosophic point of view [3;172].

Cultural heritage is very wide conception. It includes statues, sculptures,
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decorative items, jewelry, wall murals, household tools and etc that were found 
during archeological excavations. The complex of items that were found during 
archeological excavations is also cultural heritage. So do archeological records. The 
ancient manuscript even if they are in scientific, philosophical, and religious content 
we cannot understand who we are. Therefore, they are our priceless wealth and pride.

We emphasize that in the last 30-40 years there have appeared such sciences as 
cybernetics, biotechnology, cosmonautics, molecular genetics and they have changed 
the world. Proceeding from this modern technologies and scientific methods has 
turned into a science, production works are also a legacy.

In addition to for unknown reasons, the people do not yet know about these 
legacies, but these legacies have a great chance of having a high level in cultural 
specimens. Moreover, these legacies are hurled in international archives and libraries, 
but much has not been mastered yet.

So, the cultural heritage includes memorials that have come down from ancient 
times and have been left without attention of the people because of certain reasons or 
had no opportunity to be expended and also works of our contemporaries. Certainly 
we have to sort them out. Because among priceless, real culture models, there may be 
weak and false ones. That is why we have to think and analyze every cultural heritage 
critically. In this way, national-specific, international and humanity relations, mostly 
the suitability of cultures are considered to be the element of nationalism. This is 
closely connected with the basic elements of scientific and practical relations -  
humanism, patriotism and progress.

Of course, it is not enough for human only inherit the culture of the past. By 
living in the world of rich and various things, within creates himself. But it is not true 
to say that, this process does not arrange easily. If it had not been changed, it would 
not be the subject of the creation. We also face to the problems and difficulties of the 
interrelation between study and creation of the culture. For instance, the approach of 
defining the culture via memory which is widely used now. It is one of the most 
important tendencies of the spiritual development of our public to avoid the times that 
were no memory.

This process requires being vigilant to cultural program and starting everything 
with this. But it can create opposite idea and thought in the public mind. Because 
surely, the event may not be come across with modern and the treatment cannot be 
found in the establishment of a new era. In fact if today there were no connection 
between past and today, the examples of culture would have become the object of 
folk or ethnographic interest - exhibits of a museum. Moreover because of the fact 
people suffered from difficulties in their individual or social lives in Soviet Union, 
there were enough people who showed harms of “technological civilization” to 
culture, especially to peasantry lifestyle.

It is important to pay attention in the centre of developing culture’s two contrast 
and unity action, reversing rod and mutual relations of newly, in order to understand 
all of them. For instance, constantly side of culture is cultural regulation. Since 
human society appeared each generation learnt their generation’s daily life and they 
use their life experiment for their daily life as experiment test that’s for sure, without
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this there couldn’t be connection between descendants. Finally cultural tradition gave 
an opportunity to still alive in people’s first collective. Especially in the periods of 
political society, one example that people submitted traditions and rituals which one 
changed stereotype programs and they undergo a lot of hardships. In addition, any 
kind of society tries to get free regulations of component. Nevertheless we want to be 
modern society; we can’t absolutely avoid our regulations.

There is no culture which doesn’t depend on traditions. In the development of 
new culture, the traditional culture has a big role because the process of dialectical 
dissolve includes nationality. We can see the result of less attention for this, on the 
disappearance of the culture because of the effects of “proletcult” because this point 
of view was to all culture that had lived before revolution in a nihilistic relation, and 
was cause to disappearing most of them.

It is right that heritage process in abolishment has not only progressive character 
but also regressive tendency. Because in every model o f culture there are various 
outlooks, orientation value set of ideas. If  we act in this way and don't admit all this 
culture of past, we lose the great connection of the generations, do not we? In the end 
we must understand that every generation can't build of their own culture. So nihilism 
is the opposition of the dialectic principle which appreciates the idea of inheriting the 
best features of the past. And nihilism supports to criticize the culture rather than to 
build. In the process of praising for person the freedom of invention decreased. 
Because every field of spiritual production became dependent on firm class ideology. 
In consequently, heritage was ruined. All in all, this period was hard and difficult 
times for culture and its creators. There is no culture whose intelligence did not stand 
unharmed in Soviet Union. Some of them were called enemies of people and were 
shot, other who stood alive lost opportunity to work as a subject of creation. There 
were imprisoned for 10-15 years or continuously were in exile.

How many people suffered just that time!!! We know that initial investigator of 
Karakalpak language, a writer, an active member of social and the first doctor of 
science belong to nationality of Karakalpak Najim Dawkaraev was a sacrifice of 
exile. He was called bourgeois, nationalist by community that Sovitskiy organized 
and he was supported by group of people as a price given by position party. What is 
annoyed is that a someone whose surname was Hakimov who had only 7th class 
degree, who had completely no idea about Karakalpak language and literature, was a 
lecturer of a critical article at the meeting of culture and economy institution party, 
Academy of Science, January 18, 1953 [4;112].

There are so many facts that prove class position prevented people to master and 
use culture examples. Art (jirawshilik, baqsishiliq and kissaxanliq) occupies a special 
place at the cultural heritage of Karakalpak. According to as such scientist of 
literature A.Pakraddinov in 20th century was the period of the peak of development 
of these three skills [5;1047]. Among them kissakhanlik progressed rapidly that had 
great Karakalpak schools.

For example: schools named after Korazbek, Seypulla, Kazi Ma’wlik, Kawender 
bala, Baltabay, Kurbanbay etc. serve as a prove. A. Pakraddinov wrote such well- 
known kissakhans as Abbaz, Kazakbay, Kurbanbay, Baltabay, Hilal, Seytniyaz
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graduated Kawender bala school.

The point is that kissakhans were literate, with the ability to translate. They 
were also performers who spread their works among people and also because of the 
fact that there were no publishing houses that time, although most of them were 
calligraphists, from day to day their works with their names were forgotten. Because 
power of class position tried to give praise to results of October revolution and did 
not pay attention to people’s culture and kissakhanlik. As a result, a whole nation 
completely lost one part of their culture.

Today, because of the fact that the democracy has been installed in our country, 
kissakhanlik is becoming one of the best traditions of Karakalpak.

Surely, we must repeat again: mastering cultural heritage, loyalty to traditions, 
accepting or saving them are not enough. Development of culture is closely 
connected with creation.

All in all, we must not cancel the fact that the process of creation relies on 
cultural traditions. Therefore it takes its streams from objective reality and we must 
not forget that is carried out by its subject

In the end, the process of creation has norms mechanism of this process -  is 
intuition. May be, therefore, something that is new for someone, always cannot be 
like that for society. Consequently, creation is closely connected with novelty. 
However, keep in min, every novelty cannot be creation. Creation of novelty will be a 
creation of cultural wealth. So creation should have commonness, and social 
necessity.

For example, some literary works present some problems that are common for 
some people, so they will read it with pleasure, because that kind of works finds a 
way to their inner senses. Then it will be a novelty. For example, we can see this in 
famous Kyrgyz writer Ch.Aytmatov’s works. By his works he showed social and 
humane demands, dialectics of benefit’s realization in cultural life. Especially, in his 
work named “The day lasts more than a hundred years” tells us about difficulties, 
problems like changing cemetery into cosmodrome, and by “Edige” whose plan to 
bury his friend “Kazanghap” who worked with him in inhabited railway station for 30 
years near his mother did not realize, writer tried to show problems and difficulties 
that every person faces during in their individual or social lifetime.

As an example of novelty also can serve karakalpak writer T.Qayipbergonov’s 
work named “A cup of milk”. Author by his work shows openly soviet rules that out 
of law indicated how many cows people can keep, although they lived in difficulties. 
Moreover, the difficulties of “Cow queue” and about the fact that local state authority 
did not pay enough attention. Consequently, writer shows to society that they must 
exit from old stereotype and duties, aims that they must have to realize in their near 
future. If works have no novelty like above mentioned they cannot be creation. 
Therefore, every novelty’s real cultural measure must be common humane benefits 
and demands. Surely, meaning of culture and connection between its novelty and 
traditions cannot end with explaining. Moreover, as we mentioned above, culture on 
the philosophical point of view, if its individual subjective sides will be considered 
firstly, then opening this actions’ nature will take base from the objectively developed
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social connection during human history.

As a result, we can find connection between objective tendency and laws of 
social development and creation basis that are stored in culture.

In conclusion, heritage and creation in culture always demands each other, 
therefore they are actions that cannot survive without each other.

The article “A cup of milk’ which is written by T.Qayipbergenov can be an 
example to the news. Author said openly that council power had given cows to the 
poor families out of law. Also there is said the pain of looking after cows in the 
village and being the scale of republic or local power did not pay attention. Then, 
author is out of old stereo type’s circle he discussed aims and duties which must do 
quickly.

It is difficult to say, there is any news and real scientific research in the poem 
which lost its qualities. So that a real cultural dimension of news must look through 
answering degree to demands of personality. Of course, the meaning of cultural 
contact between regulation and news do not end with this explaining. If we think the 
cultural as aspect of philosophy, firstly accounting the sides of its own subject, then it 
is devoted to the types of social connect which appeared in history of humanity. In 
the result, we can connect with objective trends and laws which developed in cultural 
society. Nowadays, cultural connections are developing which acquired in the 
cultural heritage and its future can give a chance to add it.
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Rezyume. Maqolada madaniy meros va ijod masalasi ijtimoiy -  falsafiy 
yondoshuv negizida qaraladi.

Резюме. В статье проблема культурного наследия и творчества 
рассматриваются на основе социально -  философского подхода.
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Summary. The article presents essence o f law documents about protecting 
ecological rights o f citizens in providing radiation safety. In the article, also, legal 
aspects o f ecological relations in this field are analysed.
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It is required to develop further legal foundation of ecological interactions on the 
basis of deep changes which are being carried out in the years of independence, 
democratizing and renewing society, reformation and modernization. In this field, 
ecological policy of the state must be directed at solving the following problems 
preventing the condition of environment from getting worse, implementing actions 
directed at increasing effectiveness of protecting natural objects and wisely using 
natural resources, preventing environment from damaging influences, developing the 
function of ecological control of the state, disappearing negative influence of 
economics on wisely using natural resources.

In relation to this, the following plays an important role in providing ecological 
safety in our country: publicizing 2017th year “The year of dialogue with public and 
human interests” by the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan, SH.M.Mirziyoyev 
[1], accepting the degree “About strategy of actions of further development of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017-2021” [2], indicating actions directed at protecting 
citizens’ right of having comfortable environment as “providing life of people in 
ecological safe environment, construction and modernization of places which re-does 
sustaining pollution, strengthening their financial-technical base, providing people 
with modern objects which destroys pollution, lessening producing damaging 
elements to environment, preventing from ecological problems which damage 
environment, human health and gene fund, developing the system of preventing and 
destroying extra-ordinary situations as shown in “Strategy of actions about 5 
important directions of the development of the Republic of Uzbekistan in 2017-2021” 
which was stated as the first supplementation to the degree PF № 4947 on February 
7th in 2017 of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

Today it is necessary to create the legal system which provides radiation safety 
and guarantees conformation to ecological rights of citizens. The following must be 
done for this: arranging hard state control of using radioactive instruments providing 
constitutional right of citizens to having comfortable environment and receiving
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reliable information about the condition of environment, strengthening juridical 
responsibility for illegal actions in providing radiation safety.

These kinds of norms in the system of ecological rights, also, norms which 
appear as a result of actions in the fields of another kinds of farming, mountain-field, 
scientific research, defense, medicine and norms ordering relations in providing 
radiation safety, organizes complex institution of ecological rights. These norms are 
directed at one aim -  protecting environment and human health from negative 
influence of radiation. In the Republic of Uzbekistan analysis of legal documents 
which include regulations about providing radiation safety gives opportunity to show 
separately the following as resources of ecological rights: sanitary legality which 
provides protection of environment and human health from negative influence of 
radiation, legality which provides safety of using radioactive instruments atom 
energy, legality which provides fire safety and technical safety, legality which 
provides radiation safety in building people living places, creating production and 
social infrastructure.

As a result of developing ecological legality in some scientists’ opinions, other 
independent complex fields also appeared the same as ecological rights [3.39-42.B]. 
Activity about providing radiation safety formed separate social relations. Laws and 
documents under law influences orderly on activities protecting environment. In the 
theory of ecological right, object of legal ordering in providing rights to natural 
recourses, for example, in using radioactive elements, is defined with the kind of 
social relations which appear in protecting environment. As A.Nigmatov said, 
“ecological relation includes social relations in all characterization which expresses 
people’s movements or immovements which appear in protecting nature, improving 
environment, remaking natural systems and wisely using natural recourses” [4.B.42]. 
Ordering these relations is one of the basic tasks of ecological right. Because, all 
things must serve for human and his abundance [5.B.42].

Therefore, the aim of relations in providing radiation safety is the same as the 
aim of another ecological relations. However, these relations are separated in another 
ecological relations, because, protecting environment from the influence of radiation 
is ordered with the special group of legal documents.

Legal norms, which order social relations in providing radiation safety, are in 
close mutual relation and they have special complex on their object and subject. They 
are in mutual relation on methods of influencing on social relations in providing 
radiation safety.

Radioactive instruments, because of their peculiarities and high dangers to 
environment and human health, is separate from pollution in production and other, 
they are objects of independent group of relations and they are separate independent 
objects in the complex system which include all kinds of relating with radioactive 
instruments of ecological rights.

As a result of concepts and opinions which are mentioned above, the following 
are understood in legal protecting environment from the influence of radiation: 
protecting natural objects and people from ionization of radiation, collection of legal 
norms directed at providing ecological safety.
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Rezyume. Ushbu maqolada radiatsiyaviy xavfsizlikni taminlash soh’asida 
fuqarolarning ekologik h ’uquqlarini muh ’ofaza qilish bo ’yicha qonun h ’ujjatlarining 
moh ’iyati tadqiq qilinadi. Maqolada, shuningdek, mazkur soh ’adagi ekologik 
munosabatlarning h ’uquqiy jih ’atlari tah ’lil qilinadi.

Резюме. В этой статье изучаются сущности законодательных актов по 
защите экологических прав граждан в сфере обеспечения радиационной 
безопасности. В статье, также анализируются правовые аспекты 
экологических отношений в этой сфере.

Kalit so’zlar. Radiatsiyaviy xavfsizlik, fuqarolarning ekologik h ’uquqlari, 
ekologik qonunchilik, radiaktiv ashyolar, ekologik munosabat.

Ключевые слова. Радиационная безопасность, экологические права 
гражлан, экологическое законодательство, радиактивные вещи, экологическое 
отношение.
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(on the base of ХХ and the beginning of XXI centuries’ investigations on
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Summary. The article is devoted to the issues o f studing the Karakalpak eposes 
by foreign scholars in the XX and at the beginming o f the XXI centuries. There have 
been analyzed their research works, devoted to the study and propaganda o f 
Karakalpak eposes. The article evaluates the German scholar Karl Roychl’s works, 
done at the end o f the Х Х  and at the beginning o f the XXI centuries, especially the 
study and publication o f the Karakalpak fo lk epos «Edige» as a valuable scientific 
source.

Key words. Karakalpak folklore o f the X X  century, eposes and their studies 
abroаd, writing down and publication o f the eposes «Edige», «Koblan» and «Yusup- 
Akhmet», the 20-th o f the X X  century, Validi Toghan and «Edige», V.M.Jirmunsky 
and the comparative-typological study o f Karakalpak fo lk eposes, the 80-90-th o f the 
X X  century, Karl Roychl and the Karakalpak fo lk epos «Edige», Helsinki.

Today our folklore researchers and literary critics admit that the world 
intelligence have begun interested in the karakalpak folk works since the 40th of the 
XVIII century as they are the examples of genius and beauty; they have specific 
genres, forms and literary peculiarities; they are rich in ideas and content. There 
published 100 volumes of karakalpak oral folk creations among which more than 100 
eposes. However, we do not aim just to give information like this in this article, but 
also to highlight the importance of those researches and their role in introducing our 
ancestor’s spiritual value, i.e folklore and literary wealth to the world society.

The contribution of scholars from far and neighboring foreign countries in 
collecting and studying, publishing and world-wide popularization and in their 
reaching to our times is great indeed. For instance, researchers Sh.Valikhanov and 
G.Vamberi in the XIX century, A.I.Belyayev at the beginning of the XX century 
wrote down eposes “Alpamis”, “Edige”, “Qoblan”, “Yusup - Akhmet” and others, 
published and gave their views on them about which we have written in our previous 
article [1].

The initiative of the mentioned scholars has been continuing more completely, 
purposefully and systematically since the twenties of the XX century. In this field 
there can be pointed out the contributions of Validi Toghan, Viktor Maximovich 
Jirmunsky and Karl Raychl. The three scholars’ researches on epos study have the 
following specific features: firstly, their works are characterized by specific features; 
secondly, the three scholars represent three large steps of researching karakalpak 
eposes abroad in the XX century, and they are three significant features in this field.
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For example, the well-known bashqurt literary critic Validy Toghan introduced 

with the karakalpaks and their folk works especially, with eposes (epic works) in the 
20’s of the XX century and he did great contribution in defending the national 
values and national inheritance of the karakalpaks from any ideological 
discriminations. Because the well known scholar of the Turkic languages Validi 
Toghan didn’t admit the policy of the former Soviet government on nations and 
opposed the exacting governing system. He refused his high post in Bashqurtstan. He 
visited Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan illegally and studied the living 
conditions of these peoples. When visiting these republics he also stayed in Khojeyli, 
Nukus, Shimbay and during his trips he was interested in national folklore by 
listening jiraws (singers of eposes) and collecting the examples of folk eposes from 
people. When he came to Shymbay he wrote down the Karakalpak folk epos “Edige” 
from Nuratdin jiraw as he was deeply impressed by his performance. After some 
years Validiy happened to listen to “ Edige”from nogay jiraw in Bulgariya. At that 
time he remembered the Karakalpak jiraw and said «The Karakalpak jiraw Nuratdin 
performed the «Edige» with a particular skill». Perhaps, these words pronounced by 
Validy made influence on Shokhan Valikhanov and he called the Karakalpaks as 
“desert nightingales”. The famous Russian scholar of the Turkic languages 
V.M.Jirmunsky made comparative-typological researches on karakalpak eposes in 
60-70th of the XX century, but we didn’t know how he collected the necessary 
materials. They say that he may have listened to Quyas jiraw in one of the scientific 
forums. His point that “the complete version of the epos «Edige» might have only the 
karakalpaks” (V.M. Jurminskiy. Turkic heroic epos L.1974 p.353) is the high 
appreciation of not only the epos itself but also all the karakalpak jiraw ganre.

In his works devoted to heroic eposes of the Turkick people he particularly 
valued the karakalpak eposes [3]. For example, in his article “The genesis and 
historical importance of the epos «Alpamis»”, making a comparative-typological 
analysis of all versions of the epos that were spread among the Turkic peoples in 
“Qorqit ata book” and doing a conclusion that all nations’ versions had the same plot 
with the story “The Song of Bamsi-Bayrag” in “Qorqit ata book” [3:26-61].

B.M.Jirmunsky carried out a vast comparative-typological research on the epos 
«Edige» too. In his work studied the heroic eposes of the Turkic people he devoted 
the whole chapter, named “An epos about Edige”, to this issue. In this work he 
compared the noghay, bashqurt, kazakh, karakalpak and tatar versions of the epos 
and proved that the genesis of all the nations’ versions were based on same event at 
the same historical period i.e. the quarrels between Khans of Altin Orda and 
governers of Maverannahr during XIV-XV centuries, Amir Temur’s joint unity with 
Edige and their struggle against Toqtamis Khah in the way of establishing a Turkic 
State. [3:61].

This generous action done by B.Toghan and V.M.Jirminsky was successfully 
continued by scholars of far foreign countries at the end of the XX century and at the 
beginning of the XXI century. At this period the eposes were translated into different 
foreign languages, were published and studied as examples of oral folk works due to
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the efforts of the professor of Bonn University, a well-known German scholar Karl 
Raychl.

In order to see this treasure with his own eyes, to hear their sound with his own 
ears Karle Raychl visited Karakalpakstan several times at this period as after the 
translating karakalpak proverbs into the German language, after learning the rich 
history of karakalpak oral folk creations he had great desire to see the performance of 
jiraws, to understand this folkloric genre. In order to reach his aim he spent a great 
amount of time. First he visited Karakalpakstan at the second half of 80's of the XX 
century. It was his dream to introduce the modern world the remainings of the 
Middle ages' art and to present the jiraws who had been keeping the art of performing 
eposes in its complete quality. At last the scholar's dream had come true. He was a 
respectful guest of Jumabay Bazarov at his home in the Shomanay District. The great 
German scholar, folklore researcher Karl Raychl made tape-recording of the epos 
“Edige” and video-taped performances of other jiraws, compared them with other 
versions written at different times and proved that this genre could be developed as 
time passed. The present recoding has a great importance not only for European 
science, but also for the Eastern nations, as the performance gives opportunity not 
only to learn the text, but also hear the music and learn the artistic skill o f the 
performer. It was a valuable source for the science.

Raychl made a great novelty in the world science. He introduced the world 
scientific commonwealth with the epos, created by the people who lived moving 
from one place to another and with inner passions of a performer, the jiraw. By doing 
it Raychl opened a new page in world science. Karl Raychl was the one of the 
foreign scholars after A.N.Belyaev and Divaev, who had seen the process of 
performing karakalpak eposes with his own eyes and gave valuable points to the the 
world folklore-study science.

One can ask the question: “ why did the scholar come to the motherland of the 
karakalpak eposes, and wrote down these eposes from the mouth of famous native 
jiraws himself” The answers to this question we can find in the publication of 
translations of the ‘Edige’, written down from J.Bazarov. The work was published in 
2008 in the capital of Finland, Helsinki. The book includes 8 chapters: Raychl’s 
introduction entitled «’Edige’ is a folk epos of the Karakalpak people». It also 
includes karakalpak version of the epos written in Latin letters, its translation in 
English, glossary, commentaries, bibliography, information about the karakalpaks 
from existing sources and video disk displaying the J.Bazarov’s performance of the 
epos «Edige».

K.Raychl paid the readers’ attention to the peculiarity of karakalpak version of 
the epos among kazakh, basqurt, tatar versions. The text of the epos copied down by 
K.Raychl approximately consists of 4000 lines: is given in verses and simple texts. 
The scholar distinguishes the speech and intonation of the jiraw, as he had some 
problems in doing the written version of the epos. When he chose the vocabulary of 
the epos he closely worked with a well-known karakalpak linguists (particularly with 
Q.Bayniyazov). The majority of words in the text of the epos are archaisms that are
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not used in modern Karakalpak language, so they need to be studied again with a 
new approach.

According to this great contributions of K.Raychl he can be considered as the 
genius of not only of the German people but a person with high humanitarian deed, a 
great scholar in his field.

To sum up, these three excellent scholars who have their place in the world 
science, gain great importance in the researching of Karakalpak epic poems. This 
firstly shows that jiraws' works, performed with inborn ability, represent the life of 
the nation, which have a great importance among the world cultural heritages, 
secondly, it shows that investigating Karakalpak eposes is still an ongoing process 
among foreign researchers.
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Rezyume. Maqolada qoraqalpoq adabiyotining X X  asr va XXI asr boshlarida 
chet ellarda o'rganilishi masalalari keng yoritilgan bo'lib, unda o'sha davrlarda 
yashab, ijod bilan shug'illangan V.To'g'on, V.M.Jirmunkiy, K.Rayxl kabi chet el 
olimlarining dostonlarimizni o'rganishi, tashviq qilishi masalalari keng yoritilgan. 
Ayniqsa, nemis olimi K.Rayxlning X X  asr oxiri XXI asr boshlarida qoraqalpoq xalq 
dostoni «edige»ni o'rganishi, nashr qilishi, tadqiqot qilinishi bobidagi xizmatlariga 
ilmiy nuqtay nazardan xolisona baho berilgan.

Резюме. Статья посвящается вопросам изучения каракалпакских эпосов 
зарубежными учёными в Х Х  и начале XXI века и анализу научных исследований 
зарубежных учёных, посвящённых изучению и пропаганде каракалпакских 
дастанов. Особое внимание уделяется оценке трудов немецкого учёного Карла 
Райхеля в конце X X  и начале XXI века, посвящённых изучению и публикации 
каракалпакского народного эпоса «Едиге».
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Kalit so’zlar. X X  asr qoraqalpoq fol'klori, dostonlar va ularning chet ellarda 

o'rganilishi, «Edige», «Qoblan», «Yusuf va Axmad» dostonlarining yozib olinishi, 
nashr qilinishi, X X  asr 20-yillari, Validi Tug'on va «Edige», V.M.Jirmunskiy va 
qoraqalpoq adabiyotining tipologik o'rganilishi, X X  asrning 80-90-yillari, Karl 
Rayxl va qoraqalpokxalq dostoni «edige», Xel'sinki.

Ключевые слова. Каракалпакский фольклор X X  века, эпосы и начало их 
исследования за рубежом, запись и публикация дастанов «Едиге», «Коблан» и 
«Юсуп-Ахмет», 20-е годы XXвека, Валиди Тоган и «Едиге», В.М.Жирмунский и 
сопоставительное изучение каракалпакских народных дастанов в 
типологическом плане, 80-90-е годы X X  века, Карл Райхл и каракалпакский 
народный эпос «Едиге», Xельсинки.
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Summary. This article talks about the formation o f the city o f Nukus as the 
administrative and political center o f Karakalpakstan in 1960. The development o f 
urban infrastructure and the growth o f the living standards o f the urban population 
required the intensification o f work in all spheres o f life and life o f society. In the 
1960s, Nukus became the center o f enlightenment and science. It is noted that the 
subject o f everyday life in the scientific plan will help to recreate the contexts and 
condition for the formation o f the urban environment and urban everyday life in 
Karakalpakstan.

Key words. Urbanization, modernization, town infrastructure, improvement o f 
the city, living standard, sphere o f the culture, social development, everyday life

Formation of Nukus city as an administrative-political center of 
Karakalpakstan in 1960ies testifies about fast rates of urbanization and modernization 
of a social life. If in prewar years, when the city was just building up, the population 
of Nukus counted 10 000 people, in 1959 it increased up to 39 000 people. In parallel 
the administrative and social-economic spheres were also improving.

An introduction into exploitation of Takhiyatash hydro-electric station had a big 
influence on development of the city infrastructure in the beginning of 1960s. 
Takhiyatash hydro-electric station was launched on May 24, 1961 and provided 
electric energy for many city administrative centers of our Republic and nearest 
regions of Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan such as Khorezm and Tashauz regions. First 
of all, industrial enterprises of Nukus city and infrastructure were supplied with 
electricity. At this time Nukus Repair-mechanic and Auto-repair plants, house
building plant, sewing and stockinet factories, a number of enterprises of food 
industry, such as Nukus bread factory, oil plant, brewery, mill factory and meat 
factory; Nukus printing and publishing house and other industrial enterprises 
functioned in Nukus. Transport network and wired communication started to develop 
along with the introduction into exploitation of Takhiyatsh hydro-electricity station. 
Metal processing enterprises, enterprises of building and wood processing industry 
started to develop. A lot of attention was paid to social life of city livers: drinking 
water pipeline system was improved, road at the center of the city were paved with 
asphalt. The first streets that were asphalted included: Leningradskaya (currently 
Sayakhatshilar) and Kuybishev (currently Garezsizlik) and in 1961 -  Pushkin, Kirov 
(currently G.Sherazieva) and other streets neighboring to the center. Public services 
were improving rapidly and this fact was marked with the second reward contest of 
Uzbekistan cities organized by Uzbekistan Council of Ministers and Uzbek Soviet 
Trade-Union. By result of 1960 and first quarter of 1961 Nukus city executive
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committee was invariably awarded with the second reward of 1000 rubles for 
excellent organization in improving public services. In May 1961, at the conference 
of active members of city Soviet Party and Trade-union teams of UzSSR, the school 
named after Berdakh and administration of statistics of KKASSR received money 
prize for active participation in works on improvement of city public services. Input 
into this work of Pushkin school and Gogol school teams, Bread baking factory, 
Medical school and Editorial offices of the Republic newspapers were noted as well 
[1. 31st of May].

At that time Nukus consisted of 31 block committees. And Civil Executive 
Committee led an active propaganda on improvement of city public services among 
them. An active propaganda on participation in this work was going on in all 
enterprises. Every week about 7000 people participated in “Saturday works” in 
Nukus. Work power of students was widely used in for improvement of city public 
services: students of Nukus Pedagogical Institute and Medical School and other 
secondary special and general education schools. Divided into groups they 
participated in public works so called “voskresniks” (Sunday works). For example 
students of Pedagogical Institute made a ten meters wide forest protection zone 
around the airport, a group from Medical School worked in the city park “Pobeda” 
Irrigating ditches were delved along streets providing irrigation for the territories 
around houses. According to witnesses the city weltered in green and fruit trees were 
everywhere. There were fruit trees all around the city. Water pumps were installed in 
streets in order to supply the population with water.

Civil infrastructure development and increase of urban population’s living 
standards required to initiate active improvements in all spheres of social life. 
Technical means such as bicycles, sewing machines entered people’s livelihood as 
well as refrigerators, washing machines and motor cycles which could rarely be 
found in the households. Most people continued to use primus-stoves and therefore 
specialists on repairing primus-stoves, shoes, caps and bicycles and others were in a 
big demand. Many people still used to go to booths (small private shops), so called 
“budkas”. Owners of these shops were persecuted by police but not so hard, because 
there were no other such enterprises and City Industrial Enterprise which provided 
the population of Nukus with social services could not satisfy the requirements and 
needs of the people.

On 1st of January, 1961 new bank notes and metallic coins were introduced into 
circulation. They were exchanged at the rate 1 to 10. Gradually people were getting 
used to the new money: prices in shops were indicated in old and in the new 
currency at the same time. When purchasing goods old roubles were accepted and the 
change was returned in new bank notes, sometimes in coins. They mention, that 
following incidents were in common: people required change in old roubles, since 
they could not get used to kopeikas (coins) and take, let’s say 50 kopeikas instead of 
5 roubles. By the way, at that time trade enterprises were opened on the first floors of 
multistory houses in Nukus: Supermarket №1, Shop №19, Shop of meat and milk 
products, Sports goods shop, Book shop, Toy store “Detskiy Mir”. [2.13]

Karakalpak theater named after Stanislavskiy provided the population with
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cultural services: every year they put on new staging, mostly by Soviet and foreign 
classic authors. In 1960s Karakalpak dramaturgy was just developing. For example, 
in 1960 the theater repertoire was renewed with plays by such authors as 
S.Khojaniyazov “Taluas” (Aspiration), M.Kalimbetov “My authority” and 
P.Tlegenov “Gures” (Struggle). [3. 11th of January]

In 1960s Nukus became a real center of science and education in the 
region.Republic library, several kindergartens and schools functioned in Nukus. For 
instance 600 children were attending 10 kindergartens in Nukus in 1958. A 
kindergarten for 100 children was opened in Kuybishev street (today Garezsizlik 
street) in 1961. There were 12 secondary schools in the city in 1950, however the city 
was expanding and the matter of demand for highly-qualified teachers was a big 
problem. So 80078 children were educated in 622 schools during school year period 
1958-1959 in Karakalpakstan and in September 1962 112951 children attended 648 
schools (300 elementary, 247 eight year schools, 89-secondary and 7 boarding 
schools) [4.169]. Financial and technical base of educational establishments was a 
big matter.

Resolving of this issue was entrusted on Nukus State Pedagogical institute. By 
1960 level and scope of knowledge increased significantly as well as quality of 
teaching staff of the Institute. Well-known innovator-teachers, honored scientists and 
technical experts of Karakalpakstan, honored teachers of Uzbekistan, docent 
T.Bekimbetov and docent K.Ubaydullaev, honored scientist of Karakalpakstan, 
honored teacher of Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan, docent A.Esemuratov, honored 
scientists of Karakalpakstan docent A.Kdirbaev, professor J.Orinbaev, docent 
K.Berdimuratov, docent A.Tajimuratova, professor N.Daukaraev, professor 
D.Nasirov, professor Ya.Dosumov and many others worked at the Institute. In general 
30 Honored teachers of KKASSR, 126 Excellent Teachers of People’s Education 
Sphere, more than 500 Holders of Orders worked at schools of the Republic of 
Karakalpakstan.

Karakalpakstan Government paid a big attention to Pedagogical Institute helping 
to improve its material-technical base and relations with other big universities of 
Uzbekistan. Director of InstituteT.Bekimbetov had professional experience, could 
select talented students from talented youth mass. For example, M.K. 
Nurmukhamedov took state exams externally at Khodjeyli Pedagogical College in 
1950 and received secondary education diploma, passed state exams at Karakalpak 
Pedagogical Institute and was sent to the Institute of Eastern Studies of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences in Moscow. Having successfully accomplished Ph.D work in 
1953 he worked as a Deputy Director of a Complex Scientific Research Institute, 
Chairman of the Presidium of Karakalpak branch of Uzbekistan Academy of 
Sciences, successfully accomplished Post-doctorate scientific work and became a 
member of Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences [5.33]. Soon 6942 teachers (including 
1471 women) worked at schools of the Republic and 2494 of them had high 
education degrees [6.180].

Public health-care system played an important role in the city infrastructure. In 
1942 Apparatus of People’s Health-Care Commissariat headed by Ejkova moved to
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Nukus. Health-care system of the city had a difficult time during World War II. Most 
medical personnel departed to the war front, city suffered from shortage of fuel, 
medicine. Only after war city budget could be able to allocate more funds for health 
care system development. So, 4184 Rubles in 1948 and 4894 Rubles in 1951 were 
allotted for this purpose. Doctors came back from war to their regular peaceful 
workdays. Veterans of War Doctor Serali Bekjanov was appointed the Chief of the 
city health-care, Reypnazar Babanazarov became State inspector of sanitation of the 
city.

Preparation of paramedics for health-care system of Nukus city and Northern 
and Western regions of the Republic was arranged. If in 1950s about 50 doctors 
worked in Nukus, and in 1958 there were already 80 qualified doctors and 250 
paramedics. Nukus Medical School greatly contributed to the work of preparing 
paramedics, so in 1955 Pharmaceutical Department and Evening Department for 
nurses were opened in its structure.

In 1960s the Public health-care system in Karakalpakstan shifted to a new stage 
of development. A city hospital was abolished due to the opening of Nukus Republic 
Hospital in 1956. That’s why up to 1961 State Republic hospital, which included 
therapeutic, surgical, maternity, gynecological, children’s and infectious disease 
departments, at the same time performed the function of the City hospital. In the 
same year Children’s Hospital, Hospital of Infectious Deceases and Maternity 
hospital with gynecological unit and women consulting were opened in Nukus. In 
1963 first Medical scientific research institution -  Karakalpak branch of Uzbek 
Dermatology-Venereology Scientific Research Institute was established in Nukus.

A system of professional-technical education was created in 1940-1950s for 
preparation of qualified workers for all fields of industry and transport infrastructure. 
For example, in 1951 a School for excavator-operators was opened in Nukus 
suburban settlement Kyz-Ketken. It was the only school that prepared excavator and 
machine operators to work in Karakalpakstan and Khorezm region. First year 120 
students studied at this school and in 1953 there were two graduations: first one in 
May 1953, second one in the end of the same year. Each year the School trained and 
directed 150 excavator-operators to various regions of Karakalpakstan and Khorezm 
region. In 1953 the School was reorganized to a College of Mechanization of 
Agriculture and continued to prepare working class specialists for the economy. 
Starting from October 1958 industrial, railroad, construction, metallurgy colleges and 
schools, agricultural mechanization training schools and other educational 
establishments of manpower resources system were reorganized to civil and agrarian 
technical vocational schools. Kyz-Ketken College of Mechanization of Agriculture 
was reorganized to a Rural Professional-Technical College №27.Later on a number of 
Professional-Technical Colleges were opened. Among them Technical College №61 
which prepared specialists for trade and service spheres, Nukus Professional- 
Technical College№39 preparing specialists-constructors and in 1973 Professional -  
Technical college№56 opened their doors for students. In connection with the 
development of railway infrastructure Karakalpak branch of Central Asian Railway 
faced problems of preparing specialists for this sphere. This problem was solved in
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1978 when Professional-Technical College №15 was opened in Nukus.

Having considered all round, the period of 1960th in Nukus history is critical in 
comprehension of not only social development, but also everyday life of citizens. We 
tried to estimate state social policy with the help of twotypes of empiric materials -  
archives and newspapers. Posters, pictures photos, official documents and so on are 
also important for revealing everyday life of the population. We believe that the topic 
of everyday life will bring us closer to deeper understanding our Motherland history. 
Scientifically it could be useful for recreation of scope and conditions of urban 
environment formation and urban routine in Karakalpakstan.
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Rezyume. Ushbu maqolada 1960-yillarda Nukus shahrining 
Qoraqalpog'istonning ma'muriy-siyosiy markazi sifatida shakllanganligi haqida 
aytiladi. Shahar infratuzilmasi va aholining turmush darajasining o'sib borishi 
ijtimoiy hayotning barcha sohalarida ishni ko'chayttirishni talab qildi. 1960-yillarda 
Nukus shahrining ma'rifat va ilm-fan markaziga aylandi. Kundalik hayot masalasi 
Qoraqalpog'istonda shahar muhitining va shahar kundalik hayotining shakllanish 
sharoitini va o'ni o'rganishni qayta tiklashga asos bo'ladiganligi belgilab o'tilgan.

Резюме. В данной статье говорится о формировании города Нукуса как 
административно-политического центра Каракалпакстана в 1960 г. Развитие 
городской инфраструктуры и рост жизненного уровня городского населения 
требовали активизации работ во всех сферах жизни и быта общества. В 1960
е годы Нукус становится центром просвещения и науки. Отмечается, что 
предмет повседневности в научном плане поможет воссозданию контекстов и 
условий формирования городской среды и городской повседневности в 
Каракалпакстане.

Kalit so'zlar. Urbanizatsiya, modernizatsiya, shah’ar infratuzilmasi, 
obodonlashtirish, ah ’olining turmush darajasi, madaniyat soh’asi, ijtimoiy 
rivojlanish, shah ’ar kundalik h ’ayoti

Ключевые слова. Урбанизация, модернизация, городская инфраструктура, 
благоустройство города, жизненный уровень, сфера культуры, социальное 
развитие, повседневная жизнь.
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PROBLEM  OF LITERARY MASTERY IN THE PROSE OF TOLEPBERGEN
KAIPBERGENOV

Bekbergenova M.
Nukus State Pedagogical Institute named after Ajiniyaz

Summary. This article is devoted to the artistic skill o f popular karakalpak 
writer T.Kayipbergenov. Also his contribution to the development o f the karakalpak 
prose o f the XXth century,his stories, novels, historical trilogies, essays are talked 
about. His style o f creation o f word picture,characters,realistic narration, describing 
the fate o f the people history o f life o f karakalpak people,national peculiarities, 
creation o f new artistic forms are studied here.

Key words. artistic skill, national prose, story, a short novel, novel, trilogy, 
essay, word picture, historical prose, national character, realistic

The influential representative of Karakalpak national literature of XXI century, 
the Hero of Uzbekistan, Uzbekistan and Karakalpakstan people’s writer Tolepbergen 
Kaipbergenov is not only famous for his literary works among Turan nations, but also 
popular prose writer of all over the world. Tolepbergen Kaipbergenov made a great 
contribution to the development of Karakalpak prose of the XX century with his short 
stories, narratives and novels.

He became well-known at the end of the 50th of XX century. His literary works 
such as “Sekretar” (Secretary), “Mugallimge rakhmet” (Thanks to the teacher), 
“Suwik tamshi” (Cold drop), “Uykisiz tunler” (Sleepless nights) narratives, and 
“Karakalpak kizi (The Karakalpak daughter), “Karakalpak dastani” (Karakalpak 
epic), “Kozdin karashigi” (Eyeball) novels, novel-essay “Karakalpaknama”, “Kalbim 
Komusi” (Principles of my soul), “Familiya” (Surname), “Aydos Baba” dramas, 
“Karakalpak tauekelshimen” (I’m Karakalpak I ’m a risk-taker) were written at that 
time.

Tolepbergen Kaipbergenov was awarded the title of Karakalpak Public Writer 
(1974), Uzbekistan Public Writer (1993), furthermore, Berdakh, Hamza, Makhmud 
Kashgariy, Mikhail Sholoxov laureate for his contribution to the development of 
Karakalpak literature. In 2003 he became the Hero of Uzbekistan.

Scientific researches on the creative works of Tolepbergen Kaipbergenov in 
various aspects were done and are still going on.

There are research works of Academician M.K.Nurmukhammedov, Doctors of 
Philology K.Makhsetov, K.Sultanov, Z.A.Nasrullaeva, K.Kamalov, S.Bakhadirova, 
Candidates of philology J.Narimbetov, T.Kurbanbaeva, T.Kojikbaeva about the 
creative works of the writer.

T.Kaipbergenov became the main research objective of study of Karakalpak 
literature by developing the prose and making valuable contribution to the 
Karakalpak literature in the XXth century. The writer’s prose is worth to be the
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central point of the study. His creative works were evaluated by Uzbek, Kirghiz, 
Russian bookmen. P.Shermukhammedov, Ch.Aytmatov, Z.S.Kedrina, M.Lomunova, 
etc. gave their opinions about the writer’s great prose works and his created 
characters. [1]

Tolepbergen Kaipbergenov became the witness of all historical periods of his 
lifetime in the XXth century. Therefore, as a writer he couldn’t help involving all 
historical events of former Soviet Union in his works. All the events of the XXth 
century are the history of the Karakalpak nation and their life, therefore the novels 
and stories “Sekretar” (Secretary), “Mugallimge rakhmet” (Thanks to the teacher), 
“Suwik tamshi” (Cold drop), “Uykisiz tunler” (Sleepless nights) narratives, and 
“Songi khujim” (The last attack), “Karakalpak kizi (The Karakalpak daughter) were 
written. These works were the writer’s answers for the demands of the time. [2:14]

As characters created by the writer, such as Atamurat, Jiemurat, Jumagul, 
Turimbet and others were the typical images, they were comprehensively judged by 
literary critics and controversial points were appeared [3]. If  the writer’s created 
characters were imaginable, there wouldn’t have been any thoughts on press. Actually 
the writer’s skill is that his characters were discussed and judged by readers and 
literary critics more than any other Karakalpak prose writers.

As a karakalpak writer, his great contribution and novation to our literature is 
that he was the first writer who created the history of Karakalpak nation in fiction 
literary element as a novel. If  we compare T.Kaipbergenov’s historical fiction works 
with the history of world literature, the writer’s works stand in one row with the epos 
creator of ancient literature Homer, West European writer Walter Scott and Russian 
writer Lev Tolstoy. Therefore the trilogy “Karakalpak dastani” (Karakalpak Epos) 
was awarded laureate among national literature in former Soviet Union. The writer 
created the characters Maman biy, Aydos baba, Kumar analiq (Mother Kumar) with 
excellence. There was misunderstanding about episodes and heroes of the historical 
trilogy among the nation. From our point of view, the writer tried to show the 
difficulty of lifestyle in those episodes and to respect them but not to ridicule them. In 
the literature theory this is called the writer’s literary mastery problem. Karakalpak 
nation lived in a hard condition, faced with war, calamity, poorness, and hunger, sad 
state, they even lost and forgot their relatives. On the basis of these situations events 
around Amanliq arose.

The following explanation is given to the character in the history of literature. 
“C haracter” -  is derived from Greek, means sign, differentiation and it is a literary 
character describing the person who defines the meaning and form of the literary 
work.

Of course literary character differs from real character. While creating the 
character writer may describe the peculiarities of real historical person, but literary 
character is ideological phenomenon, it was created imaginary through fantasy of the 
writer, and with the help of character author can represent exploration and estimation 
of life figuratively.

Academic J.Bazarbaev stated that “National character is nation’s self” in his 
monograph “National idea-is our idea”.
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A.Fadeyev described that “a national form is nation’s psychological emotional 

peculiarities; a national character describes the unique type and odour of each 
nation’s art. Every nation has its national and mental peculiarities and national 
character describes the character of the nation.

Determination of the national peculiarity of the literature is eventuated with the 
character’s individual features, because the main object of the literature is human 
being, and the national literary peculiarity is connected with depicted person’s 
features.

Each characters created in the prose of the writer, such as Jumagul in “The 
Karakalpak daughter”, Maman biy, Aydos baba, Kumar analiq in trilogy “Karakalpak 
Epos”,are the national characters of people in our national literature with courage, 
faith, obstinacy existing in the spirit of our nation.

The creative works “Karakalpaknama”, “Talk of Karakalpak with his hat” 
(Karakalpaktin oz kalpagi menen sirlasiwi), “Principles of soul” (Kalbimnin kamusi), 
“The letters to Heaven” (O Dunyaga atama xatlar), “Turkiynama”, “I ’m Karakalpak 
I’m a risk-taker” (Karakalpakpan. Tawekelshimen) are the writer’s philosophical 
works he brought to the Karakalpak prose in the XXth and XXI century. If  we pay 
attention to the world literature, we can see that Russian writer N.V.Gogol has the 
work “Letters of the madman”. This work appeared because of the disagreement to 
unfair ideology of Russian society and Russian empire. Also another Russian writer 
F.M.Dostoevskiy has the work “Letters from Death House”. In this work he described 
his philosophical thoughts.

It is clear from literary theory that the title of the composition gives the writer’s 
main idea. The title of the novel “Eyeball” (Kozdin karashigi) describes writer’s 
dream of saving water as an eye. The word “tawekelshi” is marked in Karakalpak 
Explanatory Dictionary in volume IV as following:

“Hesh narseden taysalmaytugin, qoriqpaytugin batir. Tawekel batirliqqa 
baslaydi, geyde korinip turgan baleden qutqaradi, sonin ushin xaliq: “tawekelshinin 
qayigi suwga batpas” deydi. Aqilli oylanaman degenshe tawekelshi daryadan otedi” 
(someone who is brave and willing to take risks. Risk-taker isn’t involving the 
possibility of danger, harm, or failure. It was said that the boat of risk-taker was never 
sunk. While thinker is thinking, risk-taker will pass the river) [4:298].

In Karakalpak-Russian Dictionary by professor N.A.Baskakov’s editing in 1958, 
the word “tawekelshi” is explained in Russian as the following: “Рискующий 
человек” because the word translated as “риск” in Russian [5:631]. The creation of 
“I’m Karakalpak I’m a risk-taker” is related to the writer’s whole literary career. 
Initially the author began his literary career from short stories, continued writing 
lyric-psychological works, then novels, trilogy, the writer’s imaginative world was 
developed, literal eyesight was enlarged, new genre and style peculiarities were 
appeared. He created new forms of Karakalpak prose to express his literal aesthetic 
views: essay, narration, and interview.

As in his stories and novels he created the national peculiarities of Karakalpak 
nation in strong characters in his new literary forms, he stated the greatness of the 
nation and described his characters as real sons of the nation, so in his later works he
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depicted Karakalpak as “brave, irrevocable, valiant” nation. It must be writer’s dream 
for the bright future.

The writer Tolepbergen Kaipbergenov is recognized as the founder of essay, 
interview, and elegy in the history of Karakalpak prose of the XX th century.
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Rezyume. Bu maqolada yozuvchi T.Qaipbergenovning ijodidagi badiiy mahorat 
masalalari so'z etiladi. Yozuvchining X X  asr qoraqalpoq prozasining rivojlanishiga 
qo'shgan hissasi, uningyaratgan hikoyalari, povestlari, romanlari, tarixi trilogiyasi, 
esse va h.k. badiiy obrazlarning, qahramonlarning xarakterlarining yaratilishi, 
bayonlashidagi haqiqatlik, odam taqdirlarinining tasvirlanishi, qoraqalpoq xalqining 
tarixi turmushi, milliy xususiyat, yangi badiiy shakllarningyaratilishi.

Резюме. В этой статья рассматриваются вопросы художественного 
мастерства писателя Т.Каипбергенова. Его вклад в развитии каракалпакской 
прозы X X  века, его повести, романы, историческая трилогия, эссе и.т.д. 
Создание художественных образов, характеров, героев, реалистичность 
повествования, изображение человеческих судеб, истории жизни 
каракалпакского народа, национальные особенности, создание новых 
художественных форм.

Kalit so zlar. Badiiy mahorat, milliy proza, hikoya, povest', roman, trilogiya, 
esse, badiiy obraz, tarixi proza, milliy xarakter, realistik.

Ключевые слова. Xудожественное мастерство, национальная проза, 
рассказ, повесть, роман, трилогия, эссе, художественный образ, историческая 
проза, национальный характер, реалистичность.
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Political-legal regulations in Amu-Darya region at the end of the XIX and 
at the beginning of the XX centuries.
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Summary. The article deals with the political-legal regulations and initia 
stage o f formation o f Russian judicial system in Amu- Darya region at the end o f 
the XIX and at the beginning o f the X X  centuries. The organization process o f 
Russian judicial system is basically studied in the article. People’s Court worked in 
the region as well. Sometimes judges served as notary. Courts were formed after 
Temporary regulations about ruling over Amu-Darya region and Regulations about 
ruling over Turkestan territory had been adopted.

Key words. The Turkistan general-governorship, Sirdarya region, Amudarya 
department, regulations, Russian Court, area, People’s Courts.

After the Russian Empire had conquered the Khiva khanate at the last quarter of 
the XIX century there was organized Amu-Darya region and its political-legal 
position was entirely changed. In 1873 there suggested a project “Temporary 
regulations on ruling the Amu-Darya region” and in 1874 it was accepted by the 
Russian Emperor after which the imperial laws and regulations were fixed up. In the 
18th article of the regulation it was noted that in “ in case of disputes and quarrels of 
the Russians with the natives, the chief of the region had apower to entrust 
responsibility of judge to one of his assistants. [1]

On the basis of “Regulations on ruling over Turkestan region” the militarymen 
controlled all districts and they had both military and civil power.

The chief of Amu-Darya region had a power of military governer in regard to 
people. The assistants of the chief of the region had the rights of regional chiefs. [2]

The Russification of the region had increased. The Czarist residency paid special 
attention to the judicial system. The chief of Amu-Darya region interfered in and 
entirely controlled all issues concerning the judicial-legal system.

After the “Regulations on ruling over Turkestan region” had been adopted in 
1886 there was formed a russian judicial system and it was developed systematically. 
Court officials of Amu-Darya region had specific status and controlled political, 
judicial-lawful positions and ideology of the population.

According to Regulations there operated one supreme judge in Chimbay and 
Shurahan. Local people had kaziy (principal) and biy regional judges. Each principal 
had one judge in People’s court. These Regulations were republished several times 
in different years and different changes were put into the articles the concerning 
judicial system. At the same time some great changes had taken place in political-
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legal life of the region.

In the article 117 of the “Regulation” published in 1886, it was noted that 
judicial power belonged to Supreme court, Regional court and the governing senate 
in Turkestan territory. The Judicial power applied to people with different status and 
also to local people mentioned in the articles 141-143, 173, 176.

Article 91, i.e. from 117 to 207 of the 2 part of volume 2 of ”the Regulation” 
was devoted to judicial system. According to articles 117,140, 141, 142, 143, 173,176 
people from local population were amenable.[3]

There were operated judges in People’s court- kaziy and biy judges.[4] There 
also organized Supreme courts in the region. They could consider civil cases which 
were within the jurisdiction of People’s courts in case when agreement of plaintiff 
and respondent would follow. Agreement must have been included into records of 
supreme judge.

The Supreme judges also conducted notarial issues where necessary.[5] 
Regional judges and prosecutors could choose translators, chancery division, and 
they could also admit people for job or dismiss. The activity of judges was controlled 
by the Minister of Justice and governor.

Year by year ruling over the region had been developed and different forms and 
methods of ruling were accepted. These forms and methods were developed in the 
Regulations adopted in 1892,1901,1903, 1911, 1914,1916.

In ’’Regulations” adopted in 1901 Russian judicial cases were divided into two 
parts,i.e. civil and criminal. 25 articles, i.e. from article 25 to 49 were devoted to 
civil, cases and 37 articles,i.e. from article 53 to 89 were devoted to criminal cases.[6]

Below we’ll give an example from trial of the supreme judge of Amu-Darya 
region. The given case was considered by the assistant of supreme judge E.Levitskiy. 
Due to the fact that the case hadn’t been considered in an efficient level, i.e. reasoned 
facts of accused were and argumentative not included.

In 1887 March 16, the case was again reconsidered by Syrdarya regional court 
chaired by D.G.Rojdenstvenskiy, with participation of court members 
Yu.D.Yumakova, Ph.M.Kislinskiy,and the case was reconsidered again durung the 
secretary of N.S.Cherdantsev.

But the case,i.e. if  accused Seidnazar Khodjaniyazov killed the chairman of 
Kungrad principal the mullah Rzin or didn’t was undiscovered till the end.

After Syrdarya regional court had investigated the mentioned case and had 
found some mistakes in the activities of Amu-Darya regional court, there were made 
the following remarks:

1. Firstly, the place where the mullah Rzin had been killed, wasn’t properly 
investigated and fully searched, and also the brother of the killed wasn’t questioned.

2. Secondly, it wasn’t defined what shoes the suspected person Babajan 
Pirnazarov and accused Saidnazar Khodjaniyazov had worn.

3. Thirdly, Those who had seen the crime were not questioned.
4. Fourthly, It wasn’t defined if  the killed and the accused had any suspicious 

relations.
5. Fifthly, chemical and microscopic expertises in defining stains on the clothes
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of the accused were not conducted.

6. Sixthly, the witnesses were not questioned under oath.
After all these remarks mentioned, the Syrdarya regional court returned the case 

back to Amu-Darya supreme court and demanded explanations.
In 1888 April 8, the Syrdarya regional court examined the above mentioned case 

in an open court and relieved the accused Saidnazar Khodjaniyazov as unguilty ,i.e. 
due to the absence of crime in his action.[7] The analysis of archival materials 
showed that the prosecutor of the region was presented and made decisive word in 
this judicial proceeding.

Then,in 1888 April 24, the administrator of Shayh-Abbas-Valiy principal wrote 
the act that the inhabitants of Shimam village Irman and Dusman Bekmuhamedov 
were killed intentionally. The given case was reconsidered by the assistant of Amu- 
Darya regional court and guilties were punished.[8]

Different movements against the policy of tsarist power were increased. One of 
such movements was organized under the leadership of Baba Guklan. There was a 
letter kept in state archive of the chief of Amu-Darya region which had been sent to 
the chairman of supreme court of the region. He writes: Baba Guklan and his group 
found 53 cartridges at the house of Suamberdi Abdrazakov and two of those ones 
were noted with state sign. One cartridge and eight-shooters were left in investigation 
department as evidence and he mentioned that in 1887 April 16, he again started 
criminal case on this issue.[9]

They attacked Nukus post-office. The suspected were mullah Babajan,Kazak 
bala, Annabay, Anna-Murat, Uraz bala Sakarov front turkmen race of Gullan Baba 
Utuzov race and others. Nobody knew about the existence of the group till the end of 
investigation process.[10]

But, the case was reconsidered on October and December 1895 and all the 
suspected were discharged from custody because of the absence of crime.[11] But, in 
1897 August 7, the chief of Amu-Darya region A.S.Galkin again raised this issue and 
wrote a report to the prosecutor of Syrdarya region and they began to make things 
clear.[12] The chief o f Amu-Darya region interfered into all judicial-lawful systems 
of the region. The kaziy judge Shayh-Abbas-of Valiy principal in his decision to 
transfer 21/2part of land to Yahshimurat Dosimov from Bekpulat Hojabaev 
mentioned the names of witnesses as Ischanbay sotnik, Aveb sotnik, Palvan 
Irnepesov, Irdjan Ataniyazov, Hudaybergen Shaniyazov.[13] After that in 1897 July 
30, the chief of Amu-Darya region the colonel (his full name was not mentioned and 
there was the signature of the chief in the archival documents.But at that period the 
chief of Amu-Darya region was A.S.Galkin-A.A.) invited all witnesses to Petro- 
Alexandrovsk and again questioned each mentioned witness.It turned out that all 
these witnesses were absent in place of crime as controversy because of land and they 
didnt take part in the process of Kaziy court.[14] Acting as judicial officer the 
Shurahan divisional police officer levied 1259 roubles for benefits of Grishin, 
showing “different evidences” of S.Niyazbay Uchbaev and Urazbay Yusupov.[15] 
The kaziy and biy judges abused their positions.They also controlled social-political, 
economical conditions of the population,particularly land-water resources and the
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system of tax collection. Sometimes they bereaved local people of land and gave to 
Russians. This situation brought to dissatisfaction of population. Thus, the local 
people often applied to the chief of Amu-Darya region. And he responded to some 
applications, and he considered unnecessary to respond some others. This showed 
from one side that ideology of the local people increased, and from the othe side the 
Russian administration ignored many complaints and applications or considered 
perfunctorily. [16] The authorized representatives of the Emperor-counts and senators 
studied, analysed economical, political and spiritual-educational parts systematically 
and they identified “strong” and “weak” features of local people, and defined 
“nicety” moments on ruling over the region.

The aim of the tsar’s administration was to try to obtain respect for russian laws 
from the side of local people and to rule over them, and also not to give opportunity 
for activation of the population and to keep them dependent.
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Rezyume. Mazkur maqola XIX asrning so'nggi choragi X X  asr boshida Amu- 
Daryo bo'limidagi siyosiy-huquqiy ahvolga va rus sud tizimining shakllanishiga 
bag'ishlangan. Asosan rus sud tizimining tashkil etilishi va olib borgan ishlari 
o'rganilgan. O'lkada xalq sudlari ham faoliyat yuritgan. Ayrim paytlarda sudlar 
notarius vazifasini ham bajargan. Amu-Dar'yo bo'limini boshqarishning vaqtincha 
nizomi va Turkiston o'lkasini boshqarish haqida nizom qabul etilgandan keyin 
o'lkada rus sudlari tashkil etila boshlanganligiga e'tibor qaratilgan.
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Резюме. В данной статье говорится о политико-правовом положении и 

начальном этапе формирования русской судебной системы в Аму-Дарьинской 
области конца XIX и начала X X  веков. В основном изучается процесс 
организации русской судебной системы. Также в крае действовали народные 
суды. Иногда судьи выступали в качестве нотариуса. В основном суды были 
организованы после принятия Временного положения об управлении Аму- 
Дарьинским округом и Положения об управлении Туркестанским краем.

Kalit so zlar. Turkiston general gubernatorligi, Sirdaryo viloyati, Amu-Daryo 
bo'limi, nizom, mirovoy sud, uchastka, xalq sudlari.

Ключевые слова. Туркестанский генерал губернатор, Сирдарьинская 
область, Амударьинский отдел, положение, мировой суд, участок, народные 
суды.
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PECULARITIES OF COM POSITION OF KARAKALPAK FOLK
POEMS

Bawatdinova S.J.
Nukus State Pedagogical Institute named after Ajiniyaz

Summary. In the article the author studies the composition o f Karakalpak folk  
lyrics as a particular genre o f national folklore. The researcher pays a great attention 
to the main idea o f the definite types offolk lyrics and to the performing pecularities 
o f genric fo lk masterpieces by the specific national performers as jyraws and baqsys. 
In the article two types offolk lyrics “Betashar”  and “Besik j m ” ( the introducing o f 
the Bride and “Lullaby”) are analyzed in the aspect o f composition and idea.

Key words. Folklore, fo lk lyrics, epos, composition, primitive types o f lyrics, 
Lullaby, assonance, rhymes, couplet, performers o f national genres, musical 
accompaniment, ceremonial lyrics.

Since ancient times our ancestors had been creating folk poems which were 
considered as one of the literary genres and they had some definite traditions in their 
compositions.

Traditional pecularities in the composition are observed in every genric kind of 
folk poems. The objective reality, changes in social conditions had made a 
considerable influence on the further development of the compositions of folk poems, 
although retaining their positive effects either on performers and on listeners, too. At 
the times when letters were not invented yet the poems created by some 
representatives of the definite group of people were performed orally; from the 
mouth of skilled performers, later on their own musical accompaniment on ghobyz, 
dutar and girjek *(B.C) and etc. Accordingly they had changed compositions of poem 
in a way due to common taste.

Written forms of some folk poems were remained in the ancient written 
recollections as “Avesto”, Orkhon -  Yenisey writings, in the dictionary “Divanu 
lughat at-Turk” (by Makhmud Qashghariy), in the literary works by Yusuf 
Balasagunsky in “Divanu Hikmat” by Hodja Akhmet Yassaviy in which some 
traditional lyric compositions of folk poems were remained completely. As some later 
researchers show the examples of compositional structures of Karakalpak folk poems 
compiled by well-known turkologists A. Belyaev and A. Divaev in the XIX century 
are constantly contained in the poems created by famous Karakalpak poets Abbaz 
Dabylov, A. Muwsaev, Sadyq Nurimbetov and others in the 30’s and 40’s of the XX 
century.

Karakalpak folk poems have various genric types:
1. Epic poems (Дэстанлар) including: Heroic poems (Батырлык жырлары), 

Love poems (Aшыклык дэстанлары), Historical poems (Taрийхый дэстанлар) etc.
2. Lyric - Lyrical poems (Лирикалык косыклар) including Nature lyrics
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^эб и ят  лирикасы), Motherland lyrics (AHa-YaTaH лирикасы), Love lyrics ( 
My^a66ar лирикасы), Children’s lyrics ( Балалар лирикасы) and etc.

Some kinds of Lyrical Poems are found within epic poems, too. There can occur 
almost all types of lyrics: Customary lyrics, Love lyrics, Behest lyrics (A^bm -  
насият косыклары) are the frequent ones within them.

Orkhon-Yenisey writings and Makhmud Qashqary’s dictionary, for instance, 
include some examples of Ceremonial-Customary lyrics as “Yar-Yar” (“A love 
lyrics”-“Devotion to beloved” performed by maidens) “Arnaw” (“Dedication” to 
famous personals: Khans, Padishakhs, (Khanyms), (Khanshas) (“Depiction”) which 
have their characteristic features in the aspect of composition.

One of the customary lyrics is “Betashar” (“Introducing the Bride”- to brothers 
and kin relatives). Defiuit *”Betashar”- word for word “face”-(“6eT”) -“opening”- 
(‘̂ ш ар”). The ceremony of introducing the bride with her new family and relatives. 
(The author -B.S)

Compositionally the poem consists of two parts:
1. Introduction (Epilogue) aims to behest the bride to carry on all the family life 

rules as they are shown in the moral codes and in the customs of the nation.
2. The main part includes introducing and greeting the new relatives (Kindred) 

personally by giving to every of them per two or three bows, which finally ends with 
taking off the shawl from bride’s face.

According to the tradition the bride is to be introduced with the names of the 
grand parents depicted lyrically in the verse lines of rhymes and answering to each 
name with a pair of bows. The custom denotes the idea of getting aware of the origin 
of her new family. Here after the Bride should give her bows to the parents of her 
future husband and his uncles and aunts, brothers and sisters and others. Now, le tfs  
read some verse lines from the “Betashar”

1 .Keлинли болдым 6y^ h деп, Welcoming you to his place,
^м п и рди ц  a ^ i n  жYгин деп, As the helper for his life helpmates ease 
Крс жYреги шэукилдеп, Your father-in-law with the pride in his heart
Кууанып тур атацыз. His name is Aytniyaz
^тайный аты AnrHM3 But don’t say his name.
Бирак, aniH aйтпaцыз) Bow his majesty for two times please
^ л и н  ийил кэйин атаца
2. Ak жaулыклы жeлбирер, Her shawl is flattering white
^ л и н  ^ л д и  дeгeндe When the news of your arrival came
^ у и л и  кетти eлжиреп, She was in the seventh heaven
A ray турган e ^ n ro , Here is your mother-in-law standing
Aram arnbm жYрмециз, Don’t address her by name
A™  ornin Зийyaрxaн Ziywarxan is her name
E ^ n ro re  бер сэлем. A pair o f your bows for her Majesty, please
The above shown example of the “Betashar has its traditional composition that 

is common to all times. Introducing the Bride with her new relatives name by name is 
compulsory even though the national moral forbids the bride to address all of them 
(except her husband) by their names. So, beginning her life in a new family she
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should have to concoct pseudonyms fitting each of them but not offending them. 
Pseudonyms are not used for addressing her husband’s parents and kindred. 
Accordingly the whole content and composition of “Betashar” provides these 
purposes and prompts a bride how to behave herself among a new community. The 
composition of every personal dedication in the “Betashar” may consist of 8-10 verse 
lines or more introducing the characteristic features, behaviour of the person to whom 
the couplets are devoted. In earlier times the performers of “Betashar” used to be 
strict to the person whom they introduced: in the depiction of their characteristic 
features, sometimes, they purposely criticized publicly not hiding their malicious 
intention or due “to order from outside”, or just for humour and satire. Their 
composition is particularly distinguished by the ordinary lining of words in 
assonance. Modern “Betashars” express more joke and joy, functionally depicts the 
persons in the introducing list, their positions in the society, ties of kinship and other 
peculiarities.

“Besik jiri”- “Lullyby” is known not only in the Karakalpak folklore, but it 
exists in the whole world folklore. They are considered to have their peculiar genric 
characteristics and specific ideas which comprise the whole content of the poem. 
Almost all the lullabies of all nations are the same concerning their composition. The 
vocabulary i.e words containing the verses represent the definite rhythmic lay of lines 
which is jentle to ears and naturally musical, tickling the ears. “Lullabies” are the 
greatest art infusing goodness into the human souls.

This genre of lyrics had been established since the earliest periods of human life. 
In the Karakalpak literature “Besik jiri” had been created during long periods in 
numerously varied versions and have reached our times first in oral forms, written 
forms are much far lates ones, a number of which has their own authors.

A great number of “Besik jirlari” consist of 8 or 10 couplets. Their 
compositions may be divided into three assonance and make them rhythmical 
(musical). Example:

Aйланайын aппaFым- aM, My darling as bright as a daylight, lulla,
Кызлар кийген кaлпаFым-aй, As a crown worn by a pretty girls, lulla,
Kaтaрыцнан кем болмай-aй, Lead your friends in your life, lulla
AшылFай бaлaм бул бaxтыц-aй May your happy life continue ever, lulla 
Х,эййиу, хэййиу, x1эййиу-aй Sleep, my darling, a good sleep! Lulla
0зим CYЙген aппаFым-aй. My darling as bright as a daylight, lulla.
The above shown example of “Besik jiri” is the most typical one both in the past 

and now. The first line functions as an address, the second is metaphorical description 
and the third and following lines express the author’s wish for her child. The next two 
lines are used as refrain that emphathizes author’s passions i.e maternal love. As we 
know the main idea of “Besik jiri” (“Lullaby”) reflects the performer’s love and good 
wishes for bright future of the child who is laid in the cradleor swing. The frequent 
metaphorical depiction include diminutive caressing words as “кундызшам” (“my 
young beaver”), “жулдызшам” (“my starlet”), ‘“̂ ш а г ы м ” (“my foal, my little 
foal”), “кoзышаFым” (“my little lamb”) etc.
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The non-traditional types of “Besik jlrlаn” (“Lullabies”) are sometimes created 

by poets and some enthusiasts in their pecular interests, however, they also can not 
differ from the point of view of common idea and tradition. The fact makes it 
possible to understand that the genre of “Besik jiri” are constant rather than other 
types of lyrical poems.

Nowadays when globalization is winging its way all over the world, the study 
of such subjects will gather round itself thousands of initiators to broaden the detailed 
research of objects concerned with the subject.
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Rezyume. Muallif maqolasida qoraqalpoq xalq og'zaki ijodining xalq 
qo'shiqlariga alohida e'tibor qaratgan. Unda xalq qo'shiqlarining jirov va 
baxshilariga katta e'tibor qaratgan. Xalq qo'shiqlaridan «Bet ashar» (kelinni kuyov 
tarafdagi qarindosh urug'lari bilan tanishtirish marosimi) va «Alla» kompozitsiyasi 
va g'oyasi chuqur talqin qilingan.

Резюме. В статье автор изучает композицию каракалпакской фольклорной 
лирики как особенного жанра устного народного творчества. В нем уделено 
большое внимание главной идее определенных типов фольклорной лирики и 
исполнению народных шедевров специальными мастерами-жырауами и бахчи. 
Два вида фольклорной лирики “Беташар” («Церемония знакомления невесты с 
семейством и близками жениха») и “Колыбельная ” тщательно анализированы 
в композиционном и идейном аспектах.

Kalit so zlar. Fol'klor, fol'klor lirikasi, epos, kompozitsiya, lirikaning oddiy 
turlari, alla, o'xshatish, bandi, milliy janrlarni ijro etuvchilar, musiqiy hamrohlik, 
marosim qo 'shiqlari

Ключевые слова. Фольклор, фольклорная лирика, эпос, композиция, 
примитивные, типы лирики, колыбельная, созвучие, ритмы, куплет, 
испольнители национальных жанров, музыкальное сопровождение, 
церемональная лирика.
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The Im portance of Social Partnership in Strengthening the Friendship 
between Ethnic Groups in K arakalpakstan

M uratbaeva A.
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Summary. The articles analyses the importance o f social partnership in 
strengthening the friendship between ethnic groups in Karakalpakstan. It also defines 
the legal basis o f friendship between nationalities.

Key words. Nationality, national and cultural center, integration, social 
partnership

The harmony among nationalities is a common value, which defines the national 
development of areas and states inhabited by different nationalities. In the frame of 
the ideology of national independence, this idea is considered one of the major ones, 
and the article 8 of the Constitution of Uzbekistan clearly reads as follows, “The 
people of Uzbekistan consist of the citizens of the Republic of Uzbekistan in spite of 
their ethnic origin.”

The concept “The People of Uzbekistan” serves as a spiritual basis for mutual 
respect, friendship and unity for the peoples living in our country, working to achieve 
the same goal and belonging to various ethnic groups and settlements.

In addition, our Constitution states, “The Republic of Uzbekistan guarantees 
honoring of the languages and customs of all ethnic groups and settlements living in 
its territory, and creates conditions for their development.”

Today more than 7, 3 billion people live in the world. They fall into 
approximately more than 2500 nationalities and ethnic groups.

At present, representatives of more than 130 nationalities live harmoniously in 
the Republic of Uzbekistan. The International Center of Culture of Uzbekistan, which 
celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2017, coordinates the activities of 137 cultural 
centers of various nationalities. The creation of all conditions for all nationalities and 
settlements so that they can acquire education in their native language, training of 
specialists in ethnic languages in higher educational institutions and schools, 
publications of newspapers and magazines, and broadcasting television and radio 
programs in many languages give evidence of the active work o f this organization.

More than 1763, 2 thousand people live in Karakalpakstan. They are composed 
of more than 100 national and ethnic groups. According to research, the number of 
urban and rural inhabitants is approximately equal. However, the basic rural 
population of Karakalpakstan consists of mainly Karakalpaks, Uzbeks, and Kazakhs 
and Turkmens. The representatives of other ethnic groups live generally in urban 
areas. According to the census of 2015, the capital city Nukus has the population of
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300, 7 thousand who live in 57 communities councils.

The issue of friendship between ethnic groups in the Republic of Karakalpakstan 
rests upon the scientific legal basis. For example, on December 1, 1990 “The Law 
on the State Language“ was adopted, and its new redaction was ratified by 
Zhokharghy Kenes (the Supreme Council) of the Republic of Karakalpakstan on 
September 18, 1996. It consists of 24 articles. Article 1 of the law states: “The state 
languages of the Republic of Karakalpakstan are Karakalpak and Uzbek languages.” 
In article 2, it is also definitely stated, “The state language status of Karakalpak and 
Uzbek languages does not limit the constitutional rights of other inhabitants of the 
country to use their native languages.”

This rule can serve as a legal reflection of the friendship, cooperation and 
harmony between nationalities living in the territory of the Republic of 
Karakalpakstan from time immemorial. Although an ideological character was 
imparted to these processes during Soviet time, they have not lost their importance. 
The first President of our country I. Karimov said that we should take lessons from 
the past and use its positive features. As it helps us in our development today, 
“historical experience, and the inheritance of traditions, all these must turn into 
values rearing new generations” [1]. We should point out that this point of view is 
still essential. For instance, to strengthen the friendship among nationalities, 
consensus and harmony between them, and further consolidate and develop the 
atmosphere for dedicated work for the future of our country, the days of Culture and 
Art of Karakalpakstan were held in Uzbekistan from 25 to 30 January, 1992. This 
event was the convincing demonstration of friendship not only between Uzbeks and 
Karakalpaks but also between peoples of Karakalpakstan and Uzbekistan. Its worth 
mentioning that later on the basis of the first President I. Karimov’s idea on cultural 
integration of all peoples living in this region [2], and under his own leadership this 
kind of festival was held all over Central Asia. In 1994, the festival the Days of 
Culture of Kazakhstan was held in Uzbekistan, in 1995, the Days of Uzbekistan were 
held in Kazakhstan, and in 1998, the Days of Kirgizstan and Tajikistan were held in 
Uzbekistan [3]. In addition, in 2001, to further consolidate the cultural and friendly 
relations, to strengthen the harmony between peoples the Days of the Culture of 
Karakalpak Republic were held in Khorezm Region. They were held perfectly with 
the participation of famous artists and popular singers.

At the beginning of our Independence, national centers of culture were 
organized and great attention was paid to the development of native languages and 
culture of the ethnic groups living in the republic.

For example, Kazakh cultural center started to publish the newspaper “Dostikh 
Uni” (The Voice of Friendship), and later it organized the theatre named “Beskhala” 
This amateur theatre gave concerts in Nukus and districts. The Turkmen cultural 
center published the newspaper “Mekan”, and its folk song and dance ensemble 
started to take an active part in the cultural life of the republic.

Here, it is worth mentioning that in 2002 the Turkmen folk song and dance 
ensemble from Turtkul District published its concert program. In those years the work 
program of national cultural centers and art communities were prepared for
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publication. The Russian cultural center held some activities in Nukus [4].

The Korean cultural center organized Korean language learning centers, and 
made its contribution to the publication of the Korean newspaper “Kore Simun” in 
Uzbekistan. Later, the Ukrainian cultural center started its work. This center united 
about 1000 representatives of the Ukraine nationality living in Karakalpakstan and 
started to make its contribution to the development o f Ukrainian culture by 
celebrating their traditions, holidays.

National cultural centers have been actively participating in various artistic and 
cultural festivals and competitions held in our republic and in the territory of 
Uzbekistan. For instance, in 2005 the “Apsana” folk and ethnographic group from 
Kungirat district participated in the republican regional festival of folk and 
ethnographic ensembles with its own compositions. The same year, in the month of 
May Karakalpak, Uzbek, Kazakh and Turkmen bards and poets took part in the open, 
international, folk festival “Baisun Bahari” (Spring of Baisun) held in Termez.

The activities of national cultural centers are supported by local government 
authorities. The Karakalpakstan Television and Radio Company prepares broadcasts 
in ethic languages, and television programs are shown in the languages of different 
minorities inhabiting in Karakalpakstan. This issue also found its reflection in the 
pages of newspapers and magazines. For instance, the idea of friendship among 
nationalities is largely popularized in the newspapers “Erkin Karakalpakstan”, “Vesti 
Karakalpakstana”, and “Karakalpakstan Zhaslary” The idea of cultural centers’ 
playing a significant role in building and developing a democratic society in our 
country is constantly stated in the newspapers. For example, the newspaper “Vesti 
Karakalpakstana” features all - round information on the activities of the Russian 
cultural center on the regular basis. Journalists K. Pirnazarova, G. Tyugai and others 
wrote articles on the activities of this center.

These articles exalted not only Russian values but also the common human 
values. In doing so, they laid foundations of the rubric “Uzbekistan -  Our Common 
Home” which, later, had a wide coverage in the periodicals.

The implementation of all these processes reflects once again the generosity, 
kindness and humaneness of the Karakalpak people. The masterpieces of world 
literature prose and poetry books were published in the Karakalpak language. The 
harmony among peoples and the priority of the common humane values were largely 
popularized. For instance, K.Kurambaev in his article “Druzhba literatur -  druzhba 
narodov” (Friendship between Literature -  Friendship between Peoples) wrote that 
the literary relations and cooperation among peoples of the world step over the 
bounds of the literary and creative work and play harmonizing role among all nations.

Museums, large centers of culture, also made their own contribution to the 
popularization of the idea of friendship among different nationalities. The world- 
known Karakalpak State Museum of Art named after I.V. Savitskii keeps the pictures 
and sketches by national creative artists, the representatives of “Russian avant-garde” 
and the national household utensils of all peoples living in Karakalpakstan. The 
exhibits of the museum are also displayed abroad. We can also proudly point out that 
the exhibits of the Karakalpak Museum of Local Lore absolutely meets the
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requirements of the idea of friendship and generosity among ethnic groups.

Generally speaking, people from all walks of life and national cultural centers 
make their contribution to the cause of supporting and strengthening friendship 
among ethnic minorities as much as they can. The topical issue of today is their 
cooperation and developing relations on the basis of social partnership.

Social partnership includes such subjects as government institutions, non
governmental, none-commercial organizations and other institutions of the civil 
society. The laws define cooperation between government bodies, autonomous bodies 
of citizens, political parties and religious organizations.

In Uzbekistan, the law on Social Partnership” was passed in 2014 and came into 
effect on January 1, 2015.

On the basis of this law, it is necessary, to work out programs and normative 
acts for different areas and territories which support citizens’ rights in spite of their 
ethic origin and religion, and take additional cultural measures in order to strengthen 
the friendship among different nationalities. These measures are necessary to 
implement the resolutions on this issue.

Based on these activities we can enhance the international, cultural and civil 
partnership ideas, and reinstate thousand year-old moral and historical-cultural values 
and guard them, as they are of great importance.
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Rezyume. Maqolada Qoraqalpog'istonda millatlararo hamdo'stlikning 
mustahkamlanishida ijtimoiy hamjihatlikning ahamiyati tahlil qilingan. Shuningdek 
millatlararo hamdo'stlikning huquqiy asosga ega ekanligi aniqlangan.

Резюме. Статья анализирует важность социального партнерства в 
усилении дружбы между национальностями в Каракалпакстане. Она также 
выявляет юридическое основание дружбы между народами.

Kalit so’zlar. Millat, milliy madaniy markaz, integratsiya, ijtimoiy hamjihatlik.
Ключевые слова. Национальность, национально-культурный центр, 

интеграция, социальное партнерство.
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Summary. The article analyzes the content o f legal norms which regulate 
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It is important in scientific theoretical, ecological legal development, practical 
point of view to analyze peculiarities and essence of legal norms which regulate 
relations connected to providing radiation safety in defining; protecting and 
preventing this influence on natural objects and human health in today’s globalizing 
condition of developing human society which radiation risk influence on natural 
environment. Because, perfection of ecological legal norms which regulate relations 
connected to protecting radiation risk is a useful facility of regulating these relations 
by the norms, providing protection condition and quality of natural environment, 
from negative influence of radiation risk.

When thinking about subject and peculiarity of legal norms connected to 
protecting and preventing the influence of radiation risk influence, first of all, we 
should mention norms of the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan[1. P. 26]. The 
followings are regulated in the basic laws of the Republic of Uzbekistan: saving 
natural environment, wisely using natural resources, protecting citizens’ ecological 
rights, protecting natural environment and human health from different ecological 
risks, legal relations as obligations of enterprise, establishment, organizations and 
citizens in the field of protecting natural environment.

For example, it is indicated in 54-article of the Constitution of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan that, using property must not damage ecological environment, must not 
break benefits and rights of citizens, juridical person and state, which defended by the 
law. It is indicated in 55-article of the basic law that land, natural resources, water, 
flora and fauna and other natural resources are common national wealth, they should 
be used wisely and they are in the protection of the state.

So, in 50, 54, 55 and 100-articles of the basic law ecological legal rules about 
protecting nature, wisely using natural resources are strengthened. Constitutional 
right norms indicate basic tendency of protecting natural environment and human 
health. We can say according to the other norms of Constitution, every citizen can 
inquire, take and distribute any report about natural resources (29-article), join social
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organizations about solving problems of using and protecting natural resources, if 
citizens’ rights are broken in relations of using environment they can use defense of 
the court (43-article), also, it is indicated in the basic law that citizens should be in 
carefully relation to natural environment (50-article), local authority institutions 
should protect environment (100-article).

We can explain necessity of protecting natural environment on the basis of 
constitutional norms by citizens’ right of having comfortable natural environment, 
their obligation of protecting nature, generally, can explain by necessity of regulating 
ecological relations among person -  society -  state on the constitutional, Constitution 
norms basis. Also, it is appropriate to search for the main reason of regulating 
protecting natural environment on the basis of Constitution norms in sharpening of 
ecological relations at present, its serious risk to the national safety, destroying 
ecosystem year by year.

When mentioning about subject and peculiarities of legal norms which regulate 
relations connected to protecting natural environment and human health from the 
influence of radiation risk reflection should be given about norms in the law “About 
protecting nature”[2] of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The law is separated by 
specialization to generally legal ordering activity about protecting natural 
environment. Especially, it is indicated in 2-article of the law that, “Land, natural 
resources, water, flora and fauna, air of atmosphere should be protected from 
pollution, destroying, damaging, losing fresh, ruining, endangering, not using 
wisely”. Obligation of citizens about protecting nature (50-article) which indicated in 
the Constitution of the Republic of Uzbekistan is developed in the law “About 
protecting nature”. For example, it is shown in 12-article of the law that citizens have 
the right of living in comfortable natural environment for their and future 
generation’s health, protecting their health from damage of natural environment. 
According to this aim, citizens have rights of joining social organizations about 
protecting nature, asking and taking reports about condition and protection of natural 
environment.

In introduction of the law “About protecting nature” of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan indicating legal, economical and organizational bases of wisely using 
natural resources is considered as one of its objects. We can say that the law solved 
these objects. For example, in it protecting not wisely using natural objects is 
indicated (2-article); making comfortable conditions for wisely using nature in the 
way of productively and steady social-economical developing of the Republic is 
admitted as one of the aims of protecting nature (3-article); encouraging wisely using 
nature and protecting natural environment is recognized as an important order to 
achieve the aims of protecting nature (4-article); doing ecological control to 
providing wisely using of natural resources (29, 32-articles).

Relations connected to protecting natural environment and wisely using natural 
resources are shown also in other ecological laws. Orders of protecting them from 
any damage and wisely using are indicated in ecological laws which regulate 
relations connected to using natural resources.

Also, in the law “About pollution” of the Republic of Uzbekistan relations
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connected to necessity of protecting natural environment from the damage of 
pollution and wisely using them are legally regulated. For example, providing wisely 
use of pollution in farming is one of the objects of this law. Also, saving pollution and 
doing them according to the methods which provide wisely use of them are shown in 
the law (22-article).

When talking about legal norms which regulate relations connected to protecting 
natural environment and human health from radiation risk influence, we should think 
about the norms of Land codex of the Republic of Uzbekistan. In 2-article of the 
codex the following are indicated: saving land resources which is the foundation of 
citizens’ life activity as the most important natural resource, improving soil quality 
and increasing its productivity; providing wisely and productively use of lands; 
providing protection of lands which is planned for agriculture, first of all, watering 
lands; preventing land and natural environment from damage, covering legal, 
organizational, economical, technological and other systems which are directed at 
protecting them from the damage of anthropogenic influence, taking out plots, which 
do not provide taking the product which answer to the orders according to the 
ecology and sanitary-hygiene as a result of chemical or radiation pollution, from 
agricultural production and for conservation carrying them to land reserves, necessity 
of prohibiting production and realization of agricultural products in these kind of 
land.

Analyzing norms of the law “About radiation risk” of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan shows this, according to them objects which use ionizing radiation 
resources should be carried from state ecological, radiation-hygiene and technical 
expertise in the order which indicated in the law documents[3].

In our opinion, we should fill 9-article of the law “About radiation risk” of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan with the following second part: “Controlling state expertise 
of the objects using ionizing radiation resources in safely doing in industry, oil-field 
and municipal-economic sector does state inspection, Ministry of health saving of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan, state committee of protecting nature of the Republic of 
Uzbekistan. This strengthens legal order of carrying state expertise of the objects 
which use ionizing radiation resources and shows its positive influence on providing 
radiation safety.

According to the essence of the above mentioned legal norms accepting for use 
the object of dangerous production carried in an indicated order. In the process of 
accepting the object of dangerous production for use the following are checked: 
conformity of the object of dangerous production to the project documents, readiness 
of organization for using the object of dangerous production, for widening of caution 
in the object of dangerous production and for activities to finish its results (8-article)
[4].

When talking about the content of legal norms which regulate relations of 
protecting natural environment from the influence of radiation risk, it is expedient to 
give special attention to the norms of the law “About protecting population and 
territories from natural and technogen quality special situations”. As shown in the 
norms of this law, plots are announced as zones of special ecological condition where
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steady negative changing, which threats health of population in environment, 
condition of natural ecological systems as a result of farming or another activity, is 
going. Special legal degree is given to these kinds of natural territories on the basis of 
the conclusion of state ecological expertise with the decision of the organ which takes 
out higher law or degree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan.

According to the subject-essence of this law announcing territory as the zone of 
special ecological situation or zone of ecological disaster brings to certain limits in 
the process of farming. For example, at the zone of special ecological situation the 
process which negatively damage natural environment is stopped, any kinds of work 
which negatively influences on human health and his genetic reserves, some kinds of 
using nature are limited, effective abilities are observed about setting up and 
remaking of natural resources. In the zone of ecological disaster abilities more serious 
than these are observed. Apart from the companies which services for the living 
population, the process of all objects of farming is stopped, all kinds of using nature 
are seriously limited.

11 and 16-articles of the law “About the quality and safety of food” [5] of the 
Republic of Uzbekistan are important among legal norms which regulate relations 
connected to preventing and destroying influence of radiation risk. According to the 
content of these rules, in the process of producing food from plants using poisoning 
chemical elements is permitted after they carried from toxicological-hygiene 
expertise. Food products which are dangerous for human life and health should be 
taken in an indicated order in law documents according to the decision of state 
control organs.

Analyzing the content of legal norms which regulate relations protecting natural 
environment from radiation risk testify having common and separate character o f this 
risk. Common and separate character of protection, which mentioned above, can be 
differed from each other only after defining content-essence and relations to each 
other of the concepts which comes across ecological legal norms “assessing influence 
on natural environment”, “assessing state of radiation safety”, “ecological safety of 
society”, “radiation safety of population”, “ecological expertise” and “expertise of 
providing radiation safety”.
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Rezyume. Maqolada radiatsiyaviy xavfsizlikni ta'minlash bilan bog'liq 
munosabatlarni tartibga soluvchi huquqiy normalarning mazmuni tahlil qilingan. 
Shuningdek, maqolada normalarni yanada takomillashtirishning kontseptual 
tomonlari ko 'rib chiqilgan.
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Резюме. В статье анализируется содержание правовых норм 

регулирующих отношения связанные с обеспечением радиационной 
безопасности. Кроме того, в статье рассматриваются концептуальные 
стороны дальнейшего совершенствования норм.

Kalit so’zlar. Radiatsiya, radiatsiyaviy xavfsizlik, tabiiy muhit, tabiiy ob'ektlar, 
radiatsiyaviy xavf, maxsus qonunlar.

Ключевые слова. Радиация, радиационная безопасность, природная среда, 
природные объекты, радиационный риск, специальное законодательство.
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